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INTRODUCTION

The problem of the earliest form of Buddhism

The biggest problem in Buddhist Studies is that nobody knows what the Buddha taught. This is not because of an absence of early literary sources (in Pāli, Sanskrit, Chinese, Tibetan, etc.) that claim to contain his teachings. The problem rather, is that recent studies have shown that the early texts appear to contain a number of doctrinal differences, and it is not clear which formulations might be authentic and go back to the Buddha. The historical claims of the early Buddhist sects only add to the general scepticism. All claim that their canonical literature was compiled at the first council of shortly after the Buddha’s death. Unfortunately, however, there are numerous differences between the various canons, even in the details about the extent and classification of the canon supposedly compiled at the first council. Because of this Lamotte has commented: ‘It would be absurd to claim that all those canons were fixed at the very beginnings of Buddhism.’ It seems that the composition of early Buddhist literature was ongoing, and this casts doubt on the antiquity of any canonical text.

To have any chance of recovering the teachings of the Buddha, the early Buddhist literature must be chronologically stratified. But it is not clear how even the oldest stratum in the early texts could be attributed to the Buddha, should it be identified to some degree of satisfaction. For there appear to be no criteria, internal (e.g. a text whose authenticity is obvious) or external (e.g. an inscription from the very early period), that could connect any text or idea to the historical Buddha. The problem this creates has been summed up by J.W.de Jong:

One either selects some texts which are considered to reflect the earliest Buddhist doctrines, or one assumes that some doctrines are the original ones and tries to trace their development in the canonical texts. In both cases the point of departure is determined by a subjective decision.

Somewhat inevitably, de Jong concludes: ‘We will never be able to know the contents of the teachings of the Buddha himself.’ A slightly earlier, and simpler, version of this claim is found in A.B.Keith’s statement that any attempt to ascribe texts to the Buddha is futile: ‘All that we can do is to indulge in the legitimate, if somewhat useless, exercise of conjecturing what part of the doctrines which pass later as Buddhist is most likely to have been his own.’

If these sceptical opinions are to be believed, the early Buddhist literature defies any satisfactory chronological stratification, and none of it can be ascribed to the Buddha. The sceptics presuppose, therefore, that the early literature lacks sufficient historical information to assign texts and ideas to different periods. But it seems to me that this
overstates the matter somewhat: even by the most sceptical reckoning, it is unlikely that the early literature is devoid of all historical content. The Mahāparinibbāṇa Sutta, for example, is probably in many respects a quite reliable record of the last few months of the Buddha’s life. It is likely that some of the events recorded in it are historically authentic, e.g. the Buddha’s death in Kusinārā⁷ and his last words on that occasion,⁸ for there is no reason to believe that such polemically neutral passages would have been invented. There are other ways of identifying passages in the early literature that almost certainly go back to the Buddha. Richard Gombrich has pointed out that humorous statements attributed to the Buddha are probably authentic. As he puts it: ‘Are jokes ever composed by committees?’⁹ But it is one thing to establish historical facts and another to identify teachings of the Buddha. Jokes or facts about the Buddha’s death do not establish whether the Buddha taught the Noble Eightfold Path, or even the Four Noble Truths. In short, then, it is difficult to see how the passages of outstanding historical significance—and there are not many obvious examples—could be used as the criterion by which to attribute any of the early doctrinal formulations to the Buddha.

It is undoubtedly the case, therefore, that the most important problem facing a historian of early Buddhism is that of establishing a relationship between early Buddhist doctrine and historical fact. In this book I will reconsider this problem and propose a new solution to it. I will attempt to prove that facts about the Buddha’s early life are historically authentic and can be used to identify some of his teachings in the early literature. The historical facts in question concern the mysterious figures who are said to have taught meditation to the Buddha-to-be (the Bodhisatta), Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta. I will claim that the primary text in which this account is contained, the Ariyapariyesana Sutta, is probably the earliest and most historically valuable biographical tract in the early Buddhist literature. This being the case, it is quite likely that the Bodhisatta really was taught meditation by these two men. This text does not say anything about the content of the earliest Buddhist teachings, but I will use it to provide a historical background to early Buddhist thought in another way. I will attempt to show correspondences between the early literature on the two teachers and some of the speculations contained in the philosophical literature of early Brahminism. By this means I will try to reconstruct the philosophical presuppositions of the two teachers’ meditative practices. This will lead to a much improved understanding of the teachings that the Bodhisatta rejected and thus, I will claim, some idea of his intellectual development. Such a reconstruction will not provide us with the criteria that will allow us to determine the teachings of the Buddha with absolute certainty. But facts about the Buddha’s intellectual development can help us investigate the early Buddhist literature on meditation afresh. They provide the criteria that make it possible to reconsider the historical authenticity of the early literature.

In the early Buddhist literature the meditative states related to the teachers of the Bodhisatta are termed ‘formless spheres’. These four states are listed as follows in the Pāli canon:
The sphere of the infinity of space

the sphere of the infinity of consciousness

the sphere of nothingness

the sphere of neither perception nor non-perception.

Teachings containing these meditative states are numerous in the early Buddhist literature. This is of some historical significance. If the Bodhisatta rejected the goals of his teachers (‘the sphere of nothingness’ taught by Āḷāra Kālāma, and ‘the sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’ taught by Uddaka Rāmaputta), as the early biographies claim, then we must ask why so many practices including them are outlined in the early literature. There seem to be two possible answers. Either the Buddha allowed his followers to practise the pre-Buddhist sort of meditation taught by his teachers, in which case he must have taught a modified version of the practices, or he rejected the practice of the formless spheres and not just their goals, which would mean that their presence in the early Buddhist literature is not a true reflection of his teachings. If so, an investigation of the literature on the formless spheres would not reveal authentic teachings of the Buddha. But the former hypothesis is more intriguing, and it is this that I will investigate in this book. Based on the theory that the Bodhisatta was taught these meditative states by two teachers and later allowed them to be practised by his disciples, I will analyse a few old Buddhist texts from the Suttanipāta. In these texts the Buddha teaches an adapted form of the pre-Buddhist practices; I will attempt to show that these teachings are historically authentic.

The study of Buddhist origins

A basic presupposition of this book is that the early Buddhist literature is heterogeneous. Despite this, I see no reason to deny the historicity of the literature as a matter of course, although nowadays scholars are generally sceptical of the antiquity and authenticity of early Buddhist literature. The modern sceptical view has been articulated most notably by Gregory Schopen as follows:

We know, and have known for some time, that the Pāli canon as we have it—and it is generally conceded to be our oldest source—cannot be taken back further than the last quarter of the first century BCE, the date of the Alu-vihāra redaction, the earliest redaction we can have some knowledge of, and that—for a critical history—it can serve, at the very most, only as a source for the Buddhism of this period. But we also know that even this is problematic since, as Malalasekera has pointed out: ‘…how far the Tipitaka and its commentary reduced to writing at Alu-vihāra resembled them as they have come down to us, no one can say.’ In fact, it is not until the time of the commentaries of Buddhaghosa, Dhammapāla, and
others—that is to say, the fifth to sixth centuries CE—that we can know anything definite about the actual contents of [the Pāli] canon.\textsuperscript{12}

This view is now so common that many scholars do not see the need to justify it. This can be seen in the *Encyclopedia of Religion* where the authors of the entry ‘Buddhism in India’ note the following:

Unfortunately, we do not possess reliable sources for most of the history of Buddhism in its homeland; in particular, we have precious little to rely on for its early history. Textual sources are late, dating at the very least five hundred years after the death of the Buddha.\textsuperscript{13}

Such are the sceptical assumptions made by modern scholars of Indian Buddhism. It is easy to understand certain aspects of this scepticism, since no manuscripts of our most complete source—the Pāli canon—date back to the fifth century AD. Thus it makes it theoretically possible that this canon was periodically revised up to and beyond its commentators (c. fifth century AD). Nevertheless, I do not see this as a sufficient reason to reject its antiquity. Scholars such as Schopen would have us believe that the Pāli canon is evidence for Buddhism up to the time of the commentators, a view that implies that texts commented upon by fifth-century authors are not necessarily older than the commentaries themselves. But this is absurd. The very existence of the commentaries presupposes a textual tradition of some antiquity. If so, it is only to be assumed that the early Buddhist literature contains passages of considerable antiquity, even if it is possible that such passages have been corrupted in the course of time. To be sure, the sceptics, whose arguments are based on the lack of textual sources from the early period, can only go so far as to doubt the possibility of identifying very old parts of the canonical literature. But that passages of genuine antiquity exist cannot be categorically denied. Indeed, it seems to me that the opposite can be proved. The internal evidence of the texts themselves, as well as archaeological and epigraphical evidence, suggests that ancient texts have been preserved in the early literature, in spite of the corrosive effects of time.

The evidence concerning the transmission of the Pāli canon can be summed up as follows. The first remarkable fact, as has been noted by T.W.Rhys Davids, is that the texts seem to belong to a period of Indian history before the third century BC: they do not mention Aśoka, which is hardly likely if they were still open in his time.\textsuperscript{14} This evidence is supplemented by epigraphical and textual evidence suggesting that Buddhism arrived in Sri Lanka in the middle of the third century BC.\textsuperscript{15} Moreover, Pāli is a North Indian language that appears to show no traces of a Sinhalese dialect.\textsuperscript{16} If the language of the canon was not changed in spite of its Sinhalese surroundings, it is reasonable to assume that its contents were not changed either. This suggestion is supported by the fact that texts received by the Buddhists of Sri Lanka from other Buddhist sects in India were not placed in the Pāli canon, even when there were good reasons for doing so.\textsuperscript{17} This suggests that the early Sri Lankan Buddhists regarded some of the Pāli literature as canonical and transmitted it conservatively. Furthermore, if literature borrowed from other sects was kept outside the Pāli canon, it means that correspondences between the Pāli canon and the canonical literature of other sects probably predate the formation of the sects.\textsuperscript{18}
evidence suggests, then, that the literature introduced to Sri Lanka in the third century BC was changed very little after its introduction.

According to another sceptical argument, the early Buddhist literature cannot be used to construct historical events, no matter how old it is. Proponents of this argument claim that antiquity is no guarantee of historicity, since religious literature is normative rather than descriptive. Indeed, according to Schopen:

Scholars of Indian Buddhism have taken canonical monastic rules and formal literary descriptions of the monastic ideal preserved in very late manuscripts and treated them as if they were accurate reflections of the religious life and career of actual practising Buddhist monks in early India.19

As he puts it, ‘Even the most artless formal narrative text has a purpose, and…in “scriptural” texts, especially in India, that purpose is almost never “historical” in our sense of the term.’20 This view is widely accepted and implies that any attempt to read Buddhist texts as historical documents is flawed. In more recent times, some scholars have even argued that the tendency is based on the suspect political motives of the early Orientalists. According to King:

Western scholars located ‘Buddhism’ in classical texts, which they then tended to accept uncritically as accurate descriptions of ‘primitive Buddhism’ rather than as prescriptive and ideological representations of Buddhist belief and practice. This provided a justification for those accounts that emphasized the apparent degradation and corruption of contemporary Buddhist religion and society.21

If this opinion is to be believed, the historical study of early Buddhist texts was part of an Orientalist plot to belittle the society and culture of the modern East.22 This sort of suspicion about the methods of the early Orientalists is of course a development of Edward Said’s argument that ‘all academic knowledge about India and Egypt is somehow tinged and impressed by the gross political fact’.23 Such a critique of Orientalism has been taken very seriously in recent times. Following Said, some Buddhist scholars have declared that they have moved beyond the old textual methods, which they see as ‘inadequate’,24 and others have lamented the methods of the early Orientalists and subsequent dominance of textualist approaches, the adherents of which have been dubbed ‘Pāli text puritans’.25

No matter what the modern critics say, it seems to me that there is very little evidence that ‘Orientalist’ methods of studying Buddhist texts are invalid. The early Orientalists assumed that the early Buddhist texts contain historical facts that could be revealed by text-critical means.26 Some modern scholars have taken the opposite view, i.e. that Buddhist texts have little or no historical value. They take it as axiomatic that Buddhist texts are prescriptive and idealistic, and because of this imply that any attempt to construct history from them is deeply flawed. But this opinion is based on an a priori assumption that religious literature is normative and prescriptive. Such an assumption does not seem to be proved by the evidence of the early Buddhist texts, however. As I
mentioned earlier, facts about the Buddha’s death as well as jokes attributed to him are probably historically authentic. Such facts do not establish that the early Buddhist literature is entirely descriptive rather than normative, but they show that the literature contains descriptive elements that can be used to construct historical events. Besides this, there are other ways of extracting historical information from the texts. I have argued elsewhere that historical facts can be inferred from the circumstantial evidence contained in them. Facts that can be inferred about the transmission of the early Pāli literature are particularly suggestive: they seem to show that the early Buddhists attempted to compose and transmit texts in a form that could preserve information accurately, indeed word by word. For example, one of the rules in the Bhikkhu-pātimokkha forbids the teaching of the dhamma ‘word to word’ to a layman. From this evidence we cannot conclude that such things never happened: we do not know, and never will know, if bhikkhus taught lay people in such a fashion. However, in stipulating that the teaching ought not to be ‘word for word’ (padaso), the rule indirectly indicates the manner of teaching the dhamma to ordained monastics. This indirect evidence is supported by more textual evidence of a similar kind, and implies that Suttas were transmitted ‘word for word’ even in the earliest period, thus raising the possibility that some of the Buddha’s teachings, and perhaps even his words, have been preserved verbatim. Such methods of literary transmission, as well as descriptive portions of the texts, suggest that the application of the modern critique of Orientalism to Buddhist Studies is naive.

For the reasons given above, I see no reason to deny the possibility that the early Buddhist literature contains passages of genuine historical authenticity. If even a small number of passages of clear historical significance can be identified, it follows that an attempt to determine the historical reality of primitive Buddhism through the textual evidence is not based on faulty presuppositions about the nature of this evidence. In fact, the opposite is true: the critique of historical (or ‘Orientalist’) studies of Buddhist texts is based on the faulty presupposition that religious literature is wholly normative. Therefore, in this study of early Buddhism I see no reason to doubt the validity of the ‘Orientalist’ methods used to study Buddhist literature. It is to be hoped that the time has passed when it could be said of an empirical study of Buddhist texts that ‘the ghost of Mrs Rhys Davids’ stalks its pages. Subsequent criticism of this work should be directed at its arguments, rather than the fact that it is based on an approach that modern sceptics believe to be ‘tinged and impressed by the gross political fact’.

**Texts and conventions**

All citations of Pāli texts refer to the volume, page and line numbers of PTS editions. I have also consulted the Nālandā and VRI editions of the Tīkās, both are editions of the Burmese Quotations from the early are taken from the edition of Limaye and Vadekar, and those from the are taken from the Poona critical edition of the Mahābhārata. All translations are my own unless otherwise indicated.
A note on terminology

The word ‘meditation’ has multiple meanings and can be applied to various sorts of religious practice described in the early Indian texts. The particular sort of meditative practices under consideration here can be described as ‘enstatic’. The aim is for the practitioner to desist from awareness of the outside world by focusing his awareness on an inner object. Various indigenous words indicate this practice, and most of them are common to both Buddhist and Brahminic texts (e.g. Skt samādhi (concentration) and dhyāna (meditation)), although the definitive Brahminic word—yoga—is hardly found in that sense in the Suttapiṭaka. While the various Sanskrit and Pāli words have a clear meaning, their translations into English are often confusing. The terms ‘absorption’ and ‘inner-concentration’ bring to mind the sense of these practices; I use them as the general terms under which all the practices are considered. The Buddhist practices considered are collectively termed ‘formless meditation’, for they are concentrations on incorporeal objects. Hence, I refer to their objects as ‘formless spheres’, for, according to the Buddhist texts, these objects are non-physical ‘planes’ of reality (āyatana-s) that exist outside the thoughts of the meditating bhikkhu. As for the Brahminic practices, I generally use the word yoga in order to designate them. This word is first used in the sense of ‘inner-concentration’ in the KaU (KaU II.12), but thereafter is ubiquitous in Brahminic writings on the subject. Nowadays, it is usually found in an English dictionary and may have different connotations from the sense in which I use it. But in the early Indian religious and philosophical texts, it refers to the ‘work’ or ‘discipline’ of inner concentration.
In some of the earliest biographies of the Buddha, it is claimed that the Bodhisattva was taught the ‘sphere of nothingness’ by Āḷāra Kālāma and the ‘sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’ by Uddaka Rāmaputta. Since these two persons do not appear outside the early Buddhist literature, their historicity is somewhat dubious. However, the two teachers have an incidental appearance in a number of early Buddhist texts besides the early biographies, and this supports the hypothesis that they really existed. In this chapter I will investigate the historical significance of all these passages; I hope to show that the two teachers really were historical persons, and that they almost certainly taught the Bodhisatta.

Textual sources and the historical problem

The main source for the account of the Bodhisatta’s training under the two teachers is the Ariyapariyesana Sutta (M no. 26: APS), although the same account is repeated in the Mahā-Saccaka Sutta (M no. 36), the Bodhi-Rājakumāra Sutta (M no. 85) and the Saṅgārava Sutta (M no. 100). There are also Sarvāstivādin and Dharmaśāntaka versions of the story in Chinese translation, and Sanskrit versions in the Mahāvastu and the Mūlasaṅgārava Saṅghabhedavastu. Both men are also mentioned in the Vinayas and Sūtras of some of these different schools when the recently awakened Buddha wonders to whom he can teach his doctrine: at first he thinks of the two men, but then he realizes that they have died. It seems that the account of the Bodhisatta’s training under the two teachers was embedded in the pre-sectarian Buddhist tradition. A correct understanding of the historicity of these accounts is vital for a correct understanding of early Buddhist meditation.

Scholarly opinion on the historical authenticity of this account is split. Louis de La Vallée Poussin seems to have accepted that there is some truth in its authenticity, and more recently Zafiropulo has outlined a number of arguments in support of its veracity. But according to scholars such as André Barea, Johannes Bronkhorst and Tilmann Vetter, the story of the Bodhisatta’s training under the two men is a fabrication. Bronkhorst, following Barea, explains that the Mahiśāsaka Vinaya relates the story about the Buddha’s intention to teach the two men first, although it says nothing about his training under them, and this is despite the fact that it says a number of other things about the Bodhisattva prior to his awakening. For this reason he concludes: ‘One suspects that the names of these two men originally occurred only where the Buddha thinks of possible persons with whom to start his missionary activity. In order to give some content to these
mysterious names, the account of the Bodhisatta’s training under teachers with these names was added.11

This argument, based on the evidence of the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya*, is a version of the argument from silence. According to such arguments the absence of information in a source is held to be of exceptional significance; in this case, the absence of the account of the training under the two teachers in the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya* is thought to show that the account found in the other texts was a later fabrication. Arguments from silence are, however, notoriously difficult to prove and are best used in support of a theory based on other, more reliable, evidence. It seems to me that this particular version of the argument from silence is fundamentally flawed, since it presupposes the antiquity of the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya*, although this is far from clear.

Arguments for the historical authenticity of the biographical account in the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya*

The argument of Bareau *et al.* is based on two related facts. First of all, the account of the awakening in the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya* does not mention the training under the two teachers. In addition to this, all the versions of the account of the Buddha’s decision to teach these two men first do not mention that they had previously been his teachers. Bareau believed that the absence of the training under the two teachers in the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya*’s account of the awakening was a sign of its antiquity. Thus, he assumed that the composers of the early biographical tracts invented the fact that the two men had been teachers of the Bodhisatta because of their appearance in the account of the decision to teach.

The fact that the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya* does not mention the training under the two teachers is clearly the most important part of Bareau’s argument. But there is a more plausible explanation for this omission than the one given by Bareau. It is more likely that the training under the two teachers was not mentioned in this text because its ancient guardians removed all accounts of the Bodhisatta’s strivings from its beginning. This can be seen in the structure of the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya*’s biographical account.12 According to Bareau, it begins with the Bodhisatta’s arrival at Uruvilvā, an event that all the other sources unanimously agree occurs after the training under the two teachers. It is therefore not a source for events before that. Worse still, according to most of the other sources (apart from the APS and its Sarvāstivādin version preserved in Chinese), the Bodhisatta’s arrival at Uruvilvā initiates a period in which he practises harsh austerities. This is not mentioned in the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya*, which therefore lacks almost all the details of the Bodhisatta’s strivings. Why is this?

According to Frauwallner, the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya* is simply corrupt: ‘Of all the Vinaya works we have studied, the Vinaya of the Mahīśāsaka has the worst tradition.’13 If we accept Frauwallner’s judgement, it means that the apparent simplicity of the *Mahīśāsaka Vinaya* is due to the fact that much of its original material has been lost in transmission. Its redactors, either by accident or deliberately, omitted biographical material on the Bodhisattva’s strivings. It seems, then, that the differences between it and the other biographical accounts of the awakening may not be due to its antiquity, and are instead likely to be the result of the redactional activity of its textual guardians. In fact,
the Mahiśāsaka Vinaya appears most like the biographical account in the Theravādin Vinaya, which also lacks the details of the Bodhisatta’s strivings and begins with the awakening.\textsuperscript{14} Like the Theravādin Vinaya, the Mahiśāsaka Vinaya is not a reliable source for the biographical incidents occurring before the awakening. It is easy to see why this biographical material was not preserved in the Theravādin Vinaya: the relevant material has been preserved in the Mahiśāsaka Vinaya. Similarly, the apparent lack of any information on the strivings of the Bodhisattva in the Mahiśāsaka Vinaya is probably due to the fact that the relevant material was preserved in the Mahiśāsaka Vinaya.

It appears that the Mahiśāsaka Vinaya is not a reliable source on the strivings of the Bodhisattva. The first part of Bareau’s argument, therefore, is refuted. What about Bareau’s second argument? Why is it not mentioned, in the account of the Bodhisatta’s decision to teach, that the two men had been teachers of the Bodhisatta? Before answering this, it must be noted that Bareau was unaware that the account of the Buddha’s decision to teach the two men first does include a reference to the fact that the two had previously taught the Bodhisatta.\textsuperscript{15} This suggests that we ought not to attach much importance to the failure of any of the other Vinaya or Sūtra accounts to refer to this episode. There is, however, a very simple reason for the fact that the other accounts fail to mention it.

In the account of the Buddha’s decision to teach the two men in the APS (M I.169.33ff), there is no need to mention the training under them for it is found just a few pages earlier (M I.163.27ff). This suggests that the men may not have been named as teachers of the Bodhisatta in the various accounts of the decision to teach because the two episodes—the striving and the decision to teach—were originally part of the same biographical account, and there was no need for repetition. It seems to me that this explanation is more plausible than Bareau’s use of the argument from silence: we can suppose that an early, pre-sectarian account of the Buddha’s decision to teach did not name the two men as teachers of the Bodhisatta because the teachers had already been mentioned earlier in the same account. In this case, repetition was not required for the information had already been supplied.

These arguments, which explain the texts without recourse to the argument from silence, imply that the tradition of the two teachers ought to be taken seriously. If we discount Bareau’s sceptical arguments based on the Mahiśāsaka Vinaya, there appear to be few reasons for doubting either the fact that the two teachers were historical figures or that they taught the Bodhisatta. It is certainly surprising the early Buddhists did not claim that the meditative states of ‘nothingness’ and ‘neither perception nor non-perception’ were the original discoveries of the Bodhisatta. Such a claim, which would have exalted the Buddha’s position, is only to be expected of a new religious movement. The claim that the Bodhisatta was taught by two teachers impresses one as a statement of historical fact rather than zealous hagiography. This impression is supported by a number of peculiarities found in the APS. Before considering these peculiarities, I will examine other texts on the two teachers preserved in the early Buddhist literature. This material has been overlooked by previous scholars but is historically significant because it is not an attempt to fabricate the teachers’ historicity. It is incidental evidence that, we can safely assume, was composed without any hidden agenda. Although the material is limited, it reveals some telling historical facts about the two men.
Further texts on the two teachers

The commentary on the APS tells us that the personal name of Āḷāra Kālāma was Āḷāra, and that Kālāma was his gotta name. The name ‘Kālāma’ appears a few times in the time of the Buddha. According to Malalasekera, Kālāma was a clan or family name. The Buddha is said to have given a discourse to the Kālāmas in their town of Kesaputta in Kosala: the commentary on this Sutta tells us that the Kālāmas were khattiya-s, but does not relate them to Āḷāra Kālāma. We do not know the location of Kesaputta in Kosala, or even if it came from there, but we do know that in the Buddha’s time Kapilavatthu had been annexed by the kingdom of Kosala. There are at least three pieces of evidence suggesting this. At Sn 422, the Buddha tells King Bimbisāra that his countrymen (janapado) live on the slopes of the Himālayas, ‘[vassals] of the one possessing an abode (niketino) among the Kosalans’. In the Dhammacetiya Sutta (M no. 89), King Pasenadi of Kosala is reported to have said: ‘The Blessed One is a Kosalan, I too am a Kosalan.’ And the Bharaṇḍu-Kālāma Sutta begins by stating: ‘At one time the Blessed One, wandering among the Kosalans, arrived in Kapilavatthu.’ Thus we can assume that the city of Kapilavatthu was included within the kingdom of Kosala in the Buddha’s lifetime. If Āḷāra Kālāma belonged to the Kālāma clan situated in the town of Kesaputta in the kingdom of Kosala, and if Kapilavatthu formed part of Kosala in the Buddha’s lifetime, then it is possible that the two towns were near each other, and that Āḷāra Kālāma lived near to Kapilavatthu. Such a possibility is supported by other evidence.

In the Bharaṇḍu-Kālāma Sutta it is stated that the Buddha stayed at the hermitage (assama) of a certain Bharaṇḍu Kālāma in Kapilavatthu. The text tells us that Kālāma used to be one of the Buddha’s fellow renouncers (purāṇasabrahmacāri). The commentary expands upon this and tells us that Bharaṇḍu had been an associate of the Buddha in the time of Āḷāra Kālāma; in those days, he had lived in the very same hermitage in which he was still living. If the story is true, it seems that by staying in the hermitage of Āḷāra Kālāma, the Buddha was visiting the hermitage of his former teacher and conversing with his old companion. This evidence lends plausibility to the tradition that the Bodhisatta first of all sought out after his renunciation: if the latter lived nearby, he was probably well known in the immediate area. It is even possible that and not the Buddha (who had forsaken the community), was the son or spiritual heir of Āḷāra.

Āḷāra Kālāma is also mentioned in the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta (D no. 16), in a story recounted by his disciple Pukkusa Mallaputta to the Buddha. Pukkusa is said to have told the Buddha that when a caravan of 500 carts once passed by him, he claimed that he did not see or hear the caravan. When asked if he was asleep (sutto), he said that he was not, but when asked if he was conscious (saññī) he agreed (evam āvuso). The Buddha’s reply to this elevates himself at the expense of his supposed former teacher: he is said to have retorted that once he did not hear the thunder and lightning that killed two farmers nearby. It is hardly possible that this story was composed when the fabricated person ‘Āḷāra Kālāma’ had been accepted in Buddhist circles as a real, pre-Buddhist figure, long after the knowledge of his invention had been forgotten. The story
works only if the audience, Buddhist or non-Buddhist, had in mind a real figure whom they could place in a contemporary milieu. This evidence, as well as that contained in the Sutta, supports the suggestion that was a historical figure.

There is also further information on Uddaka Rāmaputta. He is mentioned in the Uddaka Sutta (S IV.83–84) and the Vassakāra Sutta (A II.180–81). In the former a verse is ascribed to him in which he claims that he is ‘wise’ (vedagū) and an ‘all-conqueror’ (sabbajī), terms indicating liberation. The Buddha says that Uddaka is not liberated, and reinterprets the terms in the verse to show this. In the Vassakāra the Brahmin Vassakāra, chief minister of Magadha, visits the Buddha in Rājagaha and tells him that the rājā has faith in the Rāmaputta; the commentary names the latter as Uddaka Rāmaputta. Vassakāra also appears in the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta as the chief minister of King Ajātasattu of Magadha. Vassakāra’s connection with Rājagaha and Magadha suggests that the rājā was a local chieftain in Magadha, probably situated somewhere close to Rājagaha. If so, it is likely that Uddaka Rāmaputta was based in or around Rājagaha. This suggestion is confirmed by the Mahāvastu, which states that Udraka Rāmaputra lived in Rājagaha (Mvu II.119.8). The coincidence of this different evidence from the Theravādin and sources is not to be overlooked. It suggests a common early tradition that Uddaka Rāmaputta was based in Rājagaha, no doubt as a famous sage of Magadha. This diverse information on the two teachers supports the notion that they were historical figures. This claim is supported by other features in the APS, the most notable of these being the appearance in the narrative of a certain Rāma, the father or spiritual teacher of Uddaka Rāmaputta.

**Uddaka Rāmaputta and Rāma**

A peculiar detail, preserved in almost all the biographical accounts, can be seen when the accounts of the Buddha’s visits to the two teachers in the APS are compared. It suggests beyond any reasonable doubt that the two men were historical figures.

The account of the visit to begins immediately after the Bodhisatta has renounced the world and joined this teacher’s hermitage. At first the Bodhisatta is said to attain an intellectual mastery of the teaching (but he then reflects that it consists of ‘just that much striking of the lips, that much talk about talk’. The Bodhisatta is then said to realize that he did not proclaim his doctrine because of mere faith but because of direct realization. Thus the Bodhisatta asks his teacher how far he had realized his teaching, and the latter replies that he has attained the sphere of ‘nothingness’. This attainment is termed throughout the account: the Bodhisatta endeavours to attain the meditative realization of this dhamma, and soon does so. The account of the training under Uddaka Rāmaputta is almost exactly the same: the Bodhisatta first of all gains an intellectual understanding of the teaching, before attaining the direct realization of the sphere of ‘neither perception nor non-perception’. But there is a subtle difference between the two accounts, a difference that lends plausibility to the notion that the teachers were historical figures. It is quite obvious that it was not Uddaka
Rāmaputta who had attained the sphere of ‘neither perception nor non-perception’ but Rāma, his father or spiritual teacher.

This becomes clear in the following exchange. The Bodhisatta is said to have contemplated that Rāma (not Rāmaputta) did not proclaim (pavedesi) his attainment because of mere faith, but because he dwelt (vihāsi) knowing and seeing it himself.36 The corresponding passage in the account of the training under Uddaka Rāmaputta uses the same verbs in the present tense (pavedeti, viharati), indicating that Rāma was living and Rāmaputta was dead, and that Rāmaputta had not realized the dhamma that he taught. The same phenomenon is found in the rest of the passage. Thus the Bodhisatta is said to have asked Rāmaputta: ‘To what extent (kittāvatā) did the venerable Rāma proclaim (pavedesi): “I pass my time having understood, realized and attained this dhamma”?37 The reply, of course, is as far as the sphere of ‘neither perception nor non-perception’. The Bodhisatta is then said to have contemplated that not only did Rāma have faith, energy, mindfulness, concentration and insight, but that he too possesses these virtues. And at the end of the episode, after the Bodhisatta has attained the sphere of ‘neither perception nor non-perception’, Uddaka Rāmaputta is reported to have said: ‘Thus the dhamma that Rāma knew (aññasi), that dhamma you [the Bodhisatta] know (jānasi); the dhamma you know, that dhamma Rāma knew.’38 This is different from the corresponding speech that is reported to have made to the Bodhisatta: ‘Thus the dhamma that I know (jānami), that dhamma you know (jānasi); the dhamma you know, that dhamma I know.’39 And whereas Uddaka Rāmaputta acknowledges that the Bodhisatta is equal to Rāma (iti yādiso rāmo ahosi tādiso), not himself, and asks the Buddha to lead the community alone (imam ganaṃ pariharāti),40 Uddaka Rāmaputta acknowledges that the Bodhisatta is equal to Rāma (iti yādiso rāmo ahosi tādiso), not himself, and asks the Buddha to lead the community alone (imam ganaṃ pariharāti).41

The distinction between Uddaka Rāmaputta and Rāma is also found in the Sarvāstivādin, Dharmaguptaka and Mahāsaṅghika accounts of the Bodhisattva’s training.42 The Saṅghābedavastu (plus parallel Tibetan translations) and the Lalitavistara fail to distinguish Rāmaputta from Rāma,43 but this is probably because of a later obfuscation of the tradition. Oral or scribal transmitters of the text would have tended to identify the two accounts, after some significant period of time. Thus, it is likely that the distinction between Uddaka Rāmaputta and Rāma would have dropped out of the account at a later point. This is much more likely than the opposite scenario, i.e. that the distinction between Uddaka Rāmaputta and Rāma was invented in the majority of texts at a later date. Indeed, exactly the same mistake has been made by I.B. Horner, the PTS translator of the Majjhima Nikāya, who has been duped by the repetitive oral style into believing that the accounts of the training under the two teachers must be exactly the same, apart from the difference between the names of the two men and their meditative attainments.44 It is an easy mistake to make.

Although previous scholars have noticed the distinction between Uddaka Rāmaputta and Rāma, the significance of this fact has not yet been clearly stated. It must be pointed out that there is no need to trouble over these details in an oral tradition where adjacent passages are often composed in exactly the same way, with one passage usually being a verbatim repetition of the previous one. Reciters of this autobiographical episode would have tended to make the two accounts identical, apart from substituting the name Uddaka
Rāmaputta for Āḷāra Kālāma. An effort has been made to make sure that the repetitive oral style does not interfere with the distinction between Uddaka Rāmaputta and Rāma. The distinction can only be explained if Rāma and Rāmaputta were two different people, and the effort to maintain it must surely go back to the beginning of the tradition of composing biographical Suttas. Otherwise, it is part of an elaborate hoax—a most unlikely state of affairs. Bareau maintained that the correspondence between the descriptions of the training under the two teachers proved their artificial (i.e. unhistorical) nature. But repetition is normal in Pāli oral literature. The preservation of the distinction between Rāmaputta and Rāma, in spite of the normal Pāli repetition, does not give the impression that the tract is contrived. On the contrary, it seems that the account has preserved valuable historical information. The conclusion must be that the three men were real. It seems that the early Buddhist literature contains the earliest reliable information on teachers of meditation in ancient India.

**Other peculiarities in the Ariyapariyesana Sutta**

The existence in fifth century BC northern India of two teachers of meditation called Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta can hardly be doubted. But did they really teach the Bodhisatta? According to Zafiropulo, the biographical episodes most likely to be historically authentic are those containing the names of the Bodhisatta’s teachers and aspects of their teaching. In support of this claim, it can be shown that the APS contains further peculiarities, suggesting that it is the oldest account of the awakening. These do not definitely prove that the two teachers instructed the Bodhisatta in meditation, but they add to the historical worth of the account.

**Philological peculiarities**

One of the most peculiar episodes in the early Buddhist literature is found in the APS. Besides its peculiarity the account contains an anomalous linguistic form; both features suggest that the episode is archaic. The account in question is that of the Buddha’s first meeting after the awakening, with Upaka the Ājīvika. Upon being asked ‘Who is your teacher?’ (M I.170.37: ko vā te satthā), the Buddha is reported to have made the famous declaration that he has no teacher or equal (M I.171.7: na me ācariyo atthi, sadiso me na vijjati). In response to this, Upaka is said to have shaken his head and replied ‘It may be, sir’ (M I.171.16: huveyya p’ āvuso ti). The form huveyya is an anomaly in the Pāli canon. In his notes on the APS, Trenckner records the textual variant hupeyya, which is also the form given in the VRI as well as the version of the account contained in the PTS edition of the Vinaya (Vin I.8.30). According to Norman, the form hupeyya is probably ‘the correct form of Upaka’s reply’, whereas the form huveyya is probably ‘the result of normalising hupeyya to make it conform to the Pāli pattern.’ Thus the word hupeyya seems to be a dialect form of the more normal Pāli bhaveyya (third singular optative, √bhū); Oberlies describes it as ‘the rustic slang of an ājīvika ascetic’. It is probably an obscure word from some old, ‘backwater’ Magadhan dialect. Apart from this linguistic anomaly, the episode itself is most peculiar. It is not the sort of story that would have been invented—surely the early Buddhists would not have portrayed the recently
awakened Buddha as someone who was not able to convert or even make an impression
on his first interlocutor. The account probably records an historical fact. If so, it suggests
that the biographical tract contained in the APS is of considerable historical worth.

It is worth pointing out that a further philological peculiarity in the APS occurs in the
account of the training under the two teachers. This account is the only prose passage in
which the second personal pronoun has been preserved in the form
elsewhere, this form is only found in verse.\textsuperscript{51} If the insertion of an epenthetic vowel
\textit{(svarabhakti)} is a phenomenon connected with eastern dialects,\textsuperscript{52} the word
\textit{tuvam} could indicate that the account was composed in the homeland of Buddhism (Magadha). Its position in a prose
passage is certainly unusual. No doubt other ‘Māgadhisms’ in the early Buddhist texts
were ironed out in the translation/transformation of the early oral compositions into
different dialects. But why was the anomalous form in the APS not changed? Because of
an historical accident? This is possible. But it is also possible that it was left in on
purpose, because this account was known to be archaic and not to be tampered with.\textsuperscript{53}

\textbf{Narrative peculiarities}

Alone among the Pāli texts on awakening of the Bodhisatta, the APS is peculiar in that it
contains only the account of the Bodhisatta’s visit to the two teachers in its section on the
strivings. Moreover, it has an exact parallel in a Chinese Sarvāstivādin Sūtra.\textsuperscript{54} This most
probably means that one text on the strivings—the ancestor to both the APS and its
Chinese Sarvāstivādin parallel—was already closed to other accounts of the strivings in
pre-sectarian times.\textsuperscript{55} This is most peculiar. Why did the ancient compilers/redactors of
the texts exclude other tracts on the strivings from the pre-sectarian version of the APS?
There is no obvious reason why the APS should not follow the order of events stated in
the other three autobiographical texts of the \textit{Majjhima Nikāya} (the MSS et al: the \textit{Mahā-
Saccaka Sutta}, the \textit{Bodhirakumāra Sutta} and the \textit{Sanggārava Sutta}). In these Suttas, after
departing from the two teachers and then arriving at Uruvelā, three similes are said to
have occurred to the Bodhisatta; they provide the reason for his practice of breathless
meditation and emaciation.\textsuperscript{56} Why is this account of the Bodhisatta’s asceticism not also
found in the APS at the same point (M I.167.8)? It is hardly likely that this information
dropped out of the pre-sectarian version of the APS because of some accident in its
transmission, for the biographical accounts in the MSS \textit{et al.} would have acted as a check
against this.\textsuperscript{57} The omission must be due to a redactional decision: for some reason or
other, the compilers/redactors of the pre-sectarian version of the APS decided that the
account of the austerities—as well as the account of the awakening following it—was not
to be added to it. Why did they do this?

One possible explanation is that the narrative form of the APS prevented any easy
addition of further accounts of the strivings. Indeed, narrative considerations probably
played some part in the exclusion of accounts of the strivings from two of the other
biographical Suttas of the \textit{Majjhima Nikāya}, the \textit{Bhayabharava Sutta} (M no. 4) and the
\textit{Dvedhāvitakka Sutta} (M no. 19). These Suttas are both autobiographical accounts of
events in the Bodhisatta’s life before the awakening. Like the MSS \textit{et al.}, they culminate
in the attainment of the four \textit{jhāna-s} and three knowledges that constitute liberating
insight.\textsuperscript{58} They do not, however, include any of the accounts of the Bodhisatta’s strivings
found in the APS or the MSS \textit{et al}. But this is probably because the narrative form of
these texts prevented the addition of other strivings attempted by the Bodhisatta. The Bhayabharava Sutta is an account of how the Bodhisatta overcame the fear of living in the wilderness, while the Devdāvatītakka Sutta is an account of the Bodhisatta’s introspection of his own good and bad thoughts. Unlike the other biographical accounts of the Bodhisatta’s strivings in the Majjhima Nikāya, neither of these texts are sequential accounts of the Bodhisatta’s strivings that begin with the renunciation and end with the awakening. The narratives in both these Suttas are such that other accounts of the strivings could not have been added without making substantial changes to the texts. It appears that rather than make these changes, the ancient redactors of the early Buddhist literature left the two texts as they were.

It could be argued that narrative considerations similar to these prevented the addition of further accounts of the Bodhisatta’s strivings to the pre-sectarian version of the APS. This is perhaps possible since the strivings in the APS are based around a peculiar formula that occurs immediately after the Bodhisatta’s arrival at Uruvelā (M I.167.9) and describes the awakening:

> Then, bhikkhus, I thought: ‘Lovely indeed is this stretch of earth, delightful is this forest thicket, and the river flows clear, with accessible banks, lovely, near to a village for alms. This indeed is suitable for the striving of a son of a good family who is bent on striving.’ I sat down right there, bhikkhus, thinking: ‘This is suitable for striving.’

> (M I.167.9:) O bhikkhus, being myself subject to birth, [but] understanding the danger in what is subject to birth, seeking the unborn, unsurpassed release from bondage that is nibbāna, I attained the unborn, unsurpassed release from bondage that is nibbāna.\(^{59}\)

This last sentence is repeated a few times with minor changes to note that the goal of Nirvana is free from old age, illness, death, sorrow and defilement.\(^{60}\) It is a description of liberation that is unique in the Sutta Pitaka, but an almost identical version of it appears in the Chinese Sarvāstivādin parallel to the APS.\(^{61}\) This pericope is also an integral part of the APS and its Chinese Sarvāstivādin parallel: the same formula is found earlier in both texts to describe the Bodhisatta’s reason for going forth from home to homelessness.\(^{62}\) The account of the Bodhisatta’s strivings in the original, pre-sectarian version of this text must have been structured around this formula. It is conceivable, then, that the account of the austerities and awakening found in the MSS et al. was excluded because of this narrative structure, for this structure makes the addition of the entire section on the austerities and awakening quite a tricky matter (M I.240.29–I.249.18 from the MSS et al. would have to appear at M I.167.8 of the APS). It would require the combination of two different accounts of the awakening—that from the APS cited above, plus the realization of the Four Noble Truths and destruction of the corruptions in the MSS et al. If these two different accounts of the awakening are put together, the account in the APS could be read as a sort of summary of the attainment of the liberating insight outlined in the MSS et al., but the end result is awkward:
(M I.249.4–18, from the MSS): When my mind was focused in this way, pure, cleansed, free from blemish and defilement, soft, workable, still and imperturbable, I directed it towards the knowledge of the destruction of the corruptions. I understood suffering, its origin, its cessation and the path leading to its cessation, as it really is; I understood the corruptions, their origin, their cessation and the path leading to their cessation, as it really is. Knowing and seeing in this way, my mind was freed from the corruptions of desire, becoming and ignorance. When my mind was released, there was the knowledge ‘[it is] released’, and I understood: ‘Birth is destroyed, the holy life has been lived, done is what had to be done, there is no more of this state’.

(M I.167.9ff, from the APS): O bhikkhus, being myself subject to birth, [but] understanding the danger in what is subject to birth, seeking the unborn, unsurpassed release from bondage that is nibbāna, I attained the unborn, unsurpassed release from bondage that is nibbāna… The knowledge and vision arose in me: ‘Unshakeable is my release, this is my last birth, there is now no more rebecoming.’

The combination of these two accounts creates the difficulty that two different pericopes describing the Buddha’s knowledge of his awakening are juxtaposed, and this perhaps explains why the APS was closed to the account of liberating insight found in the MSS et al. But such a narrative consideration is not enough to explain the omission of the Bodhisatta’s austerities from the APS. Surely the account of the austerities could have been combined, in some form, with the account of the strivings and awakening in the APS. This is seen in the Mahāvastu, where the austerities and the four jhāna-s are added to an account of the Bodhisattva’s visit to the two teachers without describing the awakening in terms of the three knowledges. There is nothing to prevent the APS having a similar form: the account of the austerities could have been added to it without also adding the account of the jhāna-s and three knowledges. We are forced to conclude that the peculiar narrative structure of the APS does not explain the absence of the austerities.

What could be the reason for the peculiar narrative structure of the APS, with its unique description of the awakening? As we have seen, the description of the awakening in the APS is unique in the early Buddhist literature. Indeed, the passage simply says that the Bodhisatta ‘attained Nirvana’. The expression ‘to attain nibbāna’ (nibbānam+adhipaññam) is not exclusive to the APS, but there is no other similar description of the awakening. This peculiarity may be due to the fact that the biographical account in the APS predates the development of a literary tradition, one in which the various pericopes describing the process of awakening had been standardized. Facts about the pericope that describe the Buddha’s own knowledge of his awakening in the APS support this hypothesis. This pericope, as noted above, reads as follows:

The knowledge (ñāṇa) and vision (dassana) arose in me: ‘Unshakeable is my release, this is the last birth, there is now no more rebecoming.’
This ‘simple liberation pericope’ occurs a few more times in the Suttapiṭaka and is always applied to the Buddha’s awakening,\textsuperscript{69} in Suttas that are clearly later than the APS.\textsuperscript{70} It is quite remarkable that this pericope is not used elsewhere in the Suttapiṭaka to describe the liberation of a bhikkhu. Indeed, some of the Suttas that include this pericope in the description of the Bodhisatta’s awakening are followed by parallel Suttas describing the liberation of other people (sattā), and these parallel passages do not use the pericope.\textsuperscript{71} The restriction of the pericope to accounts of the Bodhisatta’s liberation alone seems to have been deliberate; the fact that outside the APS it is applied only to the Bodhisatta suggests that it was known to be a special sort of pericope, one that described the Buddha’s attainment alone.\textsuperscript{72} It seems, then, that the APS contains peculiar formulae that describe the awakening and the Buddha’s recognition of it, as well as a limited account of the Bodhisatta’s strivings. Both features support the hypothesis that it is the oldest account of these events. They are good reasons for supposing that the APS is an early composition that was hardly changed during its transmission, and so retained its archaic features.\textsuperscript{73}

To summarize: the account of the APS is peculiar, both in its description of the awakening and the omission of the austerities and the jhāna-s. This omission could possibly be the result of an error in the text’s transmission, although this is unlikely because the three other autobiographical texts in the Majjhima Nikāya (the MSS et al.) would have helped prevent such an error. Thus we must see the omission as a result of the editorial activity of the early redactors of the texts: the austerities and jhāna-s were most probably kept out on purpose. Such omissions could perhaps be due to the narrative structure of the pre-sectarian version of the text, but unlike the Bhayabherava Sutta and the Dvedhāvitakka Sutta (texts whose omission of the strivings can be explained on narrative grounds), the narrative in the APS is virtually identical to that in the MSS et al., and the account of the austerities and the attainment of the jhāna-s (but not the realization of the Four Noble Truths) could have been added to it quite easily. Hence, there is no narrative reason that could explain this omission. Another reason for the form of the APS is suggested by the simplicity and uniqueness of the APS account of the awakening: both features suggest that it was a very early composition. Why, then, was this text preserved in its peculiar form along with its archaic features? Failing any other explanation for the text’s peculiarities, the only other explanation is that it was closed early on because it was known to be the most ancient account of the awakening. If so, it is this account that is most likely to be historically authentic.

\textbf{Polemic peculiarities}

Bronkhorst has recently claimed that the account of the Bodhisatta’s visit to the two teachers is a polemic against non-Buddhist practices.\textsuperscript{74} If this is correct, and the account does have such an ulterior motive, it would suggest that the account was not composed to record historical facts. But it seems to me that there is no clear evidence that this part of the APS is a polemic. The notion that the goals of the teachers are liberating is rejected, certainly, on the grounds that the meditative attainment of the spheres of ‘nothingness’ and ‘neither perception nor non-perception’ leads only to rebirth in these spheres.\textsuperscript{75} But this is not a total condemnation of the teachers’ meditative methods. Instead, when the
Buddha wonders who would be the most worthy recipients of his new teaching later on in the text, the two teachers are depicted in a rather favourable manner:

Äḷāra Kālāma is learned, intelligent, wise, [and] has long since possessed little in the way of defilement. Why don’t I teach this doctrine to first of all? He would understand it quickly.\(^{76}\)

Uddaka Rāmaputta is considered in exactly the same terms. This generous appraisal of the teachers does not seem to reflect any polemic against them: if the account was a polemic, one would expect the denigration of the teachers’ non-Buddhist practices to be much more obvious. Such is the critique of the ascetic practices outlined in the other autobiographical accounts, where the Bodhisatta considers that breathless meditation and emaciation are useless in the following terms:

Whatever ascetics and Brahmins experienced violent, painful, sharp, piercing sensations in former times, [it was] only to this extent, [but] no more than this. Whatever ascetics and Brahmins will experience violent, painful, sharp, piercing sensations in future times, [it will be] only to this extent, [but] no more than this. Whatever ascetics and Brahmins experience violent, painful, sharp, piercing sensations nowadays, [it is] only to this extent, [but] no more than this. And yet through these piercing, difficult acts I have not attained a distinction of knowing and seeing, beyond human phenomena, which is suitable for the noble ones. Might there be another path to awakening?\(^{77}\)

The first jhāna is sometimes said to be ‘a distinction of knowing and seeing, beyond human phenomena, suitable for the noble ones’,\(^78\) and so it is implicit in the Bodhisatta’s rejection of the ascetic practices that they did not get him as far as even the most basic meditative attainment.\(^{79}\) This passage is therefore an unequivocal condemnation of the ascetic practices: it is made quite clear that the Bodhisatta had gone as far with asceticism as humanly possible, and yet did not attain any spiritual progress. The account in the APS, on the other hand, is not unequivocal: the teachers’ meditative practices are not denigrated, and it is implied that they must be of some soteriological benefit for the Buddha is in no doubt as to the teachers’ spiritual qualities.

If the tract is not obviously a polemic, the opposite could be argued, i.e. that positive features in the depiction of the teachers imply that it was really an attempt to legitimize their non-Buddhist practices in early Buddhist circles. This supposition would certainly explain the lack of an unqualified polemic in the account, as well as the complimentary description of the two teachers. The text, as it reads, seems to serve the purpose of legitimizing the Buddhist practice of the teachers’ non-Buddhist methods. It is easy to imagine that it fostered the impression in the early saṅgha that the practices of the teachers were of some use, even if it was thought that they do not lead to nibbāna. Perhaps, then, the purpose of the account was ‘inclusivistic’;\(^{80}\) i.e. a positive attempt to incorporate alien practices within the early Buddhist tradition.

This is by no means clear, however, even if the effect of the account may well have been to legitimize the two teachers’ meditative practices. An inclusivist account should
be critical, but not too critical, for the presence of derogatory elements would have weakened the legitimacy of alien practices within the Buddhist sangha. The denial that the teachers’ goals lead to nibbāna is permissible for an inclusivist, provided that it is not an unequivocal condemnation of the teachers’ meditative practices of the teachers. This seems to be the case in the APS: the denial that the goals of the teachers lead to nibbāna is not a total condemnation of non-Buddhist practices. However, the account also reports that the Bodhisatta left the teachers because he found their teachings unsatisfactory and was ‘disgusted’ (nibbijja) with them. This is hardly the statement of an inclusivist who wished to legitimize alien meditative techniques; its effect is wholly negative, and not conducive to the Buddhist acceptance of the practices.

The case against the argument for inclusivism is perhaps marginal, but important nevertheless. It seems to me that if the purpose of the account was to legitimize non-Buddhist practices, one would expect the efficacity of the practices to be clearly stated and the accounts to be lacking in negative features. This is not the case: the accounts are critical of the practices, and their efficacity is merely suggested. But the hypothesis of an inclusivist polemic requires that the legitimacy of the practices is clearly articulated, rather than implied.

On the whole, it seems to me that the account of the visits to Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta is equivocal: not obviously a polemic against non-Buddhist practices (as the account of the Bodhisatta’s practice of breathless meditation and emaciation is), nor clearly an attempt to legitimize them in Buddhist circles (although this was probably the overall effect of the accounts). I doubt, therefore, that it was composed in order to promote a polemic or inclusivist agenda. The account is idiosyncratic. If so, is it not more likely to be a record of historical events rather than a composition with some sectarian axe to grind? The most likely reason for the composition of the account, as it seems to me, was to record the historical fact that the Bodhisatta really was taught by the two teachers.

Taken together, the philological, narrative and polemic peculiarities of the APS suggests that it contains the oldest account of the Bodhisatta’s awakening. It contains episodes and facts that cannot have been invented, as well as an account of the awakening that is unique, simple, and lacking in any clear polemical purpose. There seems to be no reason to deny the historical authenticity of one of the most important episodes in the APS—that Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta were teachers of the Bodhisatta.

The APS as a description of the Buddha’s awakening

At this point in my argument, it would be worth making a few more remarks on the simplicity of the account in the APS. Although simplicity is not necessarily an unambiguous sign of the historical authenticity of any Buddhist text, it seems to me that in this case it is likely. The simplicity in the account suggests the possibility that it is a description of liberating insight, i.e. ‘an immediate verbalisation of (a conceptualisation of) an actual experience’, rather than a theory, i.e. ‘a secondary transformation of such a primary verbalisation effected for logical, doctrinal or even tactical reasons’. It is easy to understand the theoretical elaboration of a simple description of primary experience, but it is less easy to understand the simplification of a theoretical account. The latter
course of events is conceivable—a movement might arise with the zeal to simplify that which is complex—in which case what appears to be a primary description might be a secondary theory, ‘effected for logical, doctrinal or even tactical reasons’. But we can assume that the Buddha’s own accounts of his awakening would have been ‘immediate verbalisations of an actual experience’, rather than secondary theories. If any trace of the original account of the Buddha’s awakening is to be found in the early Buddhist sources, we should expect to find it in a simple description, and not a complex theory; the simpler the description the better.

Taking all these observations into consideration, the account of the awakening that is most likely to be the oldest, and which may even go back to the Buddha himself, is the one contained in the APS. This account is certainly not a theory (what doctrinal point does it make?), but a very simple description. It is the only account of the awakening that uses apophatic language; the account in the MSS et al. seems extremely complex and theoretical in comparison. It is quite possible that the MSS account is a theoretical elaboration of an earlier description of liberating insight, such as the description found in the APS. But there are no reasons for believing that the APS account is a theoretical simplification of the account in the MSS et al.

It is probable, then, that the simplicity of the account means that it is older than that contained in the MSS et al. Being older, its historical worth is greater. If this is correct, how are the other biographical episodes described in the MSS et al. and elsewhere to be explained? Did the Buddha really attempt severe austerities? This may be so, for we do not know, and perhaps never will, if the author(s) of the APS were comprehensive in their narrative, or if they included only what they considered to be the most relevant episodes. The matter is more complicated when it comes to the accounts of the Bodhisatta’s liberation, rather than the practices leading to those accounts. The difference between the complex account in the MSS et al. and the simple account in the APS requires an explanation. It may be the case that the attainment of the four jhāna-s and three knowledges (in the MSS et al.) was a theoretical elaboration of the simple description in the APS. If so, it would mean that the content of the Buddha’s discovery in the APS came to be formulated, by the Buddha or his immediate followers, as the four jhāna-s and the insight to which they lead. On the other hand, the complex account in the MSS et al. may represent a development of early Buddhist doctrine quite independent of the APS.

Whatever the case, the simplicity of the account contained in the APS implies that it is a description, whereas the same cannot be said of the account contained in the MSS et al.. It is more likely, therefore, that the APS contains the older account.

The terms ‘nothingness’ and ‘neither and perception nor non-perception’ as epithets of liberation

It is likely that the terms used by Āḷāra Kāḷāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta to name their meditative goals were epithets of liberation. The Pāli account does not obviously suggest this, for the Bodhisatta’s question to the two teachers (‘you declare that you pass your time having realized this dhamma to what extent?’ can be interpreted in different ways, e.g. that the Bodhisatta wanted to know how far along the meditative path each teacher
had progressed. Accordingly, because there is no declaration from the teachers that they had attained Nirvana, their answers might indicate only that they had gone as far as the ‘sphere of nothingness’ and the ‘sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’ respectively, without being liberated. However, in all sectarian accounts of the Bodhisatta’s visits to the two teachers, it is clear that the Bodhisatta knows what meditative goal he is striving for in the beginning. And the account only makes sense if the Bodhisatta is striving after what he imagined was liberation. The narrative implies, then, that the Bodhisatta thought that the teachers’ goals to be liberating. Astaghosa certainly thought the teachers considered their goals to be liberating. If this is not the case, the account of the Bodhisatta’s disillusionment, upon attaining the teachers’ goals and then realizing that they do not lead to Nirvana, would make no sense. The narrative works only if the Bodhisatta visits the two teachers because he thought that their goals were liberating. And his disappointment shows that he thought he was striving after liberation.

If the two teachers taught what they thought were paths to liberation, a detail in the Sarvastivadin account is unlikely to be true. According to Bareau, in this account Udraka Rāmaputra taught that the ‘sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’ was to be attained by someone who had passed beyond the ‘sphere of nothingness’. Are we to imagine that Uddaka Rāmaputta formulated his teaching in order to trump the goal of another teacher? This is possible, but I find it unlikely. And as the view of only one sect, it does not seem to be a representation of a common presectarian tradition. Instead, it is probably a reflection of the emergent Buddhist systematization of meditative schemes: in the meditative formulations of the early texts, the ‘sphere of nothingness’ always comes before the ‘sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’. This was probably how the early Buddhists dealt with the pre-Buddhist heritage rather than a true representation of the teaching of Uddaka Rāmaputta. It probably crept into the Sarvastivadin tract because of a scribe (or chanter) who was used to writing (or chanting) that the state of ‘neither perception nor non-perception’ was attained after passing beyond the state of ‘nothingness’.

Another oddity is found in the account in the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, although it might not reflect a later view. There, the goal of Udraka Rāmaputra is termed the ‘meditative attainment of neither perception nor non-perception’, i.e. naivasamjñānasamjñāsamāpatti, and not naivasamjñānasamjñāyatana. This may not have been the terminology of the pre-sectarian biographical traditions, in which the word āyatana seems to have been the norm, but it does suggest that some sectarians thought that the word āyatana was not necessary to the formulation of the two teachers’ goals. Astaghosa similarly knew the goals of the two teachers simply as ākīrṣaṇa and āsamjñānasamjñā, if Johnston was correct in thinking that ākīrṣaṇa was a Bauhūsrutika (a sect of the Mahasanghikas) or ‘an adherent of the school (the Kaulikas?) from which the Bauhūsrutikas issued’, we can hypothesize that this terminology was not unusual in circles. Theravadin sources suggest the same thing: at Sn 1070, the Buddha teaches a Brahminic renouncer the meditative attainment of ‘nothingness’ which the commentaries identify as ākīrṣaṇāyatana. This suggests that the designation of the meditative goals of the two teachers without the word āyatana was an acceptable alternative in early Buddhist circles.
Conclusion to Chapter 2

In this chapter I have argued that the original (or at least the earliest extant) biographical account of the Bodhisatta’s awakening is found in the *Ariyapariyesana Sutta*. Its evidence suggests that Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta were historical persons, as was Rāma, the teacher of Rāmaputta. They probably taught the Bodhisatta, although this does not mean that the Bodhisatta did not try other methods. I therefore accept that Āḷāra Kālāma was situated in the vicinity of Kapilavatthu in Kosala as stated in the *Sutta*, and that the Bodhisatta’s act of renunciation was to join hermitage. Uddaka Rāmaputta was based in Magadha, probably in or near to Rājagaha. The sources for these geographical locations (the *Bharaṇḍu-Kālāma Sutta* and the *Vassakāra Sutta*) are trustworthy because the information in them is incidental: they have no hidden agenda. The goals of the two teachers—ākiñcaṇṇa(-āyatana) and nevasaṅānāsaṁaññā (-āyatana)—were thought by the teachers to be liberating, but the Bodhisatta rejected this. If this analysis is correct, it means that we have a knowledge of some events that occurred in the early part of the Buddha’s career. In the following two chapters, I will attempt to form an hypothesis about the intellectual development of the Buddha based on this historical understanding. In order to do this, it is important to establish the religious affiliation of the two teachers.
FORMLESS MEDITATION AND EARLY BRAHMINISM

A strong case can be made for a Brahminic origin of formless meditation. The most convincing evidence for this consists of a number of early parallels to the goals of the two teachers. No less important is evidence connecting formless meditation to the tradition of early Brahminic meditation. This evidence consists of schemes of element meditation found in both the early Buddhist and Brahminic literature. In the early Brahminic literature, element meditation is based on the principle that the yogin who wishes to attain union with brahman must simulate the process of world dissolution in his meditative practice. Similar schemes of element meditation are found in the early Buddhist literature, and some of these include the formless spheres. Because there is no doctrinal background for these lists in the early Buddhist literature, it is more likely than not that they have been borrowed from an early Brahminic source. The early parallels to the goals of the two teachers suggest that the Brahminic source for these practices was the teachers themselves.

Verses on meditation in the Mahābhārata and early Buddhist literature

That Buddhist and Brahminic meditators exchanged ideas and practices in early times is not in doubt. Similar verses on meditation, found in both the early Brahminic and Buddhist literature, seem to prove this. We can compare, for example, the following verses from the Mokṣadharma and Theragāthā:

Mbh XII.180.28: *taṃ pūrvāparātēruṣu yuñjānaḥ satatam budhā, laghvāhāro viśuddhātmā paśyaty ātmānaṃ ātmani.*
The wise man, constantly disciplining himself in the earlier and later parts of the night, taking little food, being pure, sees the self in the self. (28)

Th 415: *satthā hi vijesi maggam etam saṅgā jātijarābhaya ātītam, pubbāpararattam appamatto anuyujjassu dalhaṃ karohi yogam.*
The teacher has conquered this path which transcends attachment and the fear of birth and old-age. Being diligent, discipline [yourself] in the earlier and later parts of the night, make [your] practice firm.
Despite the fact that the word ‘yoga’ is not found elsewhere in the Suttapiṭaka in a meditative context, the reference to the ‘earlier and later parts of the night’ and the verb anu+\(\text{yuj}\) both indicate that this verse refers to meditative practice. We can conclude that meditation in the earlier and latter parts of the night was a common practice.\(^2\) This hardly shows any significant connection between early Buddhist and Brahminic practices, but some sort of contact between the different traditions in early times cannot be denied. A few more verses indicate much the same thing, for example, the following verses from the Mahābhārata and Dhammapada:\(^3\)

Mbh I.74.2: \(\text{yah samutpatitan krodham nighnāti hayam yathā, sa yantety ucyate sadbhir na yo raśmisu lambate.}\)

Who restrains anger when it has arisen, just as [one would restrain] a mare, the good call him a ‘restrainer’, not the one who hangs onto the reins.

Dhp 222: \(\text{yo ve uppatitam krodham ratham bhamtam va dhāraye, tam aham sārathim brūmi rasmīgghāho itaro jano.}\)

Who would control anger when it has arisen, [just as one would control] a wandering chariot, I call him a charioteer, another person [merely] holds the reins.

It is notable that this Dhammapada verse also appears in the Gāndhārī Dhammapada,\(^4\) which would seem to suggest that it dates to pre-Āśokan times.\(^5\) If the verse was borrowed by Brahminic meditators, the date of the borrowing could not be determined—it could have occurred at any time before or after the Āśokan period from any one of a number of Buddhist sects. But if it was borrowed by Buddhists from Brahminic circles, for it to exist in both the Pāli Dhammapada as well as the Gāndhārī Dhammapada the borrowing would probably have occurred before the sectarian formation brought about by the Āśokan missions in the third century BC. If so, we can suppose that there was some sharing of meditative practices between early Buddhist and Brahminic groups within five or six generations of the Buddha’s death. This scenario is more likely, in fact, for the widespread occurrence of the chariot metaphor in the early Brahminic literature suggests it has a Brahminic origin: in the early Brahminic literature, the chariot metaphor is not just an ethical exhortation to self-control, but is commonly applied to the meditative adept, e.g. Mbh III.202.20–21:

The wise man who would control \((dhārayed)\) the ‘rays’ of the six disciplined senses, the ‘agitators’, in himself—he is the supreme charioteer \((paramasārathih)\).

The uncontrolled senses are like horses on a road...\(^6\)

Even if a Brahminic origin of these chariot metaphors is likely, this cannot be established with absolute certainty. Another case is easier to determine. In an important early passage of the \(\text{Mokṣadharma}\) (Mbh XII.188), it is likely that early Brahminic meditators have borrowed Buddhist ideas, for Buddhist ideas and nomenclature are found in an
incomplete form. Thus, at Mbh XII.188.1 Bhīṣma informs Yudhiṣṭhira that he will teach him the ‘fourfold discipline of meditation’ (v. 1: caturvidhām), by which great sages attain Nirvana (v. 2: nirvāṇagatamānasāh). A further correspondence is found in v. 15, where it is said that for the sage who has attained the first dhyāna, there is vicāra, vitarka and viveka. The goal is again termed in v. 22. This passage seems to have borrowed Buddhist ideas, and not vice versa, because the corresponding ideas (caturvidhām, vicāra, vitarka and viveka, etc.) form part of a well-executed idea in the Buddhist scheme of four jhāna-s, whereas in Mbh XII.188 an attempt is made to describe only the first dhyāna, after which the similarities disappear: there is no attempt to describe the second, third or fourth dhyāna-s. Mbh XII.188 is a sufficiently detailed account of meditation that appears to have survived with little or no corruption. If the four dhyāna-s were originally Brahminic, we should expect the only surviving passage on the subject—a reliable source, so it seems—to say something about each dhyāna. The incomplete description of the ‘fourfold discipline of meditation’ in Mbh XII.188 suggests that it is this passage that has borrowed Buddhist ideas.

That it is not possible to determine which passage is the source and which the borrower in the other cases does not matter. The correspondences allow us to suppose that there was meaningful contact between the two traditions in early times. The similar versions of the chariot metaphor in both the early Buddhist and Brahminic literatures even suggest that early Buddhism was influenced by the meditative ideas of early Brahminism. It is certainly possible that there were more substantial correspondences, and even that the practices taught by Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta were related to early Brahminism. In fact, a closer relationship can be seen in corresponding schemes of element meditation outlined in the early literature of both religions.

The elements and the formless spheres

The formless spheres are connected to the material elements of earth, water, fire and wind (paṭhāvī, āpo, tejo, vāyo) in a number of lists of meditative objects in the Suttapiṭaka. This is seen in the Samādhi Sutta:

Ānanda, it might be that there is the attainment of a concentration for a bhikkhu of such a kind that with regard to earth he does not perceive the earth; with regard to water he does not perceive water; with regard to fire he does not perceive fire, with regard to wind he does not perceive wind; with regard to the sphere of the infinity of space (ākāśaṁcaññācayatane), he does not perceive the sphere of the infinity of space; with regard to the sphere of the infinity of consciousness (viññāṇaṁcaññācayatane), he does not perceive the sphere of the infinity of consciousness; with regard to the sphere of nothingness (ākīṃcaññācayatane), he does not perceive the sphere of nothingness; with regard to the sphere of neither perception nor non-perception (nevasaññānāsaññācayatane), he does not perceive the sphere of neither
perception nor non-perception; with regard to this world (idhaloke) [or] the other world (paraloke) he does not perceive this world [or] the other world; and yet he is still conscious (saññi).\(^{10}\)

The final item of which the bhikkhu is said to be unaware (‘this world’ and the ‘other world’) is not a proper object of meditation. Usually, rejection or acceptance of ‘this world and the other world’ forms part of the description of wrong or right view.\(^{11}\) Perhaps, then, rather than being a straightforward list of meditative objects, this passage is an apophatic definition of a particular meditative state (samadhipatilabho); i.e. the bhikkhu attains such a meditative state that he is not aware of all the items mentioned, even ‘this world’ and ‘the other world’. This meditative state is defined positively as a liberated or liberating state of consciousness:

> Here, O Ānanda, a bhikkhu may be conscious of the following: ‘This is calm, this is supreme; namely, the calming of all mental constructions, the relinquishing of all attachment, the destruction of thirst; dispassion, cessation, nibbāna.’\(^{12}\)

This pericope is found in a number of places in the Suttapīṭaka. As well as being an ‘idea’ that is the object of a concentration,\(^ {13}\) in a few places it forms the content of liberating insight.\(^ {14}\) However, in the Sāriputta Sutta,\(^ {15}\) which follows the Samādhi Sutta and repeats it almost verbatim, the pericope does not re-appear. Instead, Sāriputta (rather than the Buddha) tells Ānanda that at one time he was not aware of the same nine items mentioned (from earth to this world/the other world), but was aware (saññī) of the idea that ‘the cessation of becoming is nibbāna, the cessation of becoming is nibbāna.’\(^ {16}\) The change in the final object\(^ {17}\) illustrates the fact that a core list consisting of the four elements and formless spheres was adapted to a similar but different end. The final object is noteworthy, since the pericope ‘the cessation of becoming is nibbāna…’ does not usually indicate a single meditative object.\(^ {18}\) This seems to support the notion that the lists in question are not lists of meditative objects. Further support for this idea is found in the next book of the Anguttara Nikāya, the ‘Elevens’ (Ekādasakanipāta, VII–X, nissayavagga), where the same sequence is repeated with minor differences.\(^ {19}\) Here, in order to extend the number of objects up to eleven, the final object of which the bhikkhu is unaware is said to be ‘whatever is seen, heard, thought, cognized, attained, sought after [and] scrutinized by the mind.’\(^ {20}\) This item is not a proper object of meditation. One gets the impression that the composers of these Suttas extended the similar lists of the Dasakanipāta in order to present an even more apophatic definition of the liberated/liberating state of consciousness. The items in such a list need not be meditative objects.

Nevertheless, the essential items in all the lists appear to be objects of meditation. The point of all these Suttas is to describe the attainment of a meditative state (samadhipatilabho) in which the bhikkhu does not perceive certain objects. The context is meditation, and we should not be surprised if most of the objects of which the bhikkhu is unaware are objects of meditation, even if some are obviously not. Indeed, the four formless spheres are proper objects of meditation, and in the next section I will examine a list in which the elements also appear as objects of meditation. A more likely explanation...
for the lists of ten or eleven items is that they were initially based on a meditative sequence ending with the ‘sphere of neither perception nor non-perception.’ This list was probably elaborated by the addition of two or three items in order that it could be included in the Aṅguttara Nikāya’s book of ‘Tens’ and ‘Elevens’. If so, it appears that meditation on the elements and formless spheres was an early Buddhist practice, and probably one that was thought to lead to liberation. We can conclude that in early Buddhism the practice of element meditation was thought to lead to states of abstract consciousness (the formless spheres) and finally liberation.

The *kasiṇāyatana*-s

In addition to the above passages, another list of meditative objects in the connects the formless spheres to the four elements. This is the list of ten ‘spheres of totality’ (*kasiṇāyatana*-s): the elements earth (*paṭhavi*), water (*āpo*), fire (*tejo*) and wind (*vāyo*); the colours dark blue (*nīlā*), yellow (*pīta*), red (*lohitā*) and white (*odāta*); and, finally, space (*ākāsa*) and consciousness (*viśṇāṇa*). The standard description of these ten objects in the is as follows:

The ten *kasiṇāyatana*-s: someone perceives (*sañjānātī*) the earth-above, below, across, without a second immeasurable.

This is a description of a concentration on macrocosmic meditative objects. The fact that each object of meditation is said to be nondual suggests that the word *kasiṇa* is related to the Sanskrit adjective (*MMW s.v: ‘all, whole, entire’). DOP notes that the BHS form of the word is in fact *kṛṣṇa*. It also states that it appears as an adjective and noun in Pāli texts: as an adjective it means ‘all, whole, entire’; as a neuter noun it means ‘the whole, totality’, as well as:

a meditational exercise of total and exclusive awareness of, or concentration on, one of four elements (earth, water, fire, wind) or one of four colours (dark-blue, yellow, red, white) or space or consciousness, leading to jhāna; one often objects or devices (the four elements or colours in a natural or specially contrived state, e.g. water in the sea or in a bowl, a restricted patch of light or of the sky) total and exclusive concentration on which is the first step to the attainment of jhāna; the meditational state brought about by this exercise and concentration.

These definitions of *kasiṇa* vary between an adjectival form derived directly from Skt and a nominal form meaning something like ‘meditative object’, or the exercise of concentrating on this meditative object, or the state of meditation induced by such a practice. This final definition of *kasiṇa* as a noun is found also in DOP’s definition of the compound as ‘a basis or source for total concentration’. More or less the
same range of meanings for *kasiṇa* are found in PED and CPD: both define it either as an adjective derived from Skt *kṛṣṇa*, or as a neuter noun meaning meditative object (PED: ‘one of the aids to the practice by means of which mystic meditation *[bhāvana, jhāna]* may be attained’; CPD: ‘totality [s.v. BHSD *kṛṣṇa*] denotes a category of ten subjects of meditation’).26

These definitions do not make clear the exact form of the word in the above passage, however. Some derivation from *kasiṇam* is undeniable: *kasiṇa* must mean something like ‘all, whole, entire’, i.e. nondual. Such a derivation is also suggested by the close relationship between the formless spheres and *kasiṇayatana-s*. The first two formless spheres are identical with the final two *kasiṇayatana-s*; both are meditative states in which the objects are space and consciousness. Because the formless spheres of ‘space’ and ‘consciousness’ are said to be ‘infinities’ (ānañca), we should expect the ‘space’ and ‘consciousness’ *kasiṇa*-s to be the same. Thus the word *kasiṇa* must mean ‘infinite’ or ‘nondual’, and must therefore be related to Skt *kṛṣṇa*. But if so, it is hard to see how any of the dictionary definitions apply to the occurrences of *kasiṇa* in the passage from the *Dīgha Nikāya* cited above. The compounds *pathavikasiṇa* etc. are objects of the verb ‘to perceive’ (sañjñāti). If so, the adjectival definition of *kasiṇa* as ‘all, whole, entire’ is unsuitable in this context, for one cannot perceive an adjective. In the compounds *pathavikasiṇa* etc. the word *kasiṇa* must be a noun. The most suitable definition provided by the dictionaries for the word in this context is the noun ‘object of meditation’. But the ‘objects of meditation’ in question are not just any objects—they are macrocosmic objects that are nondual. The nominal definition of *kasiṇa* as ‘object of meditation’ fails to take this into account; it gives no impression that the word *kasiṇa* must somehow be related to Skt *kṛṣṇa*. On the other hand, an adjectival definition of *kasiṇa* as ‘all, whole, entire’ is acceptable in the case of the compound *kasiṇayatana*, for the compound surely means something like ‘the spheres that are whole/total (i.e. nondual)’. The word *kasiṇa* in this compound can be taken as an adjective. However, it is preferable that the word *kasiṇa* is taken in the same sense in the two descriptive determinative (*karmadhāraya*) compounds that are, after all, adjacent; defining *kasiṇa* as an adjective in the compound *pathavikasiṇa* and then as a noun in the following compound is awkward.

If the word *kasiṇa* is taken similarly in both compounds (*dasa*) *kasiṇayatanāṇī* and *pathavikasiṇa* etc., and if the relationship with Skt *kṛṣṇa* is to be apparent, it must be taken as an abstract noun. DOP does in fact offer a definition of *kasiṇa* as ‘wholeness, totality’, although not in the context of the above passage on meditation. But this definition makes good sense in both compounds. In the case of (*dasa*) *kasiṇayatanāṇī*, it gives the translation ‘the (ten) spheres that are totalities’ (hence CPD’s translation of *kasiṇayatana* as ‘sphere of totality’), and in the case of *pathavikasiṇa* etc. it gives a translation ‘the totality that is earth’. If *kasiṇa* is taken in this way, i.e. as an abstract noun, a derivation from the Skt abstract noun *kārtsna* is most likely.28 This hypothesis is supported by a further fact.

As pointed about above, the final two *kasiṇayatana-s*, i.e. ‘space’ (*ākāsakasiṇa*) and ‘consciousness’ (*viśṇaṇakasiṇa*), correspond to the first two formless spheres, i.e. the ‘sphere of the infinity of space’ and the ‘sphere of the infinity of consciousness’. The
compounds \(\text{käsakinski/viññānañcayatana}\) and \(\text{akāsānañcayatana/viññānañcayatana}\) thus express the same meditative concepts, and must be more or less grammatically equivalent. The only obvious difference between the compounds is that they do not end in the word \(\text{ayatana}\). But the passage on meditation is introduced as \(\text{dasa kasiṇāyatanā}\). Thereafter, each individual meditative object is termed \(\text{X-kasiṇāyatanā}\), e.g. \(\text{patthavikasiṇāyatanā}\). This surely indicates that each compound \(\text{X-kasiṇāyatanā}\) is an abbreviation for \(\text{X-kasiṇāyatanā}\). If so, \(\text{kasiṇāyatanā}\) corresponds to the word \(\text{ānañca}\) in the compound \(\text{X-ānañcayatana}\). The word \(\text{ānañca}\), ‘infinity’, is an abstract noun formed from the adjective \(\text{ananta}\), ‘infinite, having no end’. If \(\text{kasiṇā}\) is grammatically parallel, it is most probably an abstract noun derived from the Sanskrit abstract noun \(\text{kṛtsna}\).

The list of ‘spheres of totality’ is thus made up of various macrocosmic items. The most important items in the list are the four elements (earth, water, fire, wind) plus ‘space’ and ‘consciousness’. The significance of the colours is not clear, for there is no discussion of them in the early Buddhist literature. In the later Sinhalese work \text{The Yogāvacara’s Manual of Indian Mysticism as Practised by Buddhists}^{30}, element meditation is important and the attainment of each element is associated with various colours. But the colours do not correspond to the colours listed in the \(\text{kasiṇāyatanās}\), and even if they did, the text is late and has no bearing on the early Pāli literature.\(^{31}\) In some late and Tantric literature, such as the \text{Yogatattva Upaniṣad} and the \text{Ṣaṭcakrānirūpaṇa}, element meditation usually involves the visualization of the element as a colour.\(^{32}\) But these texts are much later than the early Pāli texts, and cannot be taken as evidence that the colours correspond to the elements in the list of ‘spheres of totality’. Other evidence from the \text{Suttapiṇaka} is inconclusive. The same colours make up the final four of eight meditative objects in the list of ‘spheres of mastery’ (\text{abhibhāyatanā}).\(^{33}\) This may show that meditation on the colours was in some cases not related to the elements, but even this is questionable, for the significance of the colours in this list is far from clear. It is possible that they stand for the elements.

Whatever the significance of the colours is, a list of meditative objects that includes the four elements plus space and consciousness appears to be little more than a different elaboration of the similar schemes studied earlier (pp. 29–31). Underlying all the schemes, so it seems, is a doctrine of elements beginning with earth and ending with ‘space’ and ‘consciousness’. From this perspective, the list of formless spheres (space, consciousness, nothingness and neither perception nor non-perception) appears in one sense to be an abbreviation of this list of six items, and in another to be an extension of it to include the goals of the two teachers.

**Element meditation and early Brahminism**

A close conceptual relationship with early Brahminic thought is reflected in the list of \(\text{kasiṇāyatanā-s}\). In the early Brahminic literature, \(\text{kṛtsna}\) often means ‘whole/total’, and usually describes something that is infinite (the cosmos) or nondual (the self). The most significant early occurrence of the word \(\text{kṛtsna}\) is found at BU IV.5.13: a block of salt that is ‘without an inner or outer, nothing but an entire (\text{kṛtsna}) mass of taste’, is likened to the...
self that is ‘without inner or outer, nothing but an entire (krtṣṇa) mass of consciousness’.34 In the Bhagavadgītā, krtṣṇa is used adjectivally to indicate the ‘total’ sum of many parts,35 or to refer to a nondual ‘totality’, e.g. the world (loka, jagat)36 or brahman.37 In the Mokṣadharma, krtṣṇa is usually an adjective describing something that is nondual (e.g. the self),38 or else it indicates the whole extent of something of enormous spatial dimensions (e.g. the earth, world or worlds, etc).39 The word kasiṇa, applied to the elements in the early Pāli texts, suggests the possibility that element meditation was based on Brahminic notions of nonduality.

The list of colours in the also seems to reflect Brahminic notions. Goudriaan has shown that the sequence ‘dark blue → yellow → red → white’ is found in early Sanskrit sources. At Mbh III.148, this sequence applies to the colour of Viṣṇu in the four world ages (yuga-s), each of which is more degenerate than the preceding. Thus in the kṛta-yuga he is white; in the tretā-yuga he is red; in the dvāpara-yuga he is yellow, and in the degenerate kali-yuga he is dark blue.40 In later literature the four colours are sometimes different or arranged in a different order, but according to Goudriaan ‘in general one can say that the tradition is a consistent one’,41 i.e. it follows the order of Mbh III.148. Thus it seems that to the Brahminic mind the sequence ‘dark blue → yellow → red → white’ represented a transition from the gross to the subtle, although its exact significance in the list of is unclear.

More important than these correspondences is the fact that the lists of elements studied in this chapter correspond to early Brahminic element doctrines. This is not to deny that lists of elements are common in the early Buddhist literature, and in general seem to have very little relationship with early Brahminic thought. The most basic list in the Suttapiṭaka is that of the four ‘great elements’ (cattāri mahābhūtāni: earth, water, fire and wind).42 There are also a number of lists in which ‘space’ and/or ‘consciousness’ are added to this basic set of four elements to form lists of five or six ‘strata’ (dhātu-s). Apart from places where the dhātu-s are simply listed,43 or listed without much additional comment,44 in most places they occur in teachings where they form the objects of a detailed contemplation of the human person. The aim of such contemplations is to induce the correct understanding that the material derivatives of each dhātu are not one’s self.45 This sort of teaching can be seen in the Mahā-Rāhulovāda Sutta. After outlining those parts of the body that consist of a particular element, the Buddha teaches Rāhula that the element (and its derivatives) should not be considered as self:

The internal earth element and the external earth element, they are [both] simply the earth element (pathavīdhatu). [Thinking] ‘This is not mine, I am not this, this is not my self’, one ought to see it [the earth element] as it really is with correct understanding. In doing so one becomes disillusioned with the earth element, one frees one’s mind from passion for the earth element.46

In such teachings the five or six dhātu-s represent a convenient starting point for the division of the human body, and external reality, into its constituent parts in order to contemplate its true nature. This shows that a common early Buddhist assumption was that everything could be broken up into these five or six basic components. But why did
the early Buddhists believe this? Was the division of everything into five or six elements a Buddhist innovation? Or was it a general early Indian understanding?

In order to answer these questions we must note that the same set of six items, without being termed dhātu, is used differently in the lists of element meditation (pp. 29–34). In a meditative context the focus is not on breaking up the world into its elemental parts. Instead, the objects of meditation are the elements themselves, in their unmanifest and undivided state or ‘essence’. Moreover, the list of elements in these meditative schemes is arranged according to an increasing level of refinement, so that the meditator progresses from the relative grossness of earth and water to the more empyreal levels of fire, wind and space. The meditator, it seems, is traversing the higher levels of the cosmos in his meditative absorption. The notion that the cosmos is structured in this way is not, however, based on any Buddhist cosmology. But such cosmologies are common in the early Brahminic literature, e.g. the cosmogonies of TU II.1 and Mbh XII.195 (self → ākāśa → vāyu → agni → āpas → prthivi), and a similar cosmogony found at Mbh XII.224 (brahman → manas → ākāśa → vāyus → jyotis → āpas → bhūmi). The Buddhist lists of element meditation appear to reflect this sort of cosmology. The essential part of the Buddhist lists of the elements as objects of meditation, i.e. the progression ‘earth → water → fire → wind → space → consciousness’, seems to be little more than an inversion of a cosmogony identical to that stated at Mbh XII.224.

From this perspective, the Buddhist lists of element meditation seem to reflect a Brahminic cosmogony in which the elements were created by the ātman/brahman. Why is this so? Why do these Buddhist lists of meditative objects correspond to the cosmogonic ideas of early Brahminism? How did an early Brahminic creation doctrine end up in a scheme of early Buddhist meditation? There are two possible answers. Either the early Buddhists borrowed such meditative practices from early Brahminism—where cosmology already had a meditative counterpart—or else they adapted an early Brahminic cosmology to a meditative end themselves. To find an answer to this dilemma, we must ask why ancient meditators would have used the elements as meditative objects. The first answer to that is that they believed that such a practice leads to liberation. But which meditators would have believed this? Probably only the early Brahmins who believed in their cosmologies, and accepted that the ascension through the elements leads to brahman, the source of creation and the religious goal. It is doubtful, however, that many early Buddhists believed anything like this. There is virtually no evidence, however, that early Buddhists accepted Brahminic cosmology and the religious goal of brahman: no cosmological texts on the six dhātu-s are found in the Pāli canon, and there is virtually no evidence for them in the post-canonical literature. On balance, then, it is more likely that the relationship between cosmology and meditation originated in early Brahminic circles, and from there was borrowed by the early Buddhists. For it is more likely that the early Brahminic thinkers for whom the religious goal was the beginning and end of cosmological speculation believed that cosmology provided the path to liberation. Moreover, there is a widespread correspondence between meditation and cosmology in early Brahminic texts, and even some early Brahminic texts on element meditation itself. It seems that the ideology of early Brahminic meditation is provided by cosmology. If so, the notion that some early Buddhists innovated element meditation after borrowing a Brahminic cosmology is problematic, for it would require a Brahminic borrowing of a new practice based on the Brahminic ideology in turn. The theory of one
borrowing—of element meditation by early Buddhists from a Brahminic source—is simpler and more likely.

Element meditation in the Mokṣadharmma

Evidence for the early Brahminic practice of element meditation is found in the Mokṣadharmma. It is suggested at Mbh XII.247.13, where Bhīṣma advises Yudhīśthira to ‘be someone with a calm intellect, because of power over the elements’. The practice of element meditation in early Brahminic circles is also implied in a very early passage in the Manu. In Mbh XII.195, immediately after outlining the process of cosmic evolution (the sequence is the same as TU II.1: ākṣara → kha → vāyu → jyotis → jala → jagatī), Manu states:

Having gone to water with their bodies, from water [they go to] fire, [then successively to] wind and space. From space, those who are not capable (na bhāvinah) return (nivartanti); those who are capable (ye bhāvinah), they attain the supreme, (2) [which is] not hot or cold, soft or sharp, not sour, astringent, sweet or bitter; it has no sound, smell or visible form. [It is] the one whose own state is the ultimate (paramasvabhāvam). (3)

This is a statement about how beings attain liberation: they regress through the cosmic elements and then escape from the manifest world. There is no mention of yoga, but the only soteriological method mentioned in the passage is yoga:

The body knows touch, the tongue taste, the nose smells and the ears sounds; the eyes know forms. Men who do not know the higher self do not grasp what is beyond them. (4)

Turning the tongue back from tastes, the nose from smells, the ears from sounds, the body from touch, the eye from objects that have the quality of visible form (rupagūṇān); then one sees the highest, one’s own [true] state (svam svabhāvam). (5)

These two verses come immediately after the two verses that describe the path to liberation. It is unlikely that the close proximity of these four verses is insignificant: their juxtaposition implies a close relationship between meditation and the passage through the elements. They do not exactly suggest that the progression through the material elements of earth, water, fire, wind and space in v. 2–3 was the result of the meditative practice mentioned in v. 3–4. But they do suggest the possibility that early Brahminic meditators would have drawn the conclusion that to be ‘capable’ (bhāvin) of escaping the world, a yogin must be a meditative adept skilled in the progression through the elements. This evidence for element meditation is more convincing than that found at Mbh XII.247.13, but indisputable evidence is found in a few verses of Mbh XII.228:
The person who, with speech suppressed, attains the seven absorptions of totality and the other absorptions ‘in the rear and on the flanks’$^53$ as many as there are,\(13\)

Who gradually [attains the meditations on] earth and wind, and so space and water, [as well as] mastery over fire, the utterance ‘I’ and intelligence\(14\)

He attains, in due course, mastery over the unmanifest (avyaktasya), and possessing these powers, he practises in accordance with yoga.\(15\)$^5^4$

The expression ‘mastery over the unmanifest’ (v. 15: avyaktasya tathāśvaryam) is the last term in the sequence, and so must refer to the attainment of liberation.\(5^5\) Supporting this idea is the fact that the tract is introduced in v. 12 as a method to attain liberation:

I will explain the quick method for the person who intends to go to the imperishable (akṣaraṁ), who is in a great hurry to yoke this chariot.$^5^6$

It seems that the word avyakta (‘unmanifest’) is an epithet for brahman, and does not denote unmanifest matter. This is not immediately clear, for twenty-five items (tattva-s) are mentioned later in this passage (at v. 28), which must mean that this section of the passage knows unmanifest matter (the twenty-fourth) as a separate principle from brahman (the twenty-fifth). But it is likely that the section v. 27–32/36ff, is a later addition that does not have any relevance for the yogic scheme outlined in v. 13–15. The section after v. 27 mentions sāmkhya and yoga-followers, and is introduced in v. 27 with a change of subject. The dialogue between Vyāsa and Śuka (Mbh XII.224–247) does not mention or schemes of twenty-five tattva-s before this, whereas after this point there is hardly any structure to the text. Furthermore, expressions such as ‘hear from me’ (me śrāvatā: v. 21, v. 27, v. 28; nibodha me: v. 27) usually introduce didactic tracts in the Śrāvakas, and often indicate the point at which separate sections have been added to a text. It appears, then, that the section after v. 21 is an addition or a separate stratum to Mbh XII.228. In the text before this, the description of element meditation is based on a cosmology in which the ‘unmanifest’ (avyaktam) was a designation of brahman.

The order of the objects of concentration (earth → wind → space → water → fire → ahamkāra → buddhi → avyakta) must be based on a doctrine of world creation from the unmanifest deity. This is not entirely clear, for there is no creation doctrine in the passage, and the usual cosmogonic order of material elements in the Mokṣadharma (space → wind → fire → water → earth) is not followed. But this peculiarity is relatively insignificant, since the elements are found in this order in a few of the cosmogonies (e.g. Mbh XII.187.4). It seems that element meditation in early Brahminism, like element meditation in early Buddhism, was based on Brahminical cosmogonies which were thought to provide meditative ‘maps’ of the path to liberation. Element meditation, so we must understand, was thought to be the yogin’s way of reversing the creation of the cosmos and attaining liberation.
The textual evidence shows that element meditation was practised in both Buddhist and Brahminic circles. Early Buddhist and Brahminic meditators, so it seems, believed that liberation was achieved by means of a meditative progression through the material elements and a few higher states of consciousness beyond them. The conceptual background to element meditation is provided by the cosmological thought of early Brahminism. There is no similar theoretical background to element meditation in the early Buddhist texts, where the elements appear simply as suitable objects of meditation. Moreover, it can be shown that cosmology provides the theoretical background to meditation in virtually all the early Brahminic tracts on meditation. If so, it would seem that cosmological speculation is integral to early Brahminic meditation, and that element meditation is but one aspect of this general theory of meditation.

**Cosmology and meditation in early Brahminism**

The relationship between cosmology and meditation is made clear in all the detailed schemes of meditation in the *Mbh*. In *Mbh XII.197*, a passage in one of the most important early tracts in the *Mbh* (Mbh XII.194–199: *Manu-Brhaspati-saṃvāda*), a teaching on meditation is closely connected to cosmology:

As one can see a form [reflected] in water, when it is calm, by means of the eye, so too the one who possesses calm sense faculties sees what can be known (jñeyam) by knowledge (jñānena). (2)

As one does not see a form when [the water] is disturbed, so too when the sense faculties have become agitated, one cannot see what ought to be known in knowledge (jñāne na). (3)

Knowledge arises for men when bad karman is destroyed. Then one sees (paśyaty) the self in the self, when it is like the surface of a mirror. (8)

One is unhappy (duḥkhi) when one’s sense faculties are set free, happy (sukhī) when they are restrained. Therefore one should restrain the self from the objects of the senses (indriyarūpebhyo), by means of the self. (9)

The mind (manah) is beyond the senses, the intellect (buddhi) is beyond that. Beyond the intelligence is awareness (jñāna), [and] beyond awareness is the highest state (param). (10)

Awareness (jñānam) is emitted from the unmanifest (avyaktāt), from that [is emitted] the intelligence (buddhis), from that [is emitted] the mind (manah). The mind, attached to the various sense faculties such as hearing, perceives (paśyatī) the various sense objects, such as sounds, clearly. (11)

The person who abandons the various sense objects, such as sounds, and so all that is manifest, he abandons all forms (ākritigrāmaṁ). After he has abandoned them (tān muktāḥ) he attains the immortal. (12)

When the intelligence, free from the objects of sense activity (karmaguṇair) comes about in the mind, then one attains, right there, brahman, in its devolved state (pralayam gatam). (17)
He enters the highest essence \((sattvam \text{ paramam})\), which is without contact, hearing, taste, sight, smell and thought \((avitarkam)\).\(^{18}\)

The statement that the goal is \textit{brahman} in its ‘devolved state’ (v. 8: \textit{pralayam gatam}) indicates that liberation was thought to be identification with the state of the cosmos, to be attained through the destruction of \textit{karman} (v.8). This implies that the reverse of the cosmogony (v. 11: \textit{avyakta/para → jñāna → buddhi → manas → indriya-s}) is the path the yogin ought to take out of \textit{samsāra}. In fact, exactly this scheme is alluded to later in the \textit{Mbh XII.199.25}:

Making the higher consciousness spotless through liberating knowledge \((jñānena)\), and so the mind [spotless] through the higher consciousness, and the group of senses by the mind, he obtains the infinite. \(^{25}\)

The order of this progression is \textit{manas → buddhi → jñāna → ananta}. This scheme and the scheme in \textit{Mbh XII.197}, having two items in between the mind (\textit{manas}) and the absolute (\textit{brahman}), correspond roughly to the scheme outlined at \textit{Mbh XII.228}, although nothing is said here about the elements. Another clear example of the relationship between meditation and cosmology is found in \textit{Mbh XII.304}, where meditation is based on a cosmology of twenty-five items (\textit{tattvas}):

In the first period of the night, twelve yogic practices (\textit{codanā}) are taught. Sleeping in the middle period, in the last period there are the same 12 yogic practices. \(^{11}\)

Thus the self ought to be disciplined by the one who is calm \((upaśāntena)\), restrained, inclined towards lonely places, delighting in the self \((ātmāraśāna)\) [and] awake; on that there is no doubt. \(^{12}\)

Warding off the fivefold faults of the five senses, i.e. sound, touch, visible forms, tastes and smells, \(^{13}\)

Repressing the appearance and disappearance [of the sense-objects], making the entire group of senses enter into the mind, \(^{14}\)

And thus establishing the mind in the self-consciousness \((āhamkāre)\), the self-consciousness in higher consciousness \((buddhau)\), and the higher consciousness in primordial matter \((prakṛtī)\).\(^{15}\)

Having reckoned \((pariṣamkhyāya)\) in this way, he ought to meditate \((dhyāyeta)\) on the absolute \((kevalam)\), that which is spotless, sufficient, permanent, infinite, pure and woundless. \(^{16}\)

The last stages in meditation consist of the concentration on the higher cosmic levels—\textit{ahamkāra}, \textit{buddhi} and \textit{prakṛti}—before finally reaching the absolute \((kevalam)\). A similar relationship between meditation and cosmology is made quite clear in a number of other passages on meditation in the \textit{Mokṣadhārma} (e.g. \textit{Mbh XII.198.2–13, Mbh XII.238.3–13, Mbh XII.294.10–19}). Thus, it seems that the most basic presupposition of the early Brahminic passages on meditation is that the creation of the world must be reversed, through a series of meditative states, by the yogin who seeks the realization of the self.
Given this widespread correspondence between meditation and cosmology in the Brahminic tradition, it is quite likely that element meditation originated in early Brahminic circles before it was borrowed and elaborated by the early Buddhists. Any other scenario is hardly likely. It is unlikely that a meditative practice originated in early Buddhism, but with a form corresponding to the early Brahminic cosmogonies. And it is even more unlikely that early Brahminic thinkers borrowed such a practice from Buddhists and structured their cosmogonic and/or yogic theories upon it. On the other hand, it is easy to imagine that Brahminic practices were borrowed and adapted by early Buddhists, with the original Brahminic ideology of the practices being discarded in the process. Moreover, a basic presupposition of early Brahminic thought is that there is a correspondence between man and cosmos. As Brereton has noted, the correspondence between microcosm and macrocosm implies that the world and the power that controls it are not outside, bearing down upon and threatening the individual. Rather, because the parts of the world are equivalent to the parts of the person, humans include everything within themselves.61

It is exactly this sort of thinking that underlies early Brahminic meditation. From this perspective, it is not surprising that meditative states of consciousness were thought to be identical to the subtle strata of the cosmos. In this sense, all early Brahminic meditation is in some sense cosmological, i.e. not only a practical elaboration of Brahminic beliefs about the origin and nature of the cosmos, but also an elaboration of the belief that man is identical to the world. The Brahminic background to element meditation seems indisputable. We can conclude that an item in the Buddhist texts that (i) corresponds to a similar item in Brahminic texts and (ii) follows Brahminic rather than Buddhist ideology is likely to be a non-original element in the Buddhist texts.62

If element meditation was borrowed from early Brahminism, the same must be true of formless meditation: as noted above (p. 34), the list of four formless spheres appears to be an abbreviation of a longer list of elements, for the first two formless spheres (infinite space and consciousness) are logically connected to a list of elements ending in ‘space’ and ‘consciousness’. Indeed, these two spheres could easily be fitted into an early Brahminic cosmology. The evidence suggests, then, a Brahminic background to the two teachers of the Bodhisatta. Other passages in the early Upaniṣads support this claim.

The goals of the two teachers: early Upaniṣadic parallels

The self (ātman) is conceptualized in terms similar to both ‘nothingness’ (ākiñcañña) and ‘neither perception nor non-perception’ (nevasaññañāsaññā) in the early Upaniṣads. The most obvious example of the latter is found in the Māṇḍūkya Upaniṣad, where the fourth quarter of brahman—the ultimate state of the self—is described as follows:

Not one with awareness within (nāntahprajñām), not one with awareness without (na bahiḥprajñām), not one with awareness of both, not a mass of
awareness (prajñānāgahanam), not awareness nor non-awareness (naprajñām). They consider the fourth quarter [of brahman thus]: unseen, supramundane, ungraspable, without characteristic, unthinkable, indescribable, whose essence is the perception of the one self, the stilling of the manifest world (prapañçopasamam), calm (sāntam), auspicious, nondual (advaitam). That is the self, that ought to be perceived.\footnote{63}

Thus, the goal of Uddaka Rāmaputta (nevasaññānāsaññā-) is virtually identical to the description of brahman in the Māṇḍūkya Upaniṣad (naprajñām).\footnote{64} Although the goal is almost certainly later than most of the early Buddhist literature, the use of the construction ‘double negative (na+a)+negative (na)’ in early Brahminic descriptions of the absolute reality is found in texts as old as the Nāsaḍiyasūkta (RV X 129.1: nāsad āśin nō sād āśīt tadānīm).\footnote{65} If such terminology goes back to the very beginnings of Brahminic philosophy, the \footnote{66} evidence is good enough evidence to suppose that the goal of Uddaka Rāmaputta (nevasaññānāsaññā) was, in fact, an early Brahminic conceptualization of the self.

Further evidence from the early Buddhist literature and the early Upaniṣads supports the notion that the goal of Uddaka Rāmaputta was a Brahminic one. In the Pañcayatattava Sutta, non-Buddhist ascetics and Brahmins are said to claim that the self after death is ‘neither conscious nor unconscious’ (nevasaññānāsaññā),\footnote{67} i.e. identical to the goal of Uddaka Rāmaputta (M II.228.16 ff: neva saññā nāsaññā attā arogā pannāmaratati). They argue that the self is neither consciousness (saññā), nor unconsciousness (asaññā), the latter being defined as a state of ‘bewilderment’ or ‘stupefaction’ (sammohā).\footnote{68} Jayatilleke has pointed out that this corresponds to Yājñavalkya’s definition of the self in his famous dialogue with Maitreyī in the Bhadāranyaka Upaniṣad.\footnote{69} In this passage, Yājñavalkya claims that after death there is no ‘consciousness’ (BU II.4.12/IV.5.13: na pretya samjñāstīty are brahmi). He clarifies this statement by arguing that this state, although without ‘consciousness’ (samjñā), is not a state of ‘bewilderment’ (mohā, i.e. stupefaction, non-awareness).\footnote{70} Thus, the evidence from Buddhist and Brahminic sources coincides: in both cases the self was thought to be neither perception/consciousness (saññā/samjñā) nor non-perception/unconsciousness (asaññā=sam/moha).

There is a further correspondence. Yājñavalkya draws the logical conclusion of his arguments and states that the self that is neither conscious (samjñā) nor unconscious (mohā) is a state of intransitive consciousness after death.\footnote{71} This is suggested earlier in the same dialogue when Yājñavalkya defines the self as a single mass of consciousness (Bu II.4.12/IV.5.13: vijñānāghana/prajñānāghana), i.e. consciousness that lacks an object. The Buddhist evidence suggests much the same thing for the state of ‘neither perception/non-perception’. In the Suttapiṭaka the attainment of this state is described in two important lists of meditative states, the eight ‘releases’ (vimokha-s: three form releases, plus the four formless spheres, and the ‘cessation of perception and sensation’, saññāvedayitanirodha)\footnote{72} and the nine ‘gradual abidings’ (anupubbavihāra-s: the four jhāna-s plus the four formless spheres and saññāvedayitanirodha).\footnote{73} In both lists the description of the attainment of the first three formless spheres is exactly the same. The sustained concentration on each object (e.g. akāsaṁaṇīcayatanam upasampajja viharati) is attained only after each object has been conceptualized in the mind (e.g. ananto ākāso ti).
But the description of the attainment of the ‘sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’ says nothing about the prior conceptualization of it as a mental object. It simply states:

 Completely transcending the sphere of nothingness, one attains the sphere of neither perception nor non-perception.\(^{71}\)

This must mean that the state is without an object of awareness. And yet it is not completely devoid of awareness, for this is a characteristic of the following meditative state, the ‘cessation of perception and sensation’.\(^{72}\) If the ‘sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’ is without an object of awareness but is not a state of unawareness, it follows that it must be a state of awareness without an object, i.e. a state of intransitive consciousness similar to that described by Yājñavalkya. The only difference between this state and Yājñavalkya’s notion of the self is that the former is said to be attained by the meditative adept while he is alive, whereas the latter is said by Yājñavalkya to be realized after death. But this difference matters very little. The non-Buddhist ascetics and Brahmins of the Pañcattaya Sutta thought, like Yājñavalkya, that the self was neither conscious nor unconscious after death (M II.231.4: and it is likely that the meditative goal of Uddaka Rāmaputta was also understood in this way.

It is likely that Uddaka Rāmaputta belonged to the pre-Buddhist tradition portrayed by these various Buddhist and Brahminic sources. His milieu was probably a Brahminic one in which the philosophical formulations of the early were accepted. There is also early evidence suggesting that the goal of Uddaka Rāmaputta was an early Brahminic conceptualization. For example, the first cosmogonic myth of the begins as follows: ‘In the beginning there was nothing here at all’ (BU I.2.1: naiveha kintcanyasa). It is plausible, on the basis of this evidence, to suppose that in early Brahminic circles the absolute reality (ätman/brahman) was known by the term ākiñcanyā, the proposition of BU I.2.1 being turned into an abstract noun.\(^{73}\) Similar evidence for the self being described as a sort of ‘nothingness’ or ‘non-existence’ is found in other e.g. CU VI.12.1, where Uddālaka questions Śvetaketu about what he can see when he cuts open the seeds of a banyan fruit:

‘What do you see here?’
‘Nothing \(\rightarrow (na \text{ kinctcana}), \) sir.’\(^{74}\)

Uddālaka then likens this ‘nothing’ to the self.\(^{75}\) This evidence is perhaps not quite as good as BU I.2: the cosmogony of Uddālaka is, after all, based upon the idea that ‘in the beginning this world was the existent alone, only one, without a second’ (CU 6.2.1: sad eva somyedam agra āśīd ekam evāḍvitiyam). The pre-creative state in this tract, it seems, is not a ‘nothingness’ but exactly the opposite, i.e. a ‘something’, the ‘existent’. Indeed, in CU VI.2.2–3 Uddālaka argues against the claim of some that the pre-creative state was one of non-existence (asad=the non-existent).\(^{76}\) Nevertheless, the episode of splitting open the fruit is evidence for the ātman/brahman being thought of as a ‘nothingness’ in a figurative sense, even if this nothingness is termed ‘the existent’
And even if not, then the Brahminic opponents of Uddālaka—those who claimed that in the beginning there was the non-existent (asad)—show that some early Brahminic thinkers believed that the pre-creative state was a sort of non-existence, a ‘nothingness’. Further evidence is found in the Taittirīya Upaniṣad (TU II.7.1):

In the beginning, the world was non-existent; from it was born the existent.\(^77\)

We might also cite TU II.6.1 (‘He becomes non-existent, if he thinks that brahman is non-existent’),\(^78\) which seems to be a polemic against those who thought that brahman is non-existent. And at CU III.19.1, the notion that the unmanifest state of the cosmos is ‘non-existent’ is connected to the idea that when it becomes manifest, it develops into a cosmic egg:

In the beginning, this was simply non-existent (asad), the existent was that. Then it developed and turned into an egg.\(^79\)

This must mean that some ancient Brahminic thinkers held the view that the unmanifest state of brahman was a sort of non-existence. The goal of Āḷāra Kālāma (ākiñcañña) can be understood as a formulation of this early philosophical tradition.

**The aphorism passan na passati**

The notion that Uddaka Rāmaputta taught an early Brahminic goal is supported by further evidence in the early Buddhist literature. In the Pāsādika Suttanta (D no. 29) an aphorism attributed to Uddaka Rāmaputta is similar to a famous Upaniṣadic definition of the ātman. This aphorism occurs when the Buddha comments on a teaching of Uddaka Rāmaputta:

Uddaka Rāmaputta, O Cunda, used to speak thus: ‘Seeing one does not see (passan na passati).’ Seeing what does one not see? One sees the blade of a well sharpened razor, but one does not see its edge. So, Cunda, it is said: ‘Seeing one does not see.’ But this, O Cunda, spoken by Uddaka Rāmaputta, is low, plebeian, mundane, ignoble, not connected with what is profitable; [it is] only about a razor. About whatever thing, when speaking correctly, he would say ‘Seeing one does not see’, it is about this alone that he would say ‘Seeing one does not see’ when speaking correctly. Seeing what does one not see?—The holy life that is well proclaimed [and] well illumined, successful in every way, complete in every way, not lacking, not surpassed, completely fulfilled: this one sees. With regard to this, one might remove [something from it thinking]: ‘Thus it might be even purer’; but this one does not see. With regard to this, one might add [something to it thinking]: ‘Thus it might be fulfilled’; but this one does not see. [So] it is said, O Cunda: ‘Seeing one does not see.’\(^80\)
The expression ‘seeing one does not see’ is obscure although some scholars have accepted its attribution to Uddaka Rāmaputta.81 If it refers to the state of being aware (‘seeing’: passan) without being aware of anything in particular (‘one does not see’: na passati), it could be identified with the state of ‘neither perception nor non-perception’ (nevasaññānaṁsaññā), a state thought to be an awareness of nothing in particular. Indeed, the compound nevasaññānaṁsaññā, being made up of a negative and a double negative could be simplified along the lines nāsaññā=sañjānti=passan, nevasaññā= na sañjānti=na passati. If so, it is quite possible that the aphorism passan na passati was used by Uddaka Rāmaputta to elucidate his teaching of awareness without an object.

The simile used to explain the aphorism—being aware of the surface of a razor but not its edge—does not seem to suggest this, for it describes a state of awareness that has an object (the razor’s surface). But if the simile was switched around so that it described an awareness of the razor’s edge and not its surface, it would then indicate a state of awareness so subtle that it does not have a tangible object (seeing—passan—the imperceptible edge of the razor), which at the same time could be described as a sort of ‘not seeing’ because no corporeal object is perceived (not seeing—na passati—the blade’s surface). If the aphorism passan na passati had been described by this simile, it would correspond closely to the state of ‘neither perception nor non-perception’, and there would be no reason to doubt its attribution to Uddaka Rāmaputta. Do we have any reason to believe that this was the case? Was the simile of seeing the blade’s surface rather than its edge an inversion of a simile originally connected with the teaching of intransitive awareness?

There are reasonable grounds for believing this to be so. The first thing to note is the wording of the Pāli text. The simile about the blade and its edge are the Buddha’s words, not Uddaka Rāmaputta’s: only the aphorism ‘seeing he does not see’ is ascribed to Uddaka Rāmaputta (passan na passatī). This raises the possibility that the simile as stated in the Pāli text was not originally related to the aphorism. Furthermore, the simile fits the Buddha’s purpose rather well. To make his point the Buddha requires a simile in which someone sees that which is tangible and present (compared to the current state of the saṅgha), but does not see that which is abstract and intangible (compared to the hypothetical state of the saṅgha at any other point). The Buddha’s explanation of passan na passati would not work if it were to be contrasted with an explanation in which someone is said to see the intangible (the razor’s edge) and not the tangible (the blade’s surface). The Buddha’s explanation must be contrasted with a simile in which passan na passati refers to consciousness of a tangible object.

It is quite possible that by sleight of hand the original simile has been turned around. Richard Gombrich has written about how the Buddha ‘twisted’ the views of opponents by exercising his famed ‘skill in means’.82 For example, in the Aggañña Sutta the word aṭṭhāyaka (‘reciter of the Veda’) is explained by the Buddha to mean a-jhāyaka (‘non-meditator’).83 This style of reinterpreting terminology perhaps explains the sort of method by which a simile used to explain passan na passati would have been turned around. It is possible that in order to demonstrate the fact that his teaching has been clearly revealed, and has been carried out by his followers, the Buddha has turned on its head a well-known simile illustrating a state of knowing without an object.84 This sort of terminology-twisting is a bit more complicated than that found in the Aggañña Sutta. But
to the audience aware of the original simile, such an interpretation of a well-known aphorism would have been seen as a striking critique of an old idea.

My argument can be put as follows. It is reasonable to suppose that the meditative states denoted by the expression passan na passati and nevasaññañāsaññāyatana both being ascribed to Uddaka Rāmaputta, are identical. Although the simile that is used to illustrate passan na passati—seeing the razor’s blade and not its edge—seems to disprove this, the punctuation shows that the simile is not directly attributed to Uddaka Rāmaputta. There is also a Buddhist motive for turning the simile around, as well as other episodes in the early Pāli literature where the terminology of opponents is twisted. Hence, I suggest that the expressions passan na passati and nevasaññañāsaññā indicate the same meditative state, and that the simile used to exemplify the former, even if it was similar to the one found in the Pāli text (possibly the same simile the wrong way around) was not the one originally used by Uddaka Rāmaputta. If the aphorism is taken in this sense, i.e. as referring to awareness without an object, it corresponds exactly to an important early conception of the self. In the Upaniṣadic (BU IV.3.23) the self’s nondual state of awareness in deep sleep is described in language almost identical to passan na passati.\footnote{Verily, while he does not there see [with the eyes], he is verily seeing (paśyan vai), though he does not see (what is [usually] to be seen)\textsuperscript{86} (tan na paśyati); for there is no cessation of the seeing of a seer, because of his imperishability [as a seer]. It is not, however, a second thing, other than himself and separate, that he may see.\textsuperscript{87} The important part of this statement is paśyan vai tan na paśyati. Olivelle translates paśyan vai as ‘he is quite capable of seeing’,\textsuperscript{88} although it is not clear why he translates a present active participle as ‘capable of doing’ rather than ‘doing’. One might suppose that the sense of ‘capability’ applies in this context because the subject of paśyan vai is in deep sleep, and therefore cannot be said to be seeing anything. The same reasoning would also apply for smelling, tasting, speaking, hearing, thinking, touching and perceiving— they cannot be said to be active because the subject is in deep sleep, although still ‘capable’ of each cognition. But this interpretation obscures the crucial point of the passage, which is that the subject continues to be conscious, although his sense functions have ceased to operate. The verbs of perception are applied to the subject metaphorically: the statement that he is ‘verily seeing’ (paśyan vai) indicates that he is still conscious, although he does not ‘see’ anything in particular. The present active participles are not meant literally, but highlight the fact that awareness has not totally disappeared. Thus, statements such as paśyan vai mean that there is still awareness, an awareness that will normally allow the cognition of a perceptible object, but which does not totally disappear (na...viparilopo vidyate) for the perceiver in the absence of an object.

The expression paśyan vai tan na paśyati is semantically and syntactically close to the Pāli aphorism passan na passati. It is quite possible that the original Sanskrit aphorism was abstracted from BU IV.3.23 and then used in meditative circles to indicate the goal of consciousness without an object. Such a scenario is suggested at the end of the passage in the statement ‘He becomes the one ocean, the seer without a second’ (BU IV.3.32: salila eko draṣṭā ‘dvaito bhavati). Here the verb \textsuperscript{8}drś is used to designate awareness in
general rather than visual awareness alone.\(^{89}\) It is quite likely that in a summary of this teaching the single verb used to cover the activity of all senses would have been \(\text{Vdrś.}\). Thus it is possible that the phrase \(\text{paśyan vai tan na paśyati}\) would have been used in early Brahminism to epitomize a state of intransitive consciousness. The occurrence of the phrase \(\text{paśyan api na paśyati}\) in the Mokṣadharma in a similar context seems to confirm this:

One sees everything that is visible \((\text{drśyam})\) by the eye connected to the mind. But when the mind is disturbed, although one sees it \((\text{tad dhi paśyann api})\), one does not see \((\text{na paśyate})\). (16)

The person under the power of sleep does not see \((\text{na paśyati})\), speak, hear, smell or know a tactile impression or taste. (17)\(^{90}\)

The author of this passage likens the state of being asleep and unaware of objects \((\text{na paśyati})\) to the state of being confused and hence unaware of objects \((\text{na paśyati})\), although still conscious in general \((\text{tad dhi paśyann api})\). It is likely that this theory of cognition was formed with the passage from BU IV.3.23 in mind, and it shows that the aphorism, originally coined about the state of the self in deep sleep, was adapted to make similar points about cognition. It was abstracted from its original context in the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad and used independently. It is quite possible that once abstracted in this way it was used by early practitioners of meditation to illustrate their belief in a meditative state of intransitive consciousness. The early Brahminic teachings on meditation certainly drew upon the nondualistic philosophy of the early \(\text{Paḷi}\). The goal of yogic practice in some of the early \(\text{Pāli}\) texts, and the \(\text{Paśaṇa-paṭtika}\), is to attain a state of consciousness not unlike deep sleep, a state of consciousness so attenuated that its attainer is said to be ‘like a log of wood’.\(^{91}\) The verb \(\text{Vdrś.}\) is ubiquitous in these passages. It is easy to imagine that the maxim \(\text{paśyan vai tan na paśyati}\) was simplified and then used in early yogic circles influenced by Brahminic nondualism. It does not appear in the \(\text{Paśaṇa-paṭtika}\) passages on \text{yoga}, although the occurrence of a similar idea in Mbh XII.180 is suggestive. In a Middle Indo-Aryan dialect similar to \(\text{Paḷi}\), \(\text{paśyan vai tan na paśyati}\) would have appeared as something like \(\text{ve passam tam na passati}\). It could easily have been simplified as the aphorism \(\text{na passati}\).

These observations suggest a Brahminic origin for the \(\text{Paḷi}\) aphorism, and imply that Uddaka Rāmaputta was active in a yogic milieu familiar with the nondualistic teachings of the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad.

### Conclusion to Chapter 3

Element meditation is connected to formless meditation in the early \(\text{Paḷi}\) texts, in lists where the two sets of objects are combined (pp. 29–31), and in the list of \(\text{kasina-s}\) (pp. 31–34) where the four elements are connected to the ‘space’ and ‘consciousness’ that are identical to the first two formless spheres. The doctrinal background to both lists is provided by the list of six ‘strata’ \((\text{dhātu-s}: \text{earth, water, fire, wind, space and consciousness})\), a list that appears to be based on the cosmological ideas of early
Brahminism, such as the cosmogonies found at TU II.1/Mbh XII.195 (self → space → wind → fire → water → earth), and Mbh XII.224 (brahman → mind → space → wind → fire → water → earth). There is no similar doctrinal background to the list of elements in the early Buddhist literature. Moreover, early Brahminic cosmologies provide the doctrinal background to meditation in early Brahminism, and there is even evidence for element meditation in the early Brahminic literature. The basic presupposition of all these schemes of meditation is the early Brahminic identification of man and cosmos. This suggests that element meditation and formless meditation originated in early Brahminic circles, a fact supported by a number of parallels to the goals of the two teachers. The simplest explanation of this evidence is that one (or both) of the two teachers of the Bodhisatta taught a scheme of element meditation as the path to the realization of the self.

The argument outlined in this chapter can be formulated as follows:

i) The Buddhist list of four formless spheres (space, consciousness, nothingness, neither perception nor non-perception) was inherited from the two teachers of the Bodhisatta.
ii) Formless meditation is related to element meditation.
iii) Therefore element meditation was borrowed from the same non-Buddhist source as was formless meditation, i.e. the milieu(x) of the two teachers.
iv) The doctrinal background to element meditation and formless meditation is provided by the list of six ‘strata’ (dhātu-s).
v) The list of six ‘strata’ is based on early Brahminic cosmogonies.
vi) Brahminic cosmogonies provide the doctrinal background to meditation in early Brahminism, the most basic presupposition of which is the early Brahminic identification of man and cosmos.
vii) Therefore, element meditation and formless meditation were borrowed from a Brahminic source in which meditation was the practical counterpart of cosmological speculation.
viii) The Brahminic source is probably the two teachers, a fact suggested by the Upanisadic correspondences to the goals of the teachers (‘nothingness’ and ‘neither perception nor non-perception’).
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF EARLY BRAHMINIC YOGA

The previous chapter has shown that there is a strong argument for a Brahminic origin of formless meditation. The most convincing for this, so it seems to me, are the parallels to the goals of the two teachers. Nevertheless, several objections could be raised against this theory. First, there is no convincing evidence for meditation in early Brahminic texts that are pre-Buddhist, and definitely no pre-Buddhist evidence for any sort of element meditation. The only Brahminic text in which a scheme of element meditation is outlined—Mbh XII.228—most probably dates to the early Buddhist period, and in any case does not correspond to the list of elements found in the early Buddhist literature. Moreover, the Buddhist evidence for element meditation is earlier and more abundant than that contained in the early Brahminic literature. If so, is it not illogical to argue that the practice was borrowed from early Brahminism? I think not. I argued in the last chapter that element meditation reflects Brahminic ideology, and that this supports the theory of a Brahminic origin. In this chapter I will develop this hypothesis. By studying some important cosmogenies in the early Brahminic texts, I will strengthen my argument that the relationship between meditation and cosmology was a Brahminic innovation. I will also argue that this development is rooted in speculation that goes back to the late Ṛg Vedic period. Indeed, some of the early texts of this speculative tradition seem to explain the sorts of element meditation found in the early Buddhist texts.

There are three parts to this chapter. First of all, I will investigate the philosophy of early Brahminic meditation in greater detail, by studying the cosmogonic background to the scheme of element meditation found at Mbh XII.228. This will show that the cosmogonic principles corresponding to this scheme of meditation pre-date Buddhism. Although this does not prove the existence of Brahminic sorts of meditation in pre-Buddhist times, the speculative tradition to which these texts belong can be traced back to the Nāsadiyaśūkta. Following this, in the second part of my argument I will attempt to show that the Nāsadiyaśūkta contains evidence for a contemplative tradition, even in the late Ṛg Vedic period. Finally, I will argue that a pre-Buddhist form of element meditation can be reconstructed from the early texts of this speculative tradition, and that this reconstruction explains the forms of element meditation and formless meditation outlined in the early Buddhist texts.

Cosmogony in the Vasiṣṭha-Karālajanakasanyādā (Mbh XII.291)

A detailed cosmogony, found in one of the most important philosophical tracts of the Mokṣadharma (the Vasiṣṭha-Karālajanakasanyāda, Mbh XII.291–96), corresponds to the
scheme of element meditation contained in Mbh XII.228. It begins with a verse on the world ages (291.14, yugadharma), after which there is a detailed account of world creation:

Know that an aeon (kalpa) is fourfold (caturāṇaṁ), [and consists of] 12,000 yuga-s. A brahmic day lasts for 1000 aeons, and a night is this long, at the end of which [brahman] wakes up (pratibudhyate). (14)

Śambhu, the self existent, minuteness (anima) [and] lightness (laghim), being formless in essence, emits (srijati) the one who possesses form, the great being, whose acts are infinite, the one born in the beginning: the world (viśvaṁ), the Lord (iṣānaṁ), the imperishable radiance. (15)

Bounded by hands and feet on all sides, with eyes, heads and mouths everywhere, with ears everywhere, covering everything in the world, he [the first creation] abides. (16)

This one, the one with a golden womb, the Blessed One, is traditionally known as ‘intelligence’ (buddhir). Among the Yoga followers he is known as ‘the great’ (mahān) or Viriñca (brahmā). (17)

In the instruction (śāstre), the one whose form is manifold is known by [many] names: ‘the one whose form is diverse’, ‘the one whose self is everything’ [and] ‘the sole imperishable’, according to traditional. (18)

The self who covers the entire, manifold (naikātmakaṁ), triple world is traditionally known as ‘the one whose form is everything’, just because of his state of having many forms. (19)

This one comes to a transformation (vikriyāpannaḥ), he emits (srijati) himself by means of himself (ātmānaṁ ātmāṇa). The one of great splendour [emits] the utterance ‘I’ (ahamkāra) i.e. Prajāpati, the one who is formed by [the word] ‘I’ (ahamkrtam). (20)

From the unmanifest (avyaktā) the manifest arose; they call that a creation of knowledge (vidyāsargaṁ). Self-consciousness (ahamkāram) on the other hand, the great one (mahāntam), is only a creation of ignorance (avidyāsargaṁ). (21)

Knowledge and ignorance (vidyāvidye) are said by those who ponder the meaning of the Vedas and treatises to be that which is beyond the ritual law (avidhi) and that which is the ritual law (vidhi), [both] arisen (samutpannau) from the one (tathākataḥ). (22)

Know that the third [creation], the creation of the elements (bhūtasargaṁ), is from the self-consciousness (ahamkāraṁ), O Pārthiva. Know that the fourth [creation] is what is modified (vaikṛtam) from the elements which arose in the self-consciousness (ahamkeśu). (23)

[The great elements are] Wind, fire, space, water and earth; [what is derived from them are the sense-objects] sound, touch, visible form, taste and smell. (24)
Next (evam), a set of ten arises simultaneously, on that there is no doubt; know this as the fifth creation that is material (bhautikam), full of reality (arthavat). (25)

Ears, skin, eyes, tongue, and the nose as the fifth; plus speech, hands, feet, anus and so the penis. (26)

These are the faculties of cognition (buddhindriyâni) and the faculties of action (karmendriyâni), arisen simultaneously along with the mind, O Pârthiva. (27)

This twenty-fourth (tattvacaturvimśâ) exists in all forms, knowing which Brahmans, seers of the truth, do not grieve. (28)\(^3\)

This account of creation seems to form part of the theoretical understanding of both Sâmkhya and Yoga-followers (v. 17–18). It is based on twenty-four principles (tattva-s), the creative agent being the absolute brahman, which in v. 21 is called ‘the unmanifest’. Creation is initiated by the awakening of buddhi (v.14), the first creation being termed hiranyagarbha, buddhi, mahân, etc. (v. 15–19). The second creation, of the ahamkâra (or prajâpati) by the hiranyagarbha/buddhi, is outlined in v. 20. This process is summed up in v. 21 when it is stated that the first and second creations are creations of knowledge (vidyâ) and ignorance (avidyâ) respectively, i.e. buddhi is knowledge, and ahamkâra is ignorance. The third creation is termed bhütasargam in v. 23, and although Edgerton translates bhûta- as ‘existing beings’ it is obvious that what is meant is the collection of five mahâbhûtâ-s, the ‘great’ (i.e. macrocosmic) elements.\(^4\) The expression ahamkâresu bhûtesu . . . vaikytam, referring to the fourth creation in v. 23cd), simply refers to the fact that the fourth creation—the creation of the different sense objects—are modifications of the great elements, themselves created from the ahamkâra.\(^5\) take it that (evam) in the phrase ‘Next (evam)- a set often arises simultaneously . . . ’ (v. 25ab), points forward rather than backwards, for the set of ten named in v. 24 (five elements plus their derivatives) are said in v. 23 to occupy two successive phases of creation (the third and fourth). Moreover, the set of ten items that constitute the fifth creation, i.e. the ten sense faculties named in v. 26,\(^6\) are said in v. 27 to arise simultaneously along with the mind.\(^7\) These must make up the set often that in v. 25ab are said to arise simultaneously.

The passage is a relatively straightforward creation tract, although this is not clear in Edgerton’s translation, which for some reason only begins at v. 21.\(^8\) It is clear that there is no principle of unmanifest matter (prakṛti/avyakta) different from the creator: avyaktâd in v. 21a must refer to the deity. This fact is obscured when the subject of the passage changes in v. 29, at which point an extensive tract enumerating different classes of being in the cosmos is introduced with the phrase ‘What is called “body” in the triple world’.\(^9\) This passage has nothing to do with the earlier cosmogony, but is a separate tract added after it—the juxtaposition of different tracts in the same Mokṣadharmâ passage is hardly unusual. A further stratum is found towards the end of Mbh XII.291, where a different cosmological understanding is referred to (one with twenty-five tattva-s).\(^10\) But this doctrine of twenty-five tattva-s does not interfere with the passage as far as v. 28, which is coherent and forms a unity.\(^11\) The goal is the unmanifest brahman, the ‘twenty-fourth’.

The basic principle in this tract is that world creation comes about when brahman awakens from his cosmic slumber. This event is followed by a vertical (i.e. sequential)
pattern of world creation, each item being created from the item created before it. The vertical pattern applies to the phases sambhu/brahman → buddhi/hiranyagarbha → ahamkāra/prajāpati. After this the pattern is both vertical (sequential) and horizontal (i.e. collective): the collective creation of the five elements is followed by two successive phases in which the five objects of sense and then eleven organs (the ten faculties plus mind) are created collectively. The most striking feature of this cosmogony is that the awakening of brahman initiates world creation. The first creation is called buddhi, among other things, indicating the close relationship between the awakening of brahman and the first stage of creation. The verb budh expresses the act of ‘awakening’, ‘knowing’ and ‘understanding’, etc., and so buddhi seems to be nothing more than the reification—or even the personification (as Vīraṇca/Brahmā)—of brahman’s state of consciousness upon awakening. The next creation is termed (‘the utterance I’) or prajāpati in v. 20. The latter term seems to suggest a personalistic understanding, although the is qualified by the adjective mahāntam (v. 17: mahān) and the ‘great’ elements (mahābhuṣa-s). It seems that although the verse on world ages positioned before the emanation tract is personalistic, the emanation tract itself contains features suggesting a more impersonalistic understanding. The use of the ātmanepada to describe the absolute’s awakening in v. 14 (pratibudhyate), as well as the past passive participle to describe creative activity (v. 20: vādyakāt vāyaktam utpannam; v. 21: avyaktam avyaktam; v. 22: samutpanna), might even suggest creation without the divine will of a creator. Against this, the parasmaipada forms of the verb in v. 15 and v. 20 might indicate the opposite. The exact understanding of the composers of the passage is hard to determine: in v. 20, the verb occurs with the passive compound ātmānam ātmānam; v. 21: avyaktam avyaktam; v. 22: samutpanna). This suggests that there is nothing especially significant about the voice of the verbs. It seems that the distinction between personal and impersonal creation theories was not strictly observed by the ancient Vedāntic thinkers.

Closely connected to the awakening of the deity is the emission of the ahamkāra. This term is significant: since it refers back to an old idea that the first utterance of the absolute upon awakening is the foundation for world-creation. This idea that world creation proceeds from the utterance ‘I’ is therefore closely related to the old Brahminic notion that verbal utterance and form are inseparable (nāma=rūpa). According to Van Buitenen, the idea of creation by naming is expressed in ancient myths where Prajāpati sends out ‘speech’ (vāc) to create the world, and was old even in the period of the early Upaniṣads: the difference between formulation and creation, obvious to us, does not really exist in this train of thought: formulation IS formation; name and form are inseparable. Although the ancient creation myths referred to by Van Buitenen are older than the occurrences of the term ahamkāra in the Mokṣadharma, he reckons that the two are connected:

But considering the fact that when ahamkāra starts to occur again in the epic it brings along brahmanistic notions and carries mythological or theistic associations, I think it more probable that it had never been lost in circles which developed the doctrines without broadcasting their views too widely at first.
Van Buitenen interprets the term ahamkāra as ‘the cry, uttering or ejaculation’ and relates this to an important cosmogonic tract in the Brhadāranyaka Upaniṣad (BU I.4.1), where in the first stage of creation the self becomes self-conscious and then cries out ‘I am!’:

In the beginning, this world was the self alone (ātmāvedam), in the form of a man. He looked around (‘muṣṭikṣya) and did not see (paśyat) anything else apart from himself. In the beginning he uttered ‘I am!’ (ham asmi). From that the name ‘I’ came into existence.

In this passage the process of world creation begins with the self-cognition (paśyat) of the self, an event that is equivalent to the deity’s awakening in Mbh XII.291. This is immediately followed by the utterance ‘I am!’, an event equivalent to the emission of the in Mbh XII.291. Thus, the cosmogony of Mbh XII.291 appears to be a sophisticated development of the creation myth of BU I.4.1, which is itself a reformulation of even older mythological notions. For our purposes, it is important to note that Mbh XII.291 provides the philosophical background to the scheme of yoga found at Mbh XII.228.13–15. The meditative scheme prthivi → vāyu → kha → payas → jyotis → ahamkāra → buddhi → avyakta (Mbh XII.228.13–15) is a reversal of the cosmogony outlined in Mbh XII.291 (brahman → buddhi → ahamkāra → 5 elements, etc.). The only difference is that the elements are listed in a particular order in Mbh XII.228, whereas Mbh XII.291 knows only of their collective origin. But this is a relatively insignificant deviation.

There is no question of any outside influence in the cosmogony of Mbh XII.291. As we have seen, it is a logical development of ancient Brahminic ideas. The same could be said of the scheme of element meditation outlined at Mbh XII.228. As the meditative counterpart of Mbh XII.291, it is a logical development of early Brahminic ideas about the creation of the world. It seems, then, that the Buddhist schemes of element meditation studied in the last chapter presuppose some fundamental ideas of early Brahminic cosmogony. The meditative practice of ‘intelligence’ (buddhi) in these schemes reflects the Brahminic idea that world creation was triggered by the awakening/self-cognition of the absolute brahman. The key to liberation, according to early Brahminic thinking, is to reverse the creation of the cosmos through its successive stages until this primordial state of consciousness is realized in a meditative trance. This belief explains the progression from infinite space to infinite consciousness in the list of kasiṇāyatana-s and the formless spheres.

It seems clear that the speculative tradition providing the philosophical background to early Brahminic meditation is pre-Buddhist. This does not necessarily mean that the tradition of early Brahminic meditation was pre-Buddhist as well. The textual record—cosmogonic ideas that can be traced back to pre-Buddhist texts, but no pre-Buddhist texts on meditation—might suggest that the speculative tradition of early Brahminism only developed a corresponding contemplative tradition at a later date. Perhaps meditation originated in some other ascetic tradition of ancient India, and was elaborated into the cosmological sort of meditation we find outlined in the Mokṣadharmarāja at a later date. Even if so, it is likely that the cosmological sort of meditation originated within the speculative
circles of early Brahminism. Another possibility, however, is suggested by the peculiar nature of early Brahminic cosmogony. The notion that the world owes its creation to a state of consciousness—the state of consciousness of brahman upon awakening—is peculiar, and exactly the sort of theory likely to have been formulated by contemplatives. The idea of a creative state of consciousness could, of course, have been formulated by thinkers who did not have any mystical or contemplative inclinations. But it is more likely, perhaps, that such a theory was formulated in an early contemplative/speculative tradition on the basis of contemplative experiences. Some early evidence supports this claim. The Nāṣadiyasūkta, one of the earliest and most important cosmogonic tracts in the early Brahminic literature, contains evidence suggesting it was closely related to a tradition of early Brahminic contemplation. A close reading of this text suggests that it was closely related to a tradition of early Brahminic contemplation. The poem may have been composed by contemplatives, but even if not, an argument can be made that it marks the beginning of the contemplative/meditative trend in Indian thought. If so, the roots of meditation in early Brahminism can be taken well back into the pre-Buddhist era.

**Cosmogony in the Nāṣadiyasūkta**

The Nāṣadiyasūkta is only seven verses long, although the information packed into it is dense and obscure. Brereton has translated it as follows:
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The non-existent did not exist, nor did the existent exist at that time.  
There existed neither the mid-space nor the heaven beyond.  
What stirred? From where and in whose protection?  
Did water exist, a deep depth? (1)

Death did not exist nor deathlessness then.  
There existed no sign of night nor of day.  
That One breathed without wind through its inherent force.  
There existed nothing else beyond that. (2)

Darkness existed, hidden by darkness, in the beginning.  
All this was a signless ocean.  
When the thing coming into being was concealed by emptiness,  
then was the One born by the power of heat. (3)

Then, in the beginning, from thought there developed desire,  
which existed as the primal semen.
The hymn describes, in a most obscure way, the origin of the world. From mysterious beginnings to an unresolved conclusion, it almost seems to be a riddle posed by the ancient Vedic poets. The final verse, which lacks the correct number of syllables, suggests that an answer to the origin of the world cannot be found. Verses one to four include most of the content that might provide an answer to the riddle, but they are ambiguous. They describe the process of creation, but all include adverbs such as (v. 1) and tárhi (v. 2), as well as nouns used adverbially (v. 3–4: ágre), indicating that the process of creation cannot be formulated into an exact temporal sequence. Time, it seems, is something that comes along with the creation of the world, and cannot be a measure of its beginning. The subject of creation is not even named until v. 2, when we are told that it is ‘that One’, i.e. the nondual source, which in v. 1 cannot even be described by the adjectives sad and asad. As Jurewicz has pointed out: ‘That state is something so vague that it cannot be compared even to water which usually symbolizes—as it should be noticed—the first nameable form of the reality and not the state before the creation.’

The apophatic style continues in v. 2, with the statement that the ‘One’ is neither death nor deathlessness, neither day nor night. As Brereton points out, the denial that it is neither death nor deathlessness (in 2a) ‘mimics the negations of ásat and sát’ (in 1a), whereas the denial that it is neither day nor night (in 2b) ‘replace the spatial categories in which they exist, “mid-space” and “heaven”’ (of 1b). According to Brereton, there has not yet been any progress in the hymn: ‘The only real movement exists in the image created by the hymn, the more detailed and concrete knowledge of what is not there. The only real change is in the thinking of those hearing the hymn, not in the state of creation.’
The ontological status of ‘that One’ changes in 2c, which, according to Brereton, is an answer to the question posed in 1c (‘What stirred?’): we find out that it was the ‘One’ who ‘breathed without wind through its inherent force’.\(^{26}\) According to Jurewicz, ‘That One executes the internally contradictory activity through its own power (svadhā). That word means—as it seems to me—the power of That One conceived not only as possibility or ability but also as freedom’.\(^{27}\) In other words, it seems that in 2c the One is potent and active, but cannot be defined by the laws of the manifest world. And yet, at the start of v. 3, the process of creation is still said to be ‘in the beginning’ (3a: āgre, i.e. before time), when everything was still ‘a signless ocean’ (3b). However, an ontological change is suggested in pāda-s (a) and (c), which suggest the formation of some sort of rudimentary duality. In pāda (a) it is said that there was ‘darkness…hidden by darkness’, i.e. ‘the thing coming into being was concealed by emptiness’ (pāda c). According to Jurewicz, this ‘describes a situation when That One, beyond which there is nothing else, begins to act on itself. The essence of this first creative change is constituted by the functional differentiation of the two spheres of the homogeneous reality: the covering and the covered spheres’.\(^{28}\) This ambiguous situation is reflected in 3c by the indefinite term ābhū. According to Brereton, this word could derive from a+√bhū and mean ‘not become’, or a+√bhū and mean ‘come into being’. He comments: ‘Thus the possibilities for interpreting ābhū as something “coming into being” and as something “empty” make this a word which embodies the ambiguous situation the verse describes, a state hovering between non-existence and existence.’\(^{29}\) Brereton goes on:

This core and the covering, described in 3a and 3c, further recall another image in 1c. There the poet asks ‘in whose protection’ lies the unidentified subject. Here again, the image is of something surrounded or covering something else. Over these first three verses, then, the hymn creates a trajectory in which the shape of core and a cover is first raised as a possibility (in 1c), then described paradoxically as a form whose outer and inner cannot be distinguished (in 3a, ‘darkness hidden by darkness’) and finally presented ambiguously as a form whose cover is imperceptible but whose core may carry the potential for existence (in 3c). As Thieme has rightly pointed out, this shape of core and cover describes the form of an egg.\(^{30}\)

It seems that 3a–c describes the initial change in the One: as Jurewicz notes, ‘That One’ must have ‘acted on itself’. A further change is suggested in 3d. This is indicated by the relative clause yād/tān in 3cd. Brereton takes tān in 3d as a correlative adverb ‘then’ and yād in 3c as the relative adverb ‘when’. Thus, he translates 3cd as follows: ‘When the thing coming into being was concealed by emptiness, then was the One born by the power of heat.’ As Brereton points out: ‘an egg carries with it the promise of further change’; this further change is, of course, the egg’s incubation.\(^{31}\) In other words, Brereton reckons that v. 3 implies a sequence: the division into what will become the world (táma, ābhū) and what will not (támasā, tuchyēna), outlined in 3a and 3c, is the necessary condition for the ‘birth’ of ‘the One’ (3d). And yet the duality is in such a rudimentary state that the poem assures us the primary unity of the One has not been violated: it is still homogeneous, a ‘signless ocean’ (3b).
According to Brereton, what is left unclear in v. 3 is the reflexive activity that separated the One into a rudimentary duality. Brereton has proposed a new solution to this problem. He reads mánaso in 4b as an ablative and construes it with (ā)dhi of 4a, translating the two pāda-s: ‘Then, in the beginning, from thought there developed desire, which existed as the primal semen.’ According to this interpretation, ‘desire’ (4a: kāmas) originated from ‘thought’ (4b: mánaso). Brereton also notes that there is a connection between desire in 4a and heat (tápasas) in 3d. If we identify the two, it must mean that the ‘thought’ or ‘mind’ of 4b preceded the ‘heat’ of 3d), and this places ‘mind’ at the very beginning of creation. This implies that ‘mind’ was the cognitive act that caused the separation of the One into cover and covered, the ‘emptiness’ and that which will become the world. Brereton seems to think something like this. Because ‘thought’ precedes desire/heat, he reckons that it must be identical with the One, the subject of v. 1–2, which neither exists nor does not exist:

If desire corresponds to heat, then the One that precedes heat ought to correspond to the thought that precedes desire. And so it does, for thought is the ‘One.’ It is the hidden subject that dominates the first three verses. Thought is that which the first verse describes as neither non-existent or existent: it is not ‘existent’ because it is not a perceptible object, and it is not ‘non-existent’ because it is not absolutely nothing.

But this interpretation of the Nāsadīyasūkta is not without problems. Given the complicated structure of the opening verses (which lack a positive definition of the One) and the final verse of the poem (which lacks a clear conclusion), it is questionable whether the composers of the poem would have revealed the One to be ‘thought’ as a sort of aside in v. 4. Moreover, I find Brereton’s reasoning that thought ‘is not “existent” because it is not a perceptible object, but not “non-existent” because it is not absolutely nothing’ a simplistic interpretation of the opening stanza of the poem. He cites an ancient interpretation of the hymn to prove his point: SB X.5.3.2 states: ‘for thought is in no way existent, (and) in no way is it non-existent.’ But at the same time he also observes: ‘Inevitably, therefore, commentaries on RV 10.129 create a distinct picture of the origin of things, even though the poem itself resists such clarity and is even undermined by it.’

The same could be said of Brereton’s interpretation.

Brereton’s argument ultimately depends upon his interpretation of mánaso as an ablative. But this grammatical point is not entirely convincing. The attempt to construe (ā)dhi of 4a with mánaso of 4b as an ablative is problematic, for it would be the only place in the poem where a syntactic unit crosses a pāda boundary. Furthermore, taking (ā)dhi ...mánaso as part of the predicate of kāmas ...sām avariāt(ā) (‘desire developed from thought’) leaves the word tád (in 4a) redundant. Brereton deals with this problem by taking tád as an adverb of time (‘then’), but this would mean that two adverbs of time (tād+āgre) are adjacent, and such a construction is not found in the rest of the poem: in v. 1–3, the adverbs tādāṁim, tārhi, and āgre occur alone. It seems more natural to take tád as a pronoun, and if so, it must be taken as the object of the verb in 4a, and must therefore be identical with ‘That One’ mentioned in 2c. But if 4a is read in such way, Brereton’s interpretation of (ā)dhi ... mánasaḥ is implausible, for the resulting translation (‘In the
beginning desire came upon that [One], from thought’) is awkward and unlikely. In fact, if tád is taken as a pronoun, the two pāda-s read better if the syntactic unit does not cross from pāda (a) into pāda (b), and a translation such as that proposed by Macdonell makes good sense: ‘Desire in the beginning came upon that, (desire) that was the first seed of mind’. According to this reading, desire arose from that One—or developed in it—and this desire was ‘the first seed of mind’. The statement that ‘desire’ was ‘the first seed of mind’ is hardly clear, but the word retas (‘semen’ or ‘seed’) suggests that desire is the essence of ‘thought’ (or ‘mind’), i.e. that which is its pure, undivided substance, which will develop into the mind. In other words, the desire that arose in the One was essentially a form of consciousness, a cognitive essence that would become mind.

Another problem with Brereton’s interpretation concerns the interpretation of verse three. If thought (4b)—‘that One’—is taken as that which caused desire (4a) or heat (3d) to develop, the logical sequence is ‘thought (nondual deity) → desire/heat → birth of the nondual deity’. However, Brereton takes yád in 3c and tán in 3d as a pair of relative adverbs with the temporal meaning ‘when…then’. This suggests a temporal order in which the event described in 3c precedes the event described in 3d, i.e. the separation, in 3c, into ‘cover’ (‘emptiness’) and ‘covered’ (‘the thing coming into being’) spheres was temporally followed by the event described in 3d, i.e. the birth of the One from heat. But how does the separation of the One into cover and covered spheres fit into the sequence ‘thought → desire/heat → birth of the nondual deity’? This is not clear in Brereton’s analysis. Moreover, if the One has separated into cover and covered spheres, with one of these being termed ‘the thing coming into being’, it is not proper to speak in 3d of ‘the One’ (the nondual deity) being born, since the thing being born (the ‘thing coming into being’) is really a single part of ‘that One’. These difficulties can all be avoided if the arising of ‘desire’ or ‘heat’ is taken as the seed of mind, rather than its product, as it must be if ‘mind’ in 4b is taken in the ablative case. According to such an interpretation, since mind in 4a is identical with heat in 3d, with both describing the first change in the One, the state of affairs described in 3d should precede that described in 3c. This means that the formation of ‘cover’ and ‘covered’ spheres described in 3c is subsequent to the birth of the One from heat in 3d. Such an interpretation only works if yád and tán are taken as pronouns qualifying ābhū. This would give a translation similar to Macdonell’s: ‘The thing coming into being which was covered by the Void, that one arose through the power of heat’. In this reading, the ‘One’ of 3d is not the unnamed absolute of 2c, but is simply the thing ‘coming into being’ of 3c. This means, then, that the rudimentary duality into the ‘thing coming into being’ and the ‘emptiness’ was formed by ‘heat’. The heat produced in the arising of desire caused the separation into cover and covered spheres, the rudimentary duality that formed in the One. As Jurewicz has pointed out, ‘That One warms up in the self-cognitive act.’

According to this interpretation, the cosmogony of the Nāsadiyasūkta ought to be read as follows:

that One → desire/heat → separation into existent and non-existent

The ‘desire’ that was the essence of ‘mind’ or ‘thought’ is therefore that which caused the separation into cover and covered, i.e. that which will remain void (tuchya) and that which will come into existence (ābhū), or that which will be termed the ‘not-existent’
and that which will be termed the ‘existent’ (sat). Hence the statement that the poets understood the connection of the existent (sat) in the non-existent (asat) by searching in their hearts through ‘inspired thinking’ (manisā); if the seed or essence of mind was the connection between the two in the beginning, and indeed that which caused the two to separate from each other, it is also that by which this relationship can be understood. ‘Mind’, it seems, is indeed the solution to the poem.

The Nāsadiyāsūkta is obscure. In particular, v. 3 and v. 4 leave room for many possible interpretations. The problem, as it seems to me, concerns not so much the interpretation of (dhi ...mānaso, as Brereton thinks, but the confusion over the relative clauses in 3cd and 4ab. The relative/correlative construction yād...tān in 3cd may be pronominal or adverbial, and both possibilities suggest different cosmogonies. The problem is confused by the fact that tān in 3d agrees with (e)kam: this suggests that the subject of 3d may be identical with the subject of v. 1–2, named in 2c as tād ēkam. This identification is accepted by Brereton, but according to the alternative interpretation offered above, which generally agrees with Macdonell’s translation, this is not so and the word ēkam in 3d is a red herring. The same confusion surrounds the word tād in 4a—it could be either a pronoun or an adverb. Moreover, a confusion over the relative clause, similar to that found in 3cd, is again seen in 4b. Macdonell and Brereton think that yād in 4b picks up kāmas of 4a, but it could be a relative pronoun agreeing with tād in 4a. If so, the subject qualified by yād in 4b would be the One, the unnamed absolute of 2c. And this may suggest that the One was ‘mind’, as suggested by Brereton, although the proposition of 4d (‘which was the first seed of mind’) again lacks clarity. The definitive interpretation of the Nāsadiyāsūkta is hindered by what appears to be the intentional ambiguity of the Vedic poets.

What is clear is that ‘thought’ or ‘mind’ is intricately involved in the creation of the world. The reflexive act that initiated world creation is either ‘thought’ or closely related to it. The statement that the poets found the connection of the existent in the non-existent through inspired thinking (manisā) indicates that the riddle of the universe is to be solved through the power of human thought. As Brereton states, the ‘response [of the audience], their active mental engagement, mirrors the original power of creation, and their gradually developing understanding recapitulates the process of creation’. From this perspective, the poem was not simply composed as a riddle about the origin of the world: it was also meant to provoke its audience to ponder the possibility that the answer to the origin of the world may be identical to the power of thought. Thus the final two verses question the possibility of ever knowing the origin of everything, but at the same time they incite the audience into further self-reflection. As Brereton comments on v. 5: ‘Neither human knowledge nor speech, even if they are reflexes of the primal creative power, can capture that origin.’ If the state in the beginning was nondual, and thought arose ‘afterwards’ as the creative power, the implication is that thought cannot grasp the state beyond itself. That ‘One’ developed into the world because of the creative power of thought, but the process is barely thinkable, and the nature of the One remains a mystery beyond thought. Thus Brereton sums up the intention of the poem as follows:

It does not offer a detailed picture of the origin of things nor describe the nature or agent of primordial thought, because to do so would defeat its own purposes. For if its function is to create thinking through questioning,
then the poem must avoid a final resolution which would bring an end to questioning and an end to thought. Just as the poem begins with something between existent and non-existent, it must leave its readers between knowledge and ignorance. Thus the openness of the poem points to the process of thinking as an approximate answer to the unanswerable riddle about the origin of things.\footnote{42}

If the poem ‘points to the process of thinking as an approximate answer to the unanswerable riddle about the origin of things’, it seems inevitable that the speculation of the Nāṣadiṣṭāṇa eventually produced, or was indeed the product of, a tradition of early Brahminic mysticism. In fact 4cd seems to state that the poem was the work of contemplatives. The declaration that the poets found the connection between the existent and non-existent through ‘inspired thinking’ (maniṣṭā) is evidence for a tradition of contemplation/mysticism in Vedic times. The Vedic poets, it seems, came up with obscure creation poems through their ‘inspired’ inner contemplations. It is quite possible that the curious notion of a divine self-cognition being the cause of world creation was a theory of mystics or ‘seers’ who experimented with contemplative techniques. This is not to suggest that yogic or even proto-yogic practices were employed by the author(s) of the Nāṣadiṣṭāṇa. But it is easy to see how the poem set the agenda for the metaphysical and yogic speculation of the early philosophical period. Indeed, almost all the detailed yogic schemes of this period correspond to cosmogonies based on the fundamental principle of the Nāṣadiṣṭāṇa, i.e. that world creation depends upon the self-cognition of the unmanifest, nondual deity. It is hard to doubt that cosmogonic speculation provided the theoretical background to earlier schemes of meditation.

Cosmogony in the Śukāṇupraśnaḥ (Mbh XII.224)

An important early cosmogony is found in the Mokṣadharma at Mbh XII.224. It appears to be a later philosophical formulation of the obscure thought of the Nāṣadiṣṭāṇa, but does not correspond to any scheme of yoga in the early Brahminic literature. However, the sequence of elements in it corresponds exactly to the six dhātu-s and so it seems to form the theoretical background to the forms of element meditation found in the early Buddhist literature. The cosmogony found in Mbh XII.224 begins at v. 11 with the introduction of the cosmic agent (brahman). Following this there are two short tracts on the divisions of time (v. 12–21) and the world periods (yugadharmaḥ, v. 22–27); these correspond to Manu I v. 64–70 and v. 81–86 respectively. There is another beginning to the cosmogony at Mbh XII.224.31, and this corresponds to the cosmogony that begins at Manu I v. 74. It appears that both texts have drawn upon an ancient source, or even several old sources—one on the divisions of time, one on yuga-s, and one on cosmogony.\footnote{43} The Mokṣadharma cosmogony has one beginning at v. 11 and three more between v. 31 and v. 34. Thus it seems to juxtapose four different beginnings, a fact that probably indicates that the redactor has included different passages from different oral or manuscript traditions. This, according to Hacker, is ‘a primitive method of redaction,
caused by the desire of doing equal justice to different traditions.'

Hacker eliminates v. 31ab and v. 32–34, leaving us with an original tract of v. 11 → 31cd → 35–38:

Without beginning or end, unborn, divine, undecaying, fixed, immutable, unable to be examined or perceived, in the beginning brahman stirred, (11)

…and emitted mind, the great being, [both] manifest and unmanifest in essence. (31cd)

Mind, being impelled by the desire to create, produced an emission. From it was born space; sound is thought to be its quality. (35)

From space, modifying itself, was born the bearer of all smells, which is pure, i.e. wind, the powerful one; its quality is thought to be touch. (36)

From wind, modifying itself, was born the element fire, the dispeller of darkness, the brilliant; visible form is said to be its quality. (37)

And from fire, modifying itself, water came into being, its essence taste. From water, the earth [was born], its quality smell. This is said to be the creation [that took place] in the beginning (pūrvaiśa srṣṭi ucyate). (38)

If we follow Hacker’s reading of the text including the variant for 31d, the cosmogony is: brahman → manas (= mahad bhūtam) → ākāśa → vāyus → jyotis → āpas → bhūmi. If we do not accept Hacker’s emendation to v. 31, we have a cosmogony brahman → mahad bhūtam → manas. However, another beginning to the cosmogony (v. 33) states that in the beginning when the absolute awoke (vibuddhaḥ san), he emitted the world, i.e. the great being (mahābhūtanaḥ) or mind (manas), ‘whose essence is the manifest’ (vyaktātmakaṇaḥ). The equation of manas with mahābhūtanaḥ and vyaktātmakaṇaḥ in v. 33 suggests more or less the same understanding as that proposed by Hacker’s emendation to v. 31d, indicating that manas and mahad bhūtam are one and the same.

This cosmogonic tract, like the Nāsadiyaśākta and Mbh XII.291, is based on the idea that world creation begins with the self-cognition of brahman. There is no yogic tract that corresponds to it, in the way that Mbh XII.228 corresponds to Mbh XII.291. But it is likely, given the relationship between meditation and cosmology in early Brahminism, that there were schemes of meditation corresponding to important emanation tracts such as that found in Mbh XII.224. A hypothesized scheme of meditation based on the emanation tract of Mbh XII.224 would be almost identical to that found at Mbh XII.228. The philosophical presuppositions would be the same, the differences being due to minor differences in cosmogonic doctrine held by different thinkers (one stage between brahman and the elements, a different order of the elements, etc.). A scheme of meditation corresponding to the cosmogony at Mbh XII.224 would take the following form:

earth → water → fire → wind → space → consciousness → brahman

This reconstructed scheme belongs naturally to the stream of thought that goes back to the Nāsadiyaśākta. Although there is no evidence that Mbh XII.224 is pre-Buddhist, its vertical emanation of the elements is identical to an early cosmogony found at TU II.1.
It is reasonable to suppose that Brahminic schemes of element meditation such as this existed in pre-Buddhist times.

This hypothesized scheme of meditation corresponds exactly to the Buddhist list of six dhātu-s (earth, water, fire, wind, space, consciousness). It can therefore explain the different Buddhist lists of element meditation, for the list of kasiṃṭāvatana-s (pp. 29–31), as well as the other lists of element meditation in the Pāli canon (pp. 31–34) are based on it. It seems, then, that some of the early Buddhists must have been influenced by the sort of meditative scheme related to the Brahminic cosmogony found in Mbh XII.224. If the goal of this hypothesized Brahminic element meditation—brahman—is replaced by its epithets, i.e. ‘nothingness’ or ‘neither perception nor non-perception’, this scheme has the following form:

earth → water → fire → wind → space → consciousness → ‘nothingness’/ ‘neither perception nor non-perception’

All the Buddhist lists of element and formless meditation seem to be elaborations of such a scheme of element meditation. If the tradition that the Bodhisatta first of all studied under before Uddaka Rāmaputta is historically authentic, as I have claimed, and if they did teach element meditation as a path to brahman, it is easy to see that the above scheme of meditation would have been reformulated in early Buddhist circles as follows:

earth → water → fire → wind → space → consciousness → nothingness

neither perception nor non-perception

The theory that one or both of the two teachers taught a sort of element meditation based on the cosmogony in Mbh XII.224 explains the Buddhist schemes of element meditation.

**Conclusion to Chapter 4**

In the previous chapter I hypothesized that the schemes of element meditation in the early Buddhist texts are based on an early Brahminic ideology. I claimed that the notion of a meditation on macrocosmic elements has no philosophical basis in Buddhist thought, but does have such a basis in early Brahminic thought. This being the case, and given that a similar scheme of element meditation is found in an early Brahminic text, I argued that element meditation must have been absorbed from the meditative circles of early Brahminism. The most likely source for these practices was the two teachers, the religious goals of whom appear to be early Upaniṣadic formulations. In this chapter I have argued that despite the lack of any pre-Buddhist text on element meditation, its philosophical presuppositions are rooted firmly in the speculative tradition of early Brahminism. The relationship between cosmology and meditation, which is such a feature of meditation in the Mokṣadharma, seems to have its roots in the Nāsadiyastūkta. The basic idea of the Nāsadiyastūkta is that world creation was caused by the self-
cognition of the unmanifest, nondual deity; this is also the basic presupposition of the early schemes of *yoga*. The *Nāsadiyastikīta* is a provocative and challenging poem that suggests that the riddle of cosmic creation can be solved by personal reflection. It states that the Vedic poets solved the mystery of cosmic creation through ‘inspired thinking’ (maniṣā). It seems, then, that this speculative tradition was related to an early sort of mysticism in which it was thought religious experience could explain the creation of the world. The presupposition that man and cosmos are identical paved the way for the elaboration of a cosmological sort of contemplation, on the material elements and higher strata of the cosmos. This tradition is the ultimate source of the yogic and cosmogonic speculations found in the *Mokṣadharma*.

The cosmogony that corresponds to the Buddhist list of six *dhātu*-s—and so to the various forms of element meditation found in the early Buddhist literature—is found in *Mbh* XII.224. The Buddhist schemes of element meditation must ultimately be due to this sort of Brahminic influence. If we have reason to believe that the two teachers were the source of the Brahminic influence on early Buddhism, it is likely that element meditation was one of their practices. Thus, the investigations of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 allow us to form a theory about the Buddha’s intellectual development. If the Bodhisatta was taught meditation by Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta, he was probably well versed in the philosophical presuppositions of early Brahminic meditation and cosmology. This gives us some criteria by which the authenticity of early Buddhist teachings can be assessed.

**Appendix to Chapter 4: the early yogic doctrine of karman**

In the following chapter I will analyse a few old passages from one of the oldest Buddhist texts, the *Suttanipāta*, and argue that the Buddha’s teachings in them conform to the theory that he was taught in a Brahminic school of meditation. I will argue that the correct understanding of these dialogues depends on such a theory. To show this depends on proving that the Buddha knew some of the presuppositions of early Brahminic meditation.

The general early Brahminic understanding seems to have been that liberation is achieved by attaining union with the ātman/brahman by dissolving into it at death. It can, however, be anticipated in life through the realization of the self in a state of meditative absorption, a state that is thought to effect the destruction of the meditative adept’s good and bad works (karman). Evidence for the notion that the realization of the self destroys *karman* is found as early as the *Munḍaka Upaniṣad* (MuU III.1.3):

> When the seer (paśyāḥ) sees (paśyate) the radiant one, the agent, the Lord, the person, the source of brahman,
> Then the wise man, having shaken off good and evil, being without blemish, attains the highest identity [with him] (sāmyam). (3)51

This belief in the destruction of *karman* by realizing the self is alluded to a couple of verses later:
This self can always be attained by truth, by austerity, by correct knowledge [and] by constant chastity. [He lies] in the body, consisting of light, radiant, which ascetics see (paśyanti), their faults destroyed (kṣīnadośāḥ).\(^{(5)}\)

The evidence for meditation in these verses is not obvious, although the verb \(\sqrt{\text{drś}}\) in the early verse commonly refers to a sort of gnosis different from the early sort of magical knowledge, which is usually indicated by the verb \(\text{upa}\sqrt{\text{ās}}\) (‘veneration’). And in the the verb \(\sqrt{\text{drś}}\) is usually used to describe the cognitive act in yoga. In any case, other verses in the show that its authors considered the realization of the self to be the result of yoga:

The one on whom the veins converge, like spokes on the hub of a wheel, that one moves on the inside, becoming manifold. ‘\(\text{Om}\)’ meditate \((\text{dhyāyatha})\) thus on the self; good luck to you, [as you go] to the far shore beyond darkness. \(^{(6)}\)

The one that consists of mind, the controller of the breaths and the body, who is established in food, having settled in the heart; with the perception of him by means of their intelligence, wise men see (paripaśyanti) it—the one whose form is bliss, the immortal which shines forth. \(^{(8)}\)\(^{(53)}\)

The use of \(\sqrt{\text{dhyai}}\) in v. 6 probably indicates a meditative method termed dhyāna, which was thought to produce a cognition described by the verb \(\sqrt{\text{drś}}\). Further evidence for the destruction of karman through realizing the self is found in the Mokṣadharma:

Mbh XII.180.28–29:

The wise man, always disciplining \((\text{yuṇjānāḥ})\) [himself] in the earlier and later parts of the night, taking little food, being pure—he sees the self in the self (paśyat ātmānam ātmāni). \(^{(28)}\)

Abandoning good and bad karman through the tranquillisation of thought (cittasya prasādena), the tranquil one (prasannātmā) establishes himself in the self, [and] attains imperishable bliss (sukham ākṣayam). \(^{(29)}\)\(^{(54)}\)

Mbh XII.197.8

Knowledge arises for men when bad karman is destroyed, then one sees (paśyaty) the self in the self, when it is like the surface of a mirror. \(^{(8)}\)\(^{(55)}\)

Mbh XII.238.10

The ascetic abandons good and bad [karman] through the tranquillisation of thought (cittaprasādena); being tranquil (prasannātmā), having established [himself] in the self, he attains endless bliss.\(^{(36)}\)
The other aspect of this meditative doctrine of *karma* is that liberation is only truly attained at death. This idea appears first in the *Kena Upaniṣad* (KeU II.5):

> If one has known it in this world, there is the real; if one has not realized it in this world, great is [your] destruction. Wise men, discerning it [*brahman*] (**vicītya**) among every being, having departed from this world, become immortal. (5)\(^7\)

The nondual gnosis described here (‘discerning it among every being’) seems to suggest a meditative gnosis, and one which leads to immortality at death. In KeU I.5 the liberating gnosis is differentiated from *vāno* (*yadidam upāsate*),\(^8\) and is further described in KeU II.3 by a paradoxical description of the mental state of someone who perceives the ātman.\(^9\) This illogical statement indicates an intuitive rather than intellectual understanding, one that seems more suited to a description of yogic practice. Further evidence for the notion of liberation at death is found in the *Mūndaka Upaniṣad* (MuU III.2.6, 8):

> Ascetics whose purpose is determined through the understanding of the *Vedānta* (**vedāntavijñāna**), whose essence is purified through the discipline of renunciation (**samnyāsavyogā**)—they are all released into the *brahma*-worlds at the time of death, and enjoy the highest nectar. (6)

> Just as flowing rivers sink into the ocean, abandoning name and form, so the wise man, released from name and form, reaches the divine person, beyond the beyond. (8)\(^6\)

The metaphor of rivers running into the sea, indicating the final release from human existence (**nāmarūpādi**), shows that liberation was thought to be attained at death. A few verses in the *Mokṣadharma* state the same belief:

*Mbh* XII.231.18:

> The one who sees (**nupasāyati**) the unmanifest (**avyaktam**), the immortal residing in mortals whose bodies are manifest—when he dies (**pretya**), he is fit for the state of *brahman*. (18)\(^1\)

*Mbh* XII.289.35, 41:

> Thus the knower of truth, through *yoga*, disciplined in self-concentration, attains the place which is hard to attain, when he has abandoned the body (**hitvā deham**), O King. (35)

> With a spotless understanding, having quickly burnt away his good and bad *karman*, having practised the highest *yoga*, he is released if he so wishes. (41)\(^6\)

The final verse suggests that the adept can choose to attain liberation when he likes, after he has realized the self and so destroyed his good and bad *karman*. In other words, liberation is conceived as something different from the yogic realization of the self. This
must mean that liberation was thought to be a release from this worldly existence, i.e. a merging into brahman to be attained at death. A basic presupposition of early Brahminical yoga, so it seems, is that the one who realizes the self is not liberated until he dies and merges into the absolute. This is effectively a denial that the meditative realization of the self constitutes liberation. That the realization of ātman/brahman in a meditative trance was not thought to be identical with liberation is odd, but is, in fact, an inevitable consequence of the extremely pessimistic doctrine—typical of the ascetic religions of ancient India—that existence in the world is bondage, and liberation is an escape from it. J.A.B. Van Buitenen has commented on this idea as follows:

Fundamental to Indian thought is the idea that the world and phenomena, being transitory, can never be an ultimately valid goal, that there is a lesser trueness in the creation than in that principle or person from whom creation originated, who is eternal, constant, reliable, free from changes and transformation, unalterable, and therefore truly real. Consequently, there is universal agreement that to seek communion with that ultimate is a higher purpose than to perpetuate one’s existence in the world order. Let the world be, if you can do better.63

The notion that liberation is attained at death is the logical result of the idea that existence in the world is misery. Such a belief implies that the meditative realization of the self cannot be accepted as liberation itself, but is only a temporary anticipation of the yogin’s final destiny.

It is not clear whether the notion of liberation at death, anticipated by the karman-destroying realization of the self in life, was a standard presupposition of all the meditative schools of early Brahminism. I would say, however, that the evidence for this idea comes from a wide selection of texts. Although the textual record is hardly complete, it is quite likely that the idea was widespread. Indeed it seems to me that this idea is the inevitable conclusion of the notion that the religious goal is the unmanifest brahman: if the goal is conceived to be union with the unmanifest source of the world, it cannot logically be something that occurs in life. It seems, then, that according to the most basic presupposition of early Brahminic meditation, the idea of liberation in life is an oxymoron.

The notion that liberation can only be achieved at death occurs in an early Buddhist dialogue on meditation between the Buddha and a Brahminic renouncer. I will study this dialogue, from the Pāryananavagga of the Sutta Nipāta, in the following chapter. I aim to show that the Buddha’s teachings in this dialogue and others like it fit the theory of his intellectual background outlined in the last few chapters. One dialogue in particular, with the Brahminic renouncer Upasīva, seems to show a religious teacher familiar with the goal of one of his teachers—‘nothingness’ of Āḷāra Kālāma—as well as the presuppositions of early Brahminic meditation, especially the notion that liberation is achieved at death. I will claim that if a discourse of the Buddha (i) refers to the teaching of one his former teachers and (ii) reflects the presuppositions of early Brahminic meditation, then we should take seriously (i) the texts’ claim that the Bodhisatta studied under the teachers and (ii) the theory proposed in this book that the teachers belonged to early Brahminic milieu(x).
In the previous chapters I have argued that the Bodhisatta was taught a form of early Brahminic meditation. To what extent, then, were the teachings of the Buddha influenced by this Brahminic background? Perhaps the Buddha rejected the Brahminic methods of his teachers outright. If so, element meditation and formless meditation would be a ‘non-authentic intrusion into the Buddhist texts’, as claimed by Bronkhorst. But it is also possible that the Buddha allowed, or even recommended, the practice of element meditation and formless meditation. The Ariyapariyesana Sutta suggests that the Buddha taught some sort of meditative practice to the first five disciples. But there is no indication of the nature of this practice, and so this passage cannot be used as the criterion by which teachings in the early Buddhist literature could be ascribed to the Buddha. If, however, the Buddha was taught an early Brahminic sort of meditation, and if the early Buddhist literature is as old as I claim (pp. 4–7), then this theory of the Buddha’s intellectual development can be tested on the early texts. We can analyse the teachings on meditation, particularly those that concern formless meditation, and consider if they might be proclamations of a teacher of such a background as we have hitherto suggested.

The texts in the Pārāyanavagga of the Suttanipāta depict the Buddha in dialogue with Brahmins on the subject of meditation. Three of these texts (Sn V.7: ‘the Questions of Upasīva’; Sn V.14: ‘the Questions of Udaya’; Sn V.14: ‘the Questions of Posāla’) are especially important. In particular, the questions of the Brahman Upasīva deserve a detailed examination, for they seem to show that the Buddha was familiar with the presuppositions of early Brahminic mediation, and that he recommended a reformulated practice of goal. This dialogue is quite unlike any other texts in the Suttanipāta; I will argue that it can only be explained if the theory elaborated in this book is correct. The dialogues with Udaya and Posāla are important for other reasons. In these texts the Buddha teaches a form of meditative practice and liberating insight concordant with the teachings given to Upasīva. They are, however, less historically significant than the dialogue with Upasīva since they do not make any reference to early Brahminic ideas. Their importance lies in their original teachings, which seem to formulate the ideas contained in the dialogue with Upasīva in an abstract, rather than an ad hominem, form.

The antiquity of the Pārāyanavagga

The Pārāyanavagga is certainly very old. Along with the Atthakavagga (Sn IV) and the Khaggavisānasutta (Sn v. 35–75), it is commented on by the Niddesa, which is itself part of the Theravāda canon. These three texts must have existed independently before they were incorporated into the Suttanipāta. Indeed, the Suttanipāta is not mentioned in the
list of texts contained in the *Divyāvadāna*, although the *Arthavargīya* and *Pārāyana* are mentioned. The evidence suggests, then, that the *Pārāyanavagga* and the *Khaḍgavīsāna Sutta* were independent texts that were closed early in the pre-sectarian period before the formation of the Pāli *Suttanipāta*. The internal evidence of the *Sūtra* supports this conclusion. Norman has noted that substantial portions of Suttas from Sn I–III are found in other parts of the *Pāḷi Canon*; but there are no parallels in the rest of the *Sūtra* and portions of the *Arthavargīya* and *Pārāyanavagga*, and because of this Norman concludes: ‘This would seem to imply that these two vaggas were regarded as a whole at the very earliest period of Buddhism, and had already been given a status of “original and indivisible.” Moreover, only these two books are referred to by name in the *Sūtra*; there are three references to the *Arthakavagga* and four references to the *Pārāyanavagga*. This is a sign that they were considered to be old even in the ancient period of canonical formation.

Although Norman comments that ‘[d]ating by metre is not particularly helpful’, linguistic and metrical criteria also suggest that the *Arthakavagga* and *Pārāyanavagga* are very old. Norman has noted that the core of the *Arthakavagga* and the *Pārāyanavagga* is in āgama, whereas the *Upasīvanānapuccha* and the *Posālānapuccha* are in Śloka. Perhaps of more importance than metrical considerations is the following stylistic peculiarity, found in both the *Arthakavagga* and the *Pārāyanavagga*: the expression ‘I have come with a question’ (atthi pañhena) occurs once in the *Upasīvanānapuccha* and four times in the *Pārāyanavagga*; its only other occurrence in the *Pāḷi Canon* is in the late *Apadāna* (Ap II.488). It is likely that this peculiar style of introducing a Sutta was used in early times but soon became redundant.

It is also worth noting that the *Arthakavagga* and the *Pārāyanavagga* include hardly any of the technical vocabulary found in the rest of the *Sūtra*. In the case of the *Pārāyanavagga*, this may be because it has preserved the Buddha’s dialogue with non-Buddhists. In such cases the Buddha may well have adapted his vocabulary to suit the understanding of his interlocutors, using his ‘skill in means’. But another explanation for the lack of typical Buddhist vocabulary is that the *Arthakavagga* and the *Pārāyanavagga* were composed at a very early date, before the composition of many of the prose passages of the four principle Nikāya-s. It is also possible that both explanations are true: in the *Suttanipāta* there are no other teachings addressed to Brahmins quite like the teachings given to Upasīva and Posāla, and this may be because both texts have recorded dialogues with non-Buddhists from the earliest period, when the Buddha was still alive. In both explanations, the lack of technical terminology found in the two books points towards a very early date of composition. This is, of course, a version of the argument from silence, the application of which is debatable. However, the argument from silence can be a powerful tool when used to corroborate other evidence. In this chapter I will subject the dialogue with Upasīva to a literary and philological analysis, and bring to light many peculiarities that suggest its antiquity. In such circumstances the argument from silence is much more persuasive.

All these features support the idea that the texts collected in the *Pārāyanavagga* were composed at a very early date. How old exactly? Some of the Suttas of the *Suttanipāta*
are mentioned in Asoka’s edict: what is there called Munigāthā is probably the Munisutta (Sn 207–21), whereas Moneyasūte is probably the second half of the Nālakasutta (Sn 699–723) and Upatisasasine is probably the Sāriputtasutta (Sn 955–75). If these identifications are correct, and this material from the Suttanipāta is pre-Asokan (c. late fourth/early third century BC), it is likely that the material in the Pārāyanavagga is at least as old but probably even older. Norman has noted that other Suttas from Sn I–III are found in the Mahāvastu, and this means that they probably pre-date the first schism, which could have occurred at any point between the second council (c. 60 AB/345 BC) and the missions that occurred in the reign of Asoka (c. 154 AB/250 BC). This does not provide precise information about the date of pre-schismatic works, but if Frauwallner was correct in supposing that the old Skandhaka was composed shortly after the second council, and if he is also right in supposing that the author had access to an early version of the Atthakavagga, then we can probably date it and the equally ancient Pārāyanavagga between the Buddha’s life and c. 50 AB (c. 354 BC).

Not all scholars accept the antiquity of the Pārāyanavagga as a whole. Tilmann Vetter has argued that the Pārāyanavagga is made up of many different strata:

we may be justified to call the Pārāya a ‘text’ which was ‘composed’ by a person who wanted to mention as many tenets or methods as he knew and as many as were necessary to complete the solemn number of sixteen questions. All is related to the Buddha and, very likely, to the aim of overcoming rebirth. It may have been composed at a relatively early date, but to call it the oldest text of the Pali canon, as some scholars do, fails to convince me.

According to this analysis, the meditative ideas of the Pārāyanavagga are diverse. Indeed, Vetter states that verses emphasizing the practice of mindfulness (sati) refer to ‘a practice which seems to be…independent from Dhyāna-meditation except in one case (1107); in two (perhaps three) cases…it is combined with the method of discriminating insight (paññā).’ But this is an application of the argument from silence, and not even a very convincing one. It is not clear why verses mentioning mindfulness must refer to a practice independent from ‘Dhyāna-meditation’ simply because they do not mention the latter. I see no reason, for example, to suppose that a simple statement such as ‘the bhikkhu should wander mindfully’ (1039: sato bhikkhu paribbaje) implies a practice of mindfulness independent from ‘Dhyāna-meditation’. One cannot be sure that Dhyāna-meditation is not assumed in the verses mentioned by Vetter. The same critique applies to verses where Vetter understands an intellectual rather than a ‘mystical’ meaning, simply because of the presence of the word paññā. According to him, this word indicates the method of ‘discriminating insight’, but the verses to which he refers hardly make such an intellectualist position clear. For example, Vetter thinks that the statement ‘destroying the belief in self’ (ātānudīṭhi uhacca) refers to an intellectual practice: ‘The giving up of this seeing [belief] was very likely done by judging the constituents of a person as nonpermanent and therefore unsatisfactory and therefore non-self …’. But there is no evidence to support this claim at all.

Whether or not the Pārāyanavagga is homogeneous and ancient as a whole is not an issue I will address here. Although I accept a very early date for it, I do not deny that
different strata exist in it. My claim is simply that it contains some of the oldest Buddhist compositions. Just how old will become clear, I hope, from the internal evidence of the texts. In the course of this chapter I will propose an alternative interpretation of a few dialogues in the Pārīyanavagga. I will claim that the dialogues with Upāsīva, Udaya and Posāla show that the Buddha taught a form of meditation similar to what Vetter calls ‘Dhyāna-meditation’, a meditative practice based on the goal of Āḷāra Kālāma that was thought to lead to a non-intellectual sort of insight.

The Upasīvanāṇavapucchā (Sn 1069–76)

The Upasīvanāṇavapucchā is eight verses long: 17

1069 eko aham Sakka mahantam ogham (iccāyasmā Upāsīvo), anissito no visahāni brūhi samantacakkhu, nissito ogham tareyya.

1070 ākīcaññaṁ, pekkhamāno satīmā (Upāsīva ti Bhagavā), natthi ti nissāya tarassu kāme pahāya virato kathāhi, nattam ahāhipassa.

1071 sabbesu kāmesu yo vītarāgo (iccāyasmā Upāsīvo), nissito saññāvimokhe parame vimutto tiṭthe nu so tattha anāṇuyāyī?

1072 sabbesu kāmesu yo vītarāgo (Upāsīva ti Bhagavā), nissito saññāvimokhe parame vimutto tiṭtheya so tattha anāṇuyāyī.

1073 tiṭthe ce so tattha anāṇuyāyī pūgam pi samantacakkhu, tatthī eva so sītisīyā vimutto cavetha 18 tathāvidhassa?

1074 accī yathā vātavegena khitto (Upāsīva ti Bhagavā), paleti na upeti munī nāmakāyā vimutto paleti na upeti.

1075 atthaṅgato so uda vā so natthi, udāhu ve sassatiyā arogo? tam me munī sādhu viyākarohi, tathā hi te vidito esa dhammo.

1076 atthaṅgatassa na pamānam atthi (Upāsīva ti Bhagavā), yena nam vajju tam tassa natthi. sabbesu dhammesu samūhatesu, samūhatā vādapattha pi sabbe ti.

K.R.Norman has translated it as follows: 19

1069 ‘Alone (and) without support, Sakyan,’ said the venerable Upāsīva, ‘I am not able to cross over the great flood. One with all-round vision, tell me an object (of meditation), supported by which I may cross over this flood.’
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‘Having regard for (the state of) nothingness, possessing mindfulness, Upāsīva,’ said the Blessed One, ‘supported by (the belief) “it does not exist”, cross over the flood. Abandoning sensual pleasures, abstaining from (wrong) conversations, look for the destruction of craving day and night.’

‘He whose passion for all sensual pleasures has gone,’ said the Venerable Upāsīva, ‘supported by the (state of) nothingness, having left the other (states) behind, being released in the highest release from perception, would he stay there not subject to (samsāra)?’

‘He whose passion for all sensual pleasures has gone, Upāsīva,’ said the Blessed One, ‘supported by the (state of) nothingness, having left the other (states) behind, being released in the highest release from perception, he would stay there not subject (to samsāra).’

‘One with all-round vision, if he should remain there not subject (to samsāra), for a vast number of years, (and) being released in that very place were to become cold, would consciousness disappear for him in such a state?’

‘Just as a flame tossed about by the force of the wind, Upāsīva,’ said the Blessed One, ‘goes out and no longer counts (as a flame), so a sage released from his mental body goes out and no longer counts (as a sage).’

He (who) has gone out, does he not exist, or (does he remain) unimpaired for ever? Explain this to me well, sage, for thus is this doctrine known to you.’

‘There is no measuring of one who has gone out, Upāsīva,’ said the Blessed One. ‘That no longer exists for him by which they might speak of him. When all phenomena have been removed, then all ways of speaking are also removed.’

Upāsīva’s first question concerns the object of meditation dependent on which he will be able to cross over the ‘flood’ (v. 1069: ogham, the flood of suffering). The Buddha replies that he should mindfully observe ‘nothingness’ (v. 1070). In the remaining verses Upāsīva does not ask how this meditative practice leads to liberation, but instead questions the Buddha about the condition of the person who has attained the state of ‘nothingness’. Although the details concerning the process of attaining liberation from the state of ‘nothingness’ are not outlined in the Posalamaṇṇavapucchā, the dialogue reveals important facts about the meditative presuppositions of the Buddha and Upāsīva. It has serious ramifications for the correct understanding of the early Buddhist dialogue with Brahminism, and thus for the origin of Buddhist meditation.

The first question and answer (v. 1069–70) are relatively straightforward. The following three questions and answers are more complicated, however. We can summarize Norman’s translation of this interchange as follows:

Upāsīva asks the Buddha if the one who is ‘released’ having attained the highest release from perception (saññāvimokkhe parame vimutto) would stay ‘there’ without being subject to (anānuyāyi). The Buddha replies that he would.

Upāsīva asks the Buddha if this person’s consciousness (viññānam) would disappear if he should ‘become cold’ (sītisīyā) in that state. The Buddha says that this person is released from his ‘mental body’, and like a flame gone out, he cannot be reckoned.
Upāsīva asks the Buddha if this person would be annihilated or would exist eternally in a pleasant condition (sassatiyā arogo). The Buddha answers that the person has gone beyond the means by which one could determine this answer, i.e. because all ‘phenomena’ (dhamma-s) have been destroyed for him, all modes of speaking have been destroyed.

However, Norman’s translations of the following terms are problematic: vimutto (1071c, 1072c), anānuyāyī (1071d, 1072d, 1073a), sīti-siyā (1073c) and nāmakāyā (1074c). A detailed study of these words will reveal much about the Buddha’s adaptation of Brahminic ideas and metaphors, and the earliest Buddhist meditation.

**Sn 1071–72: vimutto/dhimutto**

Norman’s translation of vimutto (‘released’) in v. 1071/72c implies that the person under discussion has attained liberation, in a state that is ‘the highest release from perception’ (saññāvimokkhe). He therefore reads saññāvimokkhe as a dependent determinative (tatpurusa) compound in the ablative case. Vetter also believes that vimutto means ‘released’ in the sense of liberated, and he translates the whole expression: ‘released in the highest emancipation from apperception’. He thinks that this idea is similar to some teachings found in the where liberation is a state without apperception (saññā). However, both Norman and Vetter do not consider the fact that in v. 1071/72c there is the variant ‘dhimutto for vimutto. Norman’s note on v. 1071–72 records that is the reading found in the European edition (i.e. the PTS edition) of the Pārāyanavagga and the Khaggavisānasutta. This commentary is certainly old. As I noted above (p. 73, n. 3), in the Theravādin tradition it is classed as a canonical text. The variant ‘dhimutto is also attested in the Burmese VRI edition of Nidd II, although the VRI edition of Sn 1071–72 contrastingly reads vimutto. Similarly, the Nālandā edition of the Suttanipāta reads vimutto but its edition of Nidd II reads ‘dhimutto. It is odd that these editions of Nidd II retain the reading ‘dhimutto, whereas their corresponding editions of the Suttanipāta read vimutto. The commentary on the Suttanipāta, the Paramatthajotikā (Pj II), does not quote either vimutto or ‘dhimutto, but its commentary on the Upasivamānavapucchā follows that of Nidd II closely, and its explanation of anānuyāyī in v. 1071–72d is almost identical to the explanation of this term in Nidd II. This implies that it follows Nidd II in reading ‘dhimutto. Nidd II understands the word ‘dhimutto in v. 1071/72 as follows:

\[
\text{saññāvimokkhe parame 'dhimutto: the saññāvimokkha-s are said to be the}\\ \text{seven attainments of [meditative states with] perception. The release that}\\ \text{is the attainment of the sphere of nothingness is the tip, the best, superior,}\\ \text{the foremost, highest, the choice of these seven attainments of [meditative}\\ \text{states with] perception.}
\]

\[
\text{saññāvimokkhe parame 'dhimutto [means]: In the supreme, the tip, the}\\ \text{best, the superior, the foremost, the highest, the choice [sphere of}
\]
nothingness], he is concentrated (adhimutto) because of a release of conviction (adhimuttivimokkha); [this means] he has the conviction with regard to that, he is concentrated on that, he has practised that, made much of it, that is valued by him, he inclines towards that, he leans towards it, he slopes towards that, he is concentrated on that, he is guided by that.\textsuperscript{30}

Nidd II therefore understands that saññāvimokkhe refers to the highest meditative state of perception, i.e. it takes the compound saññāvimokkha as a dependent determinative in the genitive case (‘release of perception’) and not an ablative dependent determinative compound as Norman and Vetter believe (‘release from perception/apperception’). Pj II follows Nidd II and comments on saññāvimokkhe parame as follows: ‘In the sphere of nothingness, the highest of the seven saññāvimokkhe-s.’\textsuperscript{31} Thus it understands that saññāvimokkhe refers to the meditative state of nothingness, indicating that the compound is a genitive and not an ablative dependent determinative. This makes it likely that Pj II also follows Nidd II in reading the word ‘concentrated’ (\textit{dhamutto}) rather than ‘released’ (\textit{vimutto}). Whatever Pj II reads, the important point is that \textit{dhamutto/vimutto} in \textit{pāda} (c) does not, according to the commentaries, refer to liberation.

The commentarial evidence is supported by the likelihood that the expression saññāvimokkhe parame \textit{vi/dhi-mutto} (pāda c) is a gloss on \textit{ākiñca\textit{n}āma nissito hitvā maññam} (pāda b). This seems likely because there is nothing to indicate that there has been a change in state for the subject between \textit{pāda-s} (b) and (c). If, however, one wishes to read \textit{vimutto} as ‘release/liberation’ in \textit{pāda} (c), one would expect some indication of this change of state, a change from being merely supported by the state of nothingness in \textit{pāda} (b) to being liberated and so not dependent on it in \textit{pāda} (c). This could be indicated by a verb in the optative mood, or a construction such as the locative absolute, or even the particle \textit{ce}. But the past passive participle \textit{nissito} in \textit{pāda} (b) followed by the past participle \textit{vimutto/dhamutto} in \textit{pāda} (c) does not indicate any such change in state.

It seems likely, then, that \textit{pāda} (c) is a gloss on \textit{pāda} (b), and if so, the subject in \textit{pāda} (c) must be ‘concentrated’ rather than ‘liberated’, implying that \textit{dhamutto} is the correct reading. It is difficult to explain the reading \textit{vimutto}, but the problem is more widespread than this occurrence in the \textit{Pārāyanavagga}. In many other places in the \textit{SuttaPiṭaka}, the verb \textit{vi+\textit{muc}} is attested as a textual variant for \textit{adhi+\textit{muc}}, and vice versa. In the places where the verbs are alternatives, they refer to a state of concentration rather than liberation.\textsuperscript{32} One explanation for this is that early in the history of Buddhism \textit{vi+\textit{muc}} arose as a variant on \textit{adhi+\textit{muc}}, due to dialectical or orthographic changes. But it is also possible that \textit{vi+\textit{muc}} had the technical sense of ‘meditative release’ and was used alongside \textit{adhi+\textit{muc}} in early Buddhism.\textsuperscript{33} Whatever the correct explanation is, the commentaries suggest that the compound saññāvimokkhe is a genitive dependent determinative and not an ablative compound as Norman and Vetter understand it. According to this interpretation, the person is not ‘released in the highest release from perception’ (Norman/Vetter) but is ‘concentrated in the highest meditative release of perception’. Together with the fact that \textit{pāda-s} (b) and (c) seem to be equivalent, it suggests that the correct reading is \textit{dhamutto}.\textsuperscript{34} The subject of v. 1070–71 is concentrated, and not yet liberated.
The next problem in the dialogue concerns the translation of the word anānuyāyī in 1071/72d). Norman translates 1071d: ‘would he stay there not subject (to)?’ The meaning ‘subject (to)’ for anuyāyin is given in PED, CPD and more recently DOP, although it is not given as a meaning for the verb anuyāti. The agent noun anuyāyī is only found in one other place in the Suttaipitaka, at Ja VI.310.6, where the meaning appears to be ‘follower’. The meaning ‘subject (to)’ is not given for the verb anuy+̣yā or the agent noun anuyāyin in MMW. In these circumstances it is difficult to explain the definition of anūnyāyī as ‘subject (to)’; the only plausible explanation is that it is based upon Rhys-Davids’ and Stede’s (the authors of the PED) interpretation of Sn 1071–72. Did they get it right? In this case, probably not. The first course of action ought to have been to attempt to derive an adequate meaning from the verb anu+̣yā, ‘to follow’. And a satisfactory meaning can be derived from the verb, for the translation ‘not following’ would simply refer to the fact that the subject of this verse has attained the state of nothingness and does not ‘follow’ or ‘attain’ other meditative states. This makes good sense, since in pāda (b) the person who has attained the state of nothingness is said to have abandoned ‘another’ (hitvā m-anīhāṃ). Norman notes that this could be an accusative plural that refers to meditative states other than ākiñcaṇāṇā. The translation of anūnyāyī as ‘not following’, determined according to the root meaning of anu+̣yā, is in accordance with the meaning of pāda (b). It is also in close accord with the suggested reading dhimutto in pāda (c).

It seems that Rhys-Davids and Stede took the word vimutto in pāda (c) to mean ‘liberated’, and were thus forced to take pāda (d) in a similar sense. Hence, they concluded that the word anānuyāyī must have the sense of ‘being liberated’ or ‘not being subject (to)’.

But if dhimutto is preferable in pāda (c), and if pada (c) is little more than a paraphrase of pāda (b), then the question posed in pāda (d) is straightforward and allows a simple rendering of anānuyāyī according to the root meaning of the verb. The question posed by Upāsiva in 1071d (litthe nu so tattha anānuyāyī) means: ‘would he remain there not following (i.e. being unaware of) other meditative object(s)?’ It seems that Upāsiva wanted to know whether or not the person who has abandoned other states of meditation, and thus attained the state of nothingness, could sustain the state for an extended period of time without being aware of other states of consciousness.

This interpretation is in part supported by Nidd II and Pj II. Both understand that Upāsiva, in using the word anānuyāyī, asks whether the person falls away from the state of nothingness. Nidd II comments on litthe nu so tattha anānuyāyī in v. 1071d as follows:

Titthe nu: [this indicates] a question because of doubt, perplexity, uncertainty, indefiniteness. Thus [the expression] titthe nu [is equivalent to], evam nu kho, nanu kho, kim nu kho [and] katthām nu kho. Tattha means in the sphere of nothingness. Anānuyāyī means not leaving (anānuyāyī), not flinching, not departing, not disappearing, not falling away, etc. Alternatively, [it means] not being excited, not being corrupted, not being bewildered, not being defiled.
The basic meaning of this commentary is more or less the same as that proposed here. However, Nidd II on the Buddha’s reply to Upaśīva in v. 1072d—‘he would remain there not following’ (tittheye so tattha anānunāvī)—adds more information. It explains that the Buddha’s reply ‘he would stay’ (tittheye) means that he would stay for 60,000 aeons, a view repeated in Nidd II on v. 1073a. Although I agree with Nidd II that anānuyāyī concerns the continued attainment of the state of nothingness, it seems that at this point Nidd II is dealing with the dialogue in the terms of a later exegetical understanding, one that is not entirely suitable for an understanding of the original meaning of these early verses. This trait is already noticeable in its understanding of ākiñcaṇānam, i.e. that it refers to the seventh saññāvimokkha (= ākiñcaṇāṇāyatana). Although I agree with its identification of the two terms as the same meditative attainment, it is not clear that in v. 1069–70 refers to the seventh of nine attainments that in the are usually termed ‘gradual abidings’ (anupubbavihāra-s: four jhāna-s+four formless spheres+saññāvedayatanirodha). In fact, there is no mention in the Pārīyanavagga of the four jhāna-s, the nine anupubbavihāra-s, or saññāvedayatanirodha. Thus Nidd II is almost certainly anachronistic on this point; its doctrinal understanding is based upon a later systematization of Buddhist thought. Pj II follows Nidd II and is just as useless in this regard. Although it follows Nidd II in believing that nu so tattha anānuyāyī in 1071c refers to whether or not the person can remain in the sphere of nothingness without falling away from it, it states that ākiñcaṇāṇāyatana is a brahmaloka and that the Buddha’s response was based on the understanding that the person could remain there for 60,000 aeons. It seems that both commentaries understand the state of nothingness, in which the person described as anānuyāyī is stationed, as an eschatological destiny. But the idea of abiding in a formless sphere after death and from there attaining liberation is hardly mentioned in the and no hint has been given that the discussion in these verses has moved on from issues concerning the attainment of ‘nothingness’ in this life to its continued attainment after death. Both commentaries have preserved the Pārīyanavagga verses, but their understanding of them accords with a later phase of Buddhist thought. This is not to deny Nidd II’s value as an early textual source, possibly with earlier readings (e.g. titthe) and preserving early traditions concerning difficult words (e.g. anānuyāyī). But it is likely that the discussion as far as Sn 1073 refers to somebody who has attained ‘nothingness’ and is still alive.

Thus far, I am more or less in agreement with the two commentaries. We agree that saññāvimokkhe is a dependent determinative compound in the genitive case; we agree that ‘dhumutto/vimutto means concentrated; and we agree that anānuyāyī refers to the subject not ‘following’ another state, i.e. not becoming aware of any state other than ‘nothingness’. We are in disagreement over the length of time the person is said to ‘not follow’ another state. The commentaries think it can be sustained for sixty thousand aeons, whereas it seems to me that this understanding reflects the ideas of a later period of thought. However, I think that the rest of the dialogue makes it clear that for the Buddha at least, the length of time for which the person in question stays in the state of nothingness is confined to the person’s lifespan. This will become clear in the Buddha’s understanding of sītisīyā in v. 1074.

This explanation of v. 1071–72 has important ramifications for the meaning of the adjective satimā in v. 1070. In v. 1070a the Buddha tells Upaśīva to observe nothingness
'possessing mindfulness' (satīmā). The adjective satīmā in the Suttapiṭaka is usually understood, as it seems to me, in a most vacuous way, as if it describes some vague sense of self-possession. Norman’s translation of v. 1070a gives exactly this impression (‘Having regard for (the state of nothingness), possessing mindfulness’). But this ignores the fact that in the early Buddhist texts, adjectives formed from e.g. sato and satīmā, have a dynamic cognitive meaning. They usually indicate that the subject is aware of sense objects in a particular way, i.e. devoid of any emotional and/or intellectual content. If the adjective satīmā has this sense in v. 1070, it would seem that the Buddha is telling Upāsīva to be aware of sense objects while he is in the meditative state of ‘nothingness’.

If we understand that ‘nothingness’ is identical to the goal of—Āḷāra Kālāma as the commentaries understand it to be—it means that the Buddha has adapted a pre-Buddhist yogic practice to something quite different. Understood in the context of early Brahminic yoga, where the aim is to stop being aware of all objects, it is a radical departure. Thus, the word satīmā in this teaching seems to refer to the important difference between meditation in early Buddhism and Brahminism. Barnes has described this difference well:

A vital difference is that [in early Buddhism] sati and sampajañña are virtues to be developed at all times, whereas for the yogin there is no such similar thing. He should not practice when defecating, but the bhikkhu should maintain awareness. This is due to the yogin’s desire for a gnosis of an object outside the world; for the bhikkhu, sensual experience in the world is the object which only needs to be purified.

If a Brahminic yogin such as Upāsīva had encountered this new idea directly from the Buddha, in the statement that the meditator should be mindful as well as attain a high meditative state, we should expect him to question whether meditative states could be sustained during such a practice. This is exactly what Upāsīva seems to ask in v. 1071. The combined force of the words satīmā and anāṁuyāyī suggests that Upāsīva wanted to know if it is possible to sustain the meditative state of ‘nothingness’ (ākiñcañña), given that the Buddha has also stated that the seeker of liberation should be ‘mindful’ (satīmā).

The only other possible explanation of the word satīmā in v. 1070a is that it is equivalent to pekkhamano (‘regarding, observing’). If so, being a near-synonym of pekkhamāno, it would indeed be vacuous and we would have to translate v. 1070a as follows: ‘Observing nothingness, being mindful [of it]’. This possibility cannot be ruled out, although it does not possess the same explanatory force of Upāsīva’s question in v. 1071. For, if satīmā is equivalent to pekkhamāno and simply refers to the awareness of ‘nothingness’, what is the point of Upāsīva’s question in v. 1071d? After asking about the correct meditative object, why should he then ask if the sustained awareness of it is possible? Surely this would indicate that Upāsīva did not really believe that meditative states could be sustained for extended periods of time. In other words, it would imply that he had no knowledge of meditative matters at all. But this is impossible, for his initial question in v. 1069 shows that he did have such knowledge, and that he presupposed that sustained concentration on an object, a meditative ‘support’ (ārammaṇa), was necessary in order to attain liberation. There must be something in the Buddha’s reply in v. 1070 that led Upāsīva to suppose that the prolonged experience of the state of ‘nothingness’
might not be possible according to the Buddha’s teaching. It seems to me that this can only be the word satimā referring to the awareness of other objects while in a state of meditative absorption.

To sum up: v. 1071c seems to be a paraphrase of v. 1071b, and both seem to refer to a person who experiences the meditative state of ‘nothingness’. If so, the reading dhimutto is preferable in v. 1071c, and the variant vimutto can be explained as a quite normal variant in the early Pāli texts for adhimutto (whatever the reasons for this variation are). It is highly unlikely that anānyāyī means ‘not subject (to)’, for the meaning of anu+yā in that sense is unattested elsewhere in the early Buddhist literature. But if v. 1071bc is read as suggested above, the meaning ‘not following’ for anānyāyī, derived directly from anu+yā, makes perfectly good sense. Upasīva, it seems, was asking if the meditative state of nothingness could be attained for an extended period of time. But this question is peculiar, for it is unlikely that Upasīva believed that meditative states could not be sustained, given his initial question in v. 1069. The question makes sense only if the Buddha had said something unexpected, something that suggested to Upasīva that the state of ‘nothingness’ could not be prolonged. And the only word in the Buddha’s teaching that suggests such a sense is the adjective satimā in v. 1070a. It seems that the Buddha has stated his new teaching that meditative absorption should be combined with the practice of mindfulness.

**Sn 1073–74: sītisyā**

The next difficulty in interpretation is the compound sītisyā (‘would become cool’), which appears in Upasīva’s third question in v. 1073. The correct understanding of this question depends upon the correct understanding of Upasīva’s second question in v. 1071, for the four questions of Upasīva are based upon a temporal sequence of events. The first question concerns a suitable meditative object (v. 1069); the second concerns the sustained practice of it (v. 1071); and then the third and fourth (v. 1073, 1075) concern the fate of the person who has maintained the meditative state for a lengthy period of time. If the interpretation of v. 1071–72 offered here is correct, it means that Norman’s translation of v. 1073 is unlikely to be correct, depending as it does on his different translation of v. 1071–72. In fact, it is not at all clear what he thinks the compound sītisyā means. He translates ‘becomes cool’, and although this is literally correct, it does not explain the metaphor. There seem to be three possible explanations:

1. It is a metaphor for the liberation of the person who has sustained the meditative state of ‘nothingness’ for a prolonged period of time (pūgam).
2. It is a metaphor for the death of that person.
3. It refers to both of these events occurring simultaneously, i.e. death and liberation in one go. In other words, Upasīva is asking something about what happens when, from the state of being not liberated when alive, someone dies and achieves liberation. If so, it would mean that Upasīva accepted the fundamental idea of early Brahminical yoga, i.e. that liberation is the attainment of liberation (brahman) at death, a union already anticipated in a meditative trance in life. This is different from what is referred to in the Buddhist commentarial texts by the term parinibbāna—the final emancipation attained at death of the person who had previously attained liberation when alive—for
the concept of parinibbāṇa presupposes the notion of liberation in life, which is not possible according to early Brahminic meditation.

For Norman, the first and third possibilities are ruled out because he thinks that liberation has already been described in v. 1071–72, before the term sītisīyā is introduced into the passage. It seems, then, that he must take sītisīyā either as a metaphor for the death of the liberated person, i.e. option two, or as a reference to the Buddhist theory of the death/final liberation (parinibbāṇa) of the already liberated person, although this is unlikely, for it is the Brahmin Upāśīva who introduces the concept into the conversation. If, however, we have seen that the discussion thus far has been about meditative attainment and not liberation, then liberation must somehow be involved in the meaning of sītisīyā. Thus sītisīyā cannot refer to death alone, and option two is unlikely to be correct. Indeed, the presence of the word vimutto in v. 1073c seems to indicate that sītisīyā is synonymous with liberation (tattheva so sītisīyā vimutto). Norman translates this phrase ‘(and) being released in that very place were to become cool’. But this translation inverts the order of the words sītisīyā and vimutto, suggesting that the event of ‘becoming cool’ comes after the event of ‘being released’, as if the two events occur in sequence. Norman must translate in this way because he has already understood vimutto to mean liberated in v. 1071–72. But it is significant that there is no variant reading dhimutto for vimutto in 1073c, and that Nidd II and Pj II both read vimutto in 1073c in contrast to dhimutto in 1071–72. This suggests that the word vimutto in 1073c indicates a change of state as much as does the compound sītisīyā. I therefore think that the words sītisīyā and vimutto are near synonyms, a suggestion that is supported by the tendency in early Pāli literature to string lists of near synonyms together. According to this interpretation, Upāśīva wants to know if consciousness remains when the person has ‘become cool’ or liberated (sītisīyā=vimutto). Since liberation at death appears to have been a standard belief in early Brahminic meditation, option three—liberation at death—is the most likely explanation. So is there any suggestion in Upāśīva’s question that the liberation of the subject coincides with death?

The commentarial tradition on v. 1073 is confusing and of little use. Nidd II interprets both 1073c and 1073d as two possible answers to an ‘if’ clause posed in 1073ab, as if the answer to 1073ab can be either 1073c or 1073d. Thus, it takes both tatth’ eva sītisīyā vimutto (1073c) and cavetha viññāṇam tathāvidhassa (1073d) as alternative eventualities for the person who has attained the ‘sphere of nothingness’ (ākiñcaññayatana) for a number of years, and proposes two possible explanations for each expression:

tatth’ eva sītisīyā vimutto, cavetha viññāṇam tathāvidhassa ti: would the person have attained the cool state of right there [in the sphere of nothingness, i.e.] would he remain permanent, fixed, eternal, not subject to change, exactly the same for ever and ever? Or (atha vā) would his consciousness fall away (caveyya), [i.e. cavetha in the sense of:] be cut off, perish, be destroyed [i.e.] become non-existent? [Summary:] He asks about eternalism or annihilation of the one who has attained the sphere of nothingness.

Alternatively (udāhu), would the person attain final emancipation into the nībbāna-realm without remainder (anupādisesāya nībbānadhātuṣyā parinībbāyeyya) right there [in the sphere of nothingness]? Or would his
consciousness fall away [i.e. cavetha in the sense of:] would a re-connecting consciousness be produced in the realm of sensual pleasures, the realm of form, or the realm without form? [Summary:] He asks about the final emancipation or connection to [re-becoming] of the one who has attained the sphere of nothingness.  

In these two explanations sītisiyā is interpreted as ‘become eternal’ (sassato) or ‘final emancipation’ (parinibbāna) respectively. In both cases the concept of ‘becoming cool’ seems to refer to the death of the person who is in the sphere of nothingness. But these explanations are unacceptable: pāda (d) is not an alternative to pāda (c), but a question based upon the condition expressed in pāda (c); this is how Norman understands it, and on this point he is surely correct. The explanation of Pj II is just as confusing. At the end of its explanation it comments:

Then the Blessed One, not admitting [the possible explanations of] annihilation or eternalism for him, explaining the final emancipation (parinibbāna) without clinging of the noble disciple, spoke the verse beginning ‘As a flame…’ [v. 1074].

This means that for Pj II, 1073cd has presented a trilemma from which the Buddha has chosen one alternative, the final emancipation (parinibbāna) of the adept. The three options understood to be presented to the Buddha by Upāsiya for the attainer of nothingness in v. 1073 are annihilation, eternalism or final emancipation (parinibbāna), and the Buddha chooses the latter. This summary comes at the end of a discussion of 1073cd, which presents the same three options, the first being the option stated in 1073c:

\[\text{tattikk' eva so sītisiyā vimutto ti.}\] The meaning is ‘Would that person be released from various sufferings right there in the sphere of nothingness, [i.e.] would he have attained the cool state; the meaning is: being one who has attained nibbāna, would he exist for ever?’

The compound sītisiyā is understood to indicate the attaining of nibbāna, which apparently coincides with death, because the commentary understands it to be a question about becoming eternal. Following this, Pj II understands that v. 1073d presents two alternatives—annihilation or the connection to rebirth—to the possibility stated in 1073c. However, it is odd that the possibility of annihilation seems to be identified with the attainment of final emancipation (parinibbāna):

\[\text{cavetha viññānam tathāvidoṭhassā ti.}\] Alternatively (udāhu) he asks about annihilation (ucchedanam): ‘Does the consciousness of the one who is like that (tathāvidoṭhassad) attain final emancipation without remainder (anupādāya parinibbāyeyyati)?’ Or (vāpi), he asks about the connection to rebirth (paṭissandhiṁ): ‘For the sake of grasping reconnection, does it (consciousness) disappear (vibhaveyya)?’
Thus, we see the two alternatives of annihilation and rebirth are indicated by the words *uccheda* and *viññāṇa* in 1073d. But the identification of annihilation with the attainment of *parinibbāna* is peculiar, and seems to be at odds with the differentiation of *parinibbāna* from annihilation and eternalism at Pj II.594.20.

It is clear that the commentarial tradition on Sn 1073 is confused. Pj II seems to understand that 1073cd presents at least three possibilities for the fate of the attainer of ‘nothingness’, the two possible meanings of *pāda* (d) being alternatives to the possibility stated in *pāda* (c). Nidd II gives two alternative interpretations for 1073cd: in both, *pāda* (d) is understood to present an alternative possibility to (c). But these commentarial passages are not much help in understanding the original meaning of the verse, for at least two reasons. First, the issue of the eternality of the person under discussion does not enter the dialogue until v. 1075: the commentaries are too eager, and wrong, to bring it into their discussion of v. 1073. Second, 1073c and 1073d cannot be two alternative questions about the state of the person who in 1073ab is said to have attained ‘nothingness’ for a vast number of years. There is nothing to indicate that (c) and (d) are alternatives, and surely the particle *vā* or some other indicator would be found. The only possibility is that *pāda* (d) expresses an outcome based upon the condition expressed in *pāda* (c), i.e. would the person become cool/liberated? At least we can say that the two commentaries presuppose the death of the person in 1073cd, which implies that for them *sītisyā* was thought to involve death. But the commentaries are far-fetched and offer no meaningful information for the original meaning of *sītisyā*.

To come to a more satisfactory answer to the problem of *sīti-siyā* there are three other courses of investigation. First, we should see what Upāśīva says in the remainder of the dialogue, for there may be clues indicating what he meant by the term *sītisyā* in v. 1073. Second, we should note that Upāśīva, a Brahmin, introduces the concept of *sītisyā* into the discussion. We should therefore look for occurrences of forms based on *śīti-\bhū* as a metaphor for liberation in the early Brahminic literature. If such examples can be found, Upāśīva’s use of this metaphor might be more easy to understand. And finally, we can attempt to understand the term *sītisyā* based upon its occurrences in the *Suttapanā*. This might not explain Upāśīva’s use of the term, but it might be able to explain what the term meant for the Buddha and the early Buddhists.

Upāśīva’s question in v. 1075 makes it clear that for him *sītisyā* refers to death and liberation at the same time. In v. 1075 we must understand that Upāśīva is still talking about the person who was described in v. 1073 as *sītisyā* viṁutto, for in v. 1074 (the Buddha’s answer to v. 1073) the state of the subject of the dialogue (the hypothetical meditator) has not changed, with the Buddha only saying something about the person to whom the verb *sīti+\bhū* has been applied. To be more precise, the Buddha uses another metaphor to describe the person who has ‘become cool’: he says that he has ‘gone out’ (*paleti*). It seems that for the Buddha, the metaphor of ‘going out’ is equivalent to the metaphor of ‘becoming cool’. In response to this, in v. 1075 Upāśīva asks: ‘When he has gone out (*paleti* gato so), does he not exist, or is he without disease eternally (*sassatiyā arogo*)?’.

This question is revealing. In the early Pāli literature the question of the liberated person existing eternally or not is an eschatological question. In the *Brahmajāla Sutta*, thirty-two of the forty-four ways of declaring opinions about the future concern the existence of the self, in its various modes, as existing without disease (*arogo*)
after death \( (param\ maran\ddot a) \). All these questions are said to be held by non-Buddhist ascetics and Brahmins. It is likely that with the question beginning \( attham\ gato\ ) in v. 1075, Upas\text{i}va was asking about what happens to the liberated person after death. It follows that he must have used the phrase \( s\ddot t\ddot isiy\ddot a\ vimutto\ ) to describe the liberation achieved at death for the person who had sustained the attainment of ‘nothingness’ for a long period of time. Thus the question in v. 1073 seems to presuppose that liberation is attained at death, having been anticipated by a meditative attainment in life. This understanding seems to agree with the basic presupposition of the yogic passages in the early verse \( gato\ ) and in which \( brahman\ ) is thought to be attained finally at death after the meditative anticipation of it in life. Moreover, the early Brahminic literature contains evidence showing that the metaphor ‘becoming cool’ refers to the attainment of liberation at death, an event preceded by its yogic anticipation in life.

No forms of \( s\ddot t\ddot i\ddot t\ddot v\ddot b\dot h\ddot u\ddot u\ ) are found in the early \( brahman\ ) although the past passive participle \( s\ddot t\ddot i\ddot t\ddot h\ddot u\ddot t\ddot o\ ) is found in one verse (Mbh XII.192.122) where it describes the state of the liberated ‘mumbler’ (\( j\ddot a\ddot p\ddot a\ddot k\ddot a\ :\ ) a reciter of Vedic mantras, a meditator of sorts).

The reciter of the Vedas attains \( brahman\ ), the highest state. Alternatively, he unites with fire or he enters the sun. (118)

If he attains delight there with that fiery state of being, bewildered by desire he assumes the qualities [of fire or the sun] (119)

Thus it is with regard to the moon or wind, or else he attains a body [made of] earth or space. He dwells full of passion for these states (\( tatra\ ), practising their qualities. (120)

But when he becomes tired of these things, he doubts their worth; seeking the highest once again, which is without decay, he enters right into it. (121)

Having become cool (\( s\ddot t\ddot i\ddot t\ddot h\ddot u\ddot t\ddot o\ )\ ), having become \( brahma\ )\ (\( brahmap\ddot h\ddot u\ddot t\ddot a\ddot h\ )\ ), [being] beyond duality, blissful, peaceful, without disease, without a body (\( nir\ddot a\ddot t\ddot m\ddot a\ddot v\ddot a\ddot n\ )\ )\ [and] immortal, he attains the immortal.\(^{57}\) (122)

He attains the condition of \( brahman\ ), from which there is no return, which is singular and called ‘the imperishable’, the calm state which is without suffering and decay. (123)\(^{58}\)

The section in which this verse is found (Mbh XII.192.117–127) is the conclusion of the description of a \( j\ddot a\ddot p\ddot a\ddot k\ddot a\ ’s\ ) attainments. The attainment of \( brahman\ ) is described in v. 118ab, although a few other attainments are listed between v. 118cd and v. 120, which seem to be supernatural attainments that are optional for the \( j\ddot a\ddot p\ddot a\ddot k\ddot a\ ) if he so desires them. Verse 121ab returns to the \( j\ddot a\ddot p\ddot a\ddot k\ddot a\ ’s\ ) attainment of liberation, which is introduced in contrast to the supernatural attainments with the statement that the \( j\ddot a\ddot p\ddot a\ddot k\ddot a\ then becomes without desire (\( tatra\ vir\ddot a\ddot g\ddot i\ )\ ) for the supernatural states of being listed from v. 118cd–120. I take it that \( nir\ddot a\ddot t\ddot m\ddot a\ddot v\ddot a\ddot n\ ) in v. 122b indicates that liberation occurs when the person leaves the body, i.e. at death. This suggestion is supported in v. 120b: one of the supernatural attainments for the \( j\ddot a\ddot p\ddot a\ddot k\ddot a\ ) is that ‘he attains (“\( gah\ddot h\ )\ :\ “goes to\”) a body of earth or space’ (\( bh\ddot u\ddot m\ddot y\ddot a\ddot k\ddot a\ddot s\ddot a\ddot s\ddot a\ddot r\ddot i\ddot r\ddot a\ddot g\ddot a\ ),\). It seems that \( nir\ddot a\ddot t\ddot m\ddot a\ddot v\ddot a\ddot n\ ) indicates that the attainment of final
liberation occurs when the adept leaves the body at death and unites with brahman, whereas the attainment of magical powers occurs when the adept possesses a body. Thus the difference between a supernatural type of attainment and the attainment of ‘becoming cool’ is that the former is to be attained when one is alive, whereas the latter occurs when one does not desire supernatural attainments and leaves the body, i.e. dies. This means that śīt-ṃbhū in this passage is a metaphor for the state of liberation achieved at death.

Although it would be wrong to read too much into this one occurrence of śīt-ṃbhū, it is striking that the term śītībhūta is found in the early Sanskrit sources with the same sense as the term sūtisīyā at Sn 1073. This correspondence suggests that Upasīva held the standard early yogic view that liberation is attained at death. It would seem, then, that Upasīva was knowledgeable about the sort of yoga that was later described in the early Upaniṣads and Mokṣadharma. Moreover, when viewed in the light of the early Brahminic background, it is clear why Upasīva would have asked if the existed after death: the view that the self is an unchanging ‘consciousness’ is well attested in early Brahminic texts. As I noted above, this opinion is associated with Yājñavalkya in the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad. There is even evidence of this opinion being held by some early Buddhists. In the Mahātāntaśāṅkhaya Sutta (M no. 38) the bhikkhu Sāti believes that the viñāṇa is an unchanging, transmigrating entity. It seems, however, that this view is not that of the passages on early Brahminic meditation studied in Chapter 3, which follow the cosmogonic tradition stemming from the Nāsadīyasūkta; according to this tradition, the ātman/brahman was thought to be beyond consciousness (buddhi, manas, etc.). We can understand why Upasīva, a Brahminic renouncer, may have had doubts about the matter: different views must have been current in early Brahminic circles. Some postulated a self that was consciousness, whereas others believed the self to be beyond consciousness. Upasīva, it seems, sought an answer to this difficult question from a renowned sage.

To summarize: v. 1075 suggests that in v. 1073 the Brahminic renouncer Upasīva introduced the concept of sūtisīyā in order to ask a question about the death/liberation of the attainer of ‘nothingness’. Mbh XII.192 suggests that śīt-ṃbhū was indeed a metaphor used to denote the early Brahminic notion of liberation at death. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that Upasīva was an adherent of a Brahminic group familiar with the yogic ideas recorded in the early Upaniṣads and Mokṣadharma. He seems to have believed that the Buddha, speaking about someone maintaining awareness of ‘nothingness’, was talking about the meditative ‘anticipation’, in life, of liberation that he believed—according to the standard view—was attained at death. The interpretation offered here of v. 1070 suggests that the Buddha was not talking along such lines: the phrase ‘observing nothingness, possessing mindfulness’ (ākiñcanāṃ pekkhamāno satimā) in v. 1070 seems to refer to a practice that allows an awareness of objects, and is not an anticipation of a liberation to be achieved later on.
In the Buddha’s response in v. 1074 to Upāsiṇī’s question in v. 1073, it seems that the metaphor of ‘going out’ (and therefore the metaphor of ‘becoming cool’) has the sense of liberation in life:

Just like a flame blown with the force of the wind goes out [and] cannot be reckoned, so the muni released from the category name (nāmakāyā vimutto) ‘goes out’ (athaṁ paleti), he cannot be reckoned. (1074)

I understand nāmakāyā as a descriptive determinative compound (karmadhārāya) in the ablative singular case, based on the definition of kāya as ‘group’, ‘assemblage’ or ‘collection’. Norman also takes the compound as a karmadhārāya, although he takes the word nāma as an adjective (he translates the compound as ‘mental body’). Alternatively, despite the fact that the word kāya is in the ablative singular case, it is possible that nāmakāyā is a co-ordinative compound (dvandva), for the similar co-ordinative compound ‘name and form’ (nāmarūpa) is usually declined in singular cases.

This would mean that the word kāya in nāmakāyā is equivalent to the neuter noun rūpa in nāmarūpa, giving nāmakāyā vimutto the sense ‘released from name and form’. But other canonical evidence does not suggest that the compound is co-ordinative. In the Mahāniddāna Sutta, the only other place in the Suttipiṭaka where the compound nāmakāya is found, the co-ordinative compound nāmarūpa is split into the descriptive determinative compounds nāmakāya and rūpakāya. In this case it is clear that kāya means ‘category’ or ‘group’, and the compound is found in paracanonical works with exactly the same sense. The lack of any evidence to the contrary suggests that the compound nāmakāyā in Sn 1074 should be taken as a descriptive determinative rather than a co-ordinative compound. If so it means that the muni, being released from name alone, is liberated in life, for if the metaphor of ‘going out’ were to refer to the liberation achieved at death, then the ‘going out’ of the flame should be analogous to the release from name and form (nāmarūpā, which could easily have occurred in place of nāmakāyā).

This interpretation tallies well with the only other occurrence of the metaphor of ‘going out’ in the Suttipiṭaka (i.e. atham plus a verb meaning ‘to go’), which describes the state of a person liberated in life:

For whomever passion, aversion and ignorance have faded away, he has crossed over this ocean with its crocodiles [and] demons, with its dangerous waves, which is hard to cross over. He has overcome attachment, conquered death, and is without acquisitions; he has abandoned suffering, for the sake of no further rebecoming. ‘Gone out’ (athaṅgato). He cannot be defined (na pāmaṇam eti), and has confused the King of death, I say.
The statement ‘gone out, he cannot be defined’ \(\text{attha} \text{igato so na \text{pam} \text{anam eti}}\) is almost identical to the Buddha’s at Sn 1074d: ‘Going out, he cannot be reckoned’ \(\text{attha} \text{am paleti na \text{upeti \text{sankham}}}\). It is not clear if these two passages are of the same antiquity, but it is likely that the metaphors in both passages follow a common early tradition and refer to the same phenomenon, i.e. liberation in life. In much the same way, the evidence shows that \text{siti/siti-}bh\text{u} was a metaphor used by the early Buddhists to refer to the liberation of a person in life. For example, the following pericope is repeated a number of times:

\[(\text{A person}) \text{ passes his time in this very life \text{diithe va dhamma} being without cravings, satiated, having become cool \text{sithibhuto}, experiencing bliss, having himself become brahma (brahmabh\text{uten} \text{attan}).}\]

In this context \text{sithibhuto} refers to the blissful state of a person who is liberated in this life \(\text{diithe va dhamma}.\) The compound \text{sithibhuto} is also used repeatedly in verse composition, especially as part of an individual’s declaration of liberation. In this sense, it is found in the Buddha’s declaration of liberation in the \text{Ariyapariyesana Sutta}:

\[\text{For I am an arahant in the world, I am the unsurpassed teacher, I alone am completely awakened, having become cool \text{sithibhuto}, being satiated \text{nibbuto}.}\]

The refrain \text{sithibhuto} \text{smi nibbuto} is found in a few \text{Therag\text{atha} verses, as part of certain bhikkhus’ declaration of liberation;} in a few other verses, \text{sithibhuto} qualifies a living, liberated being. It is absolutely clear that all the early Buddhist uses of \text{siti+}bh\text{u} refer to the liberation thought to be attained in life: it does not refer to the liberated state achieved at death. There are a few occurrences where the metaphor refers to the extinction of feelings \(\text{vedana}\) at death, but they hardly seem to be relevant:

\[\text{Feeling a feeling the limit of which is the body \text{kaya\text{pariyantikan}}, he understands ‘I am feeling a feeling the limit of which is the body.” Feeling a feeling the limit of which is life \text{jivatapriyan}}, he understands ‘I am feeling a feeling the limit of which is life.” He understands: ‘After the break up of the body, beyond the exhaustion of life, right here, all feelings, not being delighted in, will become cool \text{sibhavissanti}.}\]

In this case, the metaphor of ‘becoming cool’ is used to describe how the feelings \(\text{vedana}\) cease at death for a liberated person, a condition differentiated from how this person experiences feelings in life—mindful and aware, without clinging. But this does not matter for the interpretation of Sn 1073. When the verb \text{siti-bh}text{u} is used to describe liberation in the early \text{Pali} literature, its subject is the person liberated in life. This does not explain its usage at v. 1073, which seems to reflect non-Buddhist terminology. It does, however, explain the Buddha’s interpretation of it in v. 1074. In his answer to Upas\text{iva}, the simile of ‘going out’ refers to the state of the liberated, living person.
This brings to light a peculiar but crucial point of the dialogue. Upāsīva seems to be talking about liberation coinciding with death (v. 1073, v. 1075), whereas for the Buddha the liberated person is alive (v. 1074), an understanding that he seems to maintain in v. 1076. It seems, then, that the Buddha and Upāsīva are speaking at cross-purposes. To be more accurate, the Buddha interprets Upāsīva’s question about ‘becoming cool’ (v. 1073) as a question about the state of the person liberated in life; the Buddha simply assumes that liberation occurs in life (v. 1074). Upāsīva does not grasp this, and continues to speak about the person liberated at death (1075). In response to this, in the final verse of the dialogue (1076) the Buddha uses the metaphor of ‘going out’ to explain the state of the person who is liberated in life. He begins: ‘There is not a measure for the one who has gone out’ (atthaṅgatassa na pāmāṇam atthi), language which is almost identical to v. 1074 (attham na upeti samkhami). The teaching is concluded with the statement: ‘when all dhamma-s are removed, then all modes of speaking are removed’ (sabbesu dhammesu samūhatesu, samūhata vaddathā pi sabbe pi). If the word dhamma here refers to mental phenomena, then the Buddha must still be talking about a living person. If, however, it means phenomena in general (Norman’s translation is ‘phenomena’), then we might suppose that it includes physical phenomena, the destruction of which would mean death. The understanding of the word dhamma is a complicated and unresolved problem in the study of early Buddhism, and a protracted discussion is beyond this study. But I will at least comment on the meanings of dhamma in the Pārāyanavagga.

In most places it simply means ‘teaching’ or ‘subject matter’. In one place it is an adjective meaning ‘nature’ in the sense of the main characteristic of a thing, and in another place it means ‘righteousness’. Variants on the idiom dittha-dhamma are found in four places, which Norman always translates as ‘in the world of phenomena’. It seems that Norman relates this idiom to the expression ditthe va dhamme, for he translates the latter in exactly the same way. I am not sure of the exact meaning of this difficult expression, and although in this case Norman translates dhamma as ‘phenomena’, it is probably not relevant to the occurrence of dhamma in v. 1076. There are only seven more occurrences of dhamma in the Pārāyanavagga, but all of them have a direct bearing on the meaning of word in v. 1076; in virtually all of these occurrences, Norman translates dhamma as ‘phenomena’.

Three of these occurrences occur in the expression ‘gone to the far shores of all dhamma-s’ (sabbadhammāna pāragū), an expression which describes the Buddha in Sn 992, 1105, 1112. Here, it is doubtful that the meaning of the word dhamma is ‘phenomena’ in general: if so, it would suggest that the Buddha had gone to the far shore of all phenomena, physical as well as mental phenomena, in which case he would be dead. In fact in two of these verses in which the expression ‘gone to the far shores of all dhamma-s’ is found, it occurs among a group of adjectives that describe the mental state of the Buddha: in v. 1105 the Buddha is described as a meditator (jhāyim) who is without passion (virajam) or corruption (anāsavaṃ), and in v. 1112 he is described as without desires (anejo), the one who has cut off doubt (chinnasamsayo). It makes better sense to suppose that the expression ‘gone to the far shores of all dhamma-s’ in this context refers to the Buddha’s elevated mental state, i.e. that he is a meditator ‘gone to the far shore of all mental states/phenomena’. This must be true in the only other verse where the expression is found. In v. 992 the Buddha is said to ‘have vision into all dhamma-s’ (sabbadhammacakkhumā) and to ‘have attained the destruction of all dhamma-s’
In the latter expression dhamma cannot refer to physical phenomena, for then the verse would be a eulogy of a dead person; the word dhamma throughout this verse must refer to mental phenomena. Moreover, the compound sabbadhammacakkhumā is similar to the phrase kusalo sabbadhammāna (v. 1039), which Norman translates as ‘skilful in all mental states’. They must have more or less the same meaning, i.e. that the Buddha is knowledgeable about the workings of the mind. The occurrences of dhamma in v. 992, which include the expression sabbadhammāna pāragi, must all refer to ‘mental phenomena’. This suggests that the word similarly means ‘mental phenomena’ in v. 1105 and v. 1112, as argued above for different reasons. The only other occurrence of dhamma is in the phrase upekhāsatisam-suddham dhammadakkapurejāvam (1107), which Norman translates as ‘purified by indifference and mindfulness, preceded by examination of mental states’. The word here could just as easily mean ‘doctrine’, i.e. ‘preceded by an examination of the doctrine’. It is even possible that the word has shades of both meanings; at least we can be quite sure that it does not refer to physical phenomena.

It seems that the word dhamma in the Pārīyānavagga—excluding, perhaps, the idiom dithe va dhamme—does not refer to physical phenomenon. Thus it is most likely that the radical statement ‘when all dhamma-s are removed’ (or ‘abolished’: samīhatesu) refers to the removal of mental phenomena. Exactly what mental phenomena are meant is not made clear. Given the meditative context of this discussion in the Āpiśavimānavapucchā, it is possible that the word dhamma is a technical term for meditative objects. This usage is attested in the accounts of the Bodhisatta’s training under Uddaka Rāmaputta, where the meditative states of ākiñcaṇṇāyatana and nevasaṁyānaṁsaṁyāyatana are termed dhamma. It is certainly possible that the usage of the word dhamma at Sn 992, 1039, 1076, 1105, 1107 and 1112 reflects the technical vocabulary of pre-Buddhist yogic circles. But this would seem to limit the scope of the word dhamma excessively: surely the verse does not mean that one cannot speak about the sage because only meditative states have been transcended. Moreover, Sn 1076 suggests a wider frame of reference: it explains that the destruction of all dhamma-s prevents all ways of speaking about the sage. This suggests that dhamma refers to the mental states or conditions upon which language depends. This suggestion is supported by Sn 1074, where it is stated that the sage cannot be reckoned (literally ‘does not approach any [act of] reckoning’) because he is freed from the category (kāya) ‘name’, or, more generally, concepts (Sn 174b: attham paleti na upeti saṁkham). It seems that nāma in Sn 1074 is loosely equivalent to dhamma in Sn 1076: the absence of both precludes the possibility of reckoning or articulating a state of affairs; both must refer loosely to the concepts or apperceptions that make propositions possible.

The indefinability of the sage

The Buddha’s point in Sn 1074 and 1076 is that because the sage is freed from concepts or language, he is therefore indefinable, like an extinguished flame. The metaphor of the extinguished flame is also used in a similar fashion in the Aggi-Vacchagotta Sutta (M no. 72), where the Buddha declares that it is not possible to reckon the state of the Tathāgata,
since he is like a flame gone out. In other words, the metaphor is used just as it is in Sn 1074. The important part of the Sutta reads as follows:

‘If, O Vaccha, [someone] were to ask you: “When this fire in front of you is blown out, in which direction does it go from here—to the East, West, North or South?” Being questioned thus, how would you explain it?’

‘[The issue] does not arise, O Gotama. For the fire burnt dependent upon its fuel of grass or firewood (tinakāṭṭhuṭadānaṁ), and when it (the fuel) has been consumed, and no more is provided, being without fuel it is reckoned (sāṅkham gacchati) as “blown out” (nibbuto).’

‘In just the same way, O Vaccha, the form [feeling, apperception, volitions and consciousness] by means of which someone might designate the Tathāgata has been abandoned, uprooted, extirpated, annihilated, [and] not liable to arise in the future for the Tathāgata. The Tathāgata, O Vaccha, is released from that which is reckoned as “form” (rupasaṁkhā-vimutto), he is deep, immeasurable, unfathomable, just like a great ocean. [The proposition] “he is reborn” is inapplicable, [the proposition] “he is not reborn” is inapplicable, [the proposition] “he is both reborn and not reborn” is inapplicable, [the proposition] “he is neither reborn nor not reborn” is inapplicable.”

The purport of this passage is more or less identical to Sn 1074–76 of the Upāsīvamāṇavapucchā. In both cases, the sage who is liberated and alive is said to be beyond reckoning or conceptual categorization (sāṅkham). The Aggi-Vacchagotta Sutta is not nihilistic, despite the metaphor of the fire having gone out, and despite the statement that the Tathāgata has ‘uprooted’ and ‘annihilated’ the five aggregates (rūpa, vedanā, saññā, sāṅkhārā, viññāna), for it is clear that the Buddha is the subject to whom the metaphor of going out is applied, and it is the Buddha who has ‘annihilated’ the five aggregates while he is alive. It seems that the ‘annihilation’ (anābāvamkatam) of the five aggregates is equivalent to being released from the act of reckoning or apprehending them (e.g. rūpa-saṁkhā-vimutto). Being free from reckoning (sāṅkham) means that the ways in which one would usually designate somebody (sāṅkham gacchati) do not apply to the Tathāgata: he cannot be said to reborn or not (or both ‘reborn and not reborn’ and ‘neither reborn nor not reborn’); such concepts have no applicability for him.

The Aggi-Vacchagotta Sutta allows us greater insight into the fire metaphor employed by the Buddha in the dialogue with Upāṣīva. In the Aggi-Vacchagotta Sutta the Tathāgata is compared to the extinguished flame—both are indefinable because they have gone beyond the criteria necessary for them to be defined. The flame can only be defined by referring to its supply of fuel (grass or firewood); upon its exhaustion, the flame can only be reckoned as ‘extinguished’, and nothing positive can be said about it. By analogy, the fuel that has been exhausted by the Tathāgata is the five aggregates. Released from the act of reckoning or apprehending them, which is equivalent to their exhaustion or destruction, the Tathāgata cannot be defined. In the light of this Sutta it is no surprise that the five aggregates are usually termed upādāṇa-kkhandha. This compound is usually translated as ‘aggregates of attachment’, although taken literally it means ‘bundles of
fuel’, a translation that makes good sense in the context of the *Aggi-Vacchagotta Sutta*. The term *upādāna* is not applied to each of the five aggregates in the *Aggi-Vacchagotta Sutta*, but the implication is clear: just as the flame goes out when its fuel (*upādāna*) is consumed, so the bhikkhu is released when the fuel that is the five khandhas is transcended. The five aggregates (*khandha*) that define the phenomenal person are the fuel (*upādāna*) necessary for the continuation of his phenomenal experience. The appellation *upādāna* applied to the five groups into which the phenomenal person is analysed was probably not intended to indicate that the five items were forms of attachment. Instead, it is likely that the appellation was originally intended in a metaphorical sense: the analysis focused on the five aspects of the phenomenal person that acted as the fuel for the flame of phenomenal existence. The compound *upādāna-kkhandha* is a metaphor; a more suitable translation of it would be ‘bundles of fuel’. ⁸⁴

The fire metaphor used in the *Aggi-Vacchagotta Sutta* and the *Upasīva-mānavapucchā* is a radical way of making the point that the liberated sage is beyond phenomenal experience. It also makes the additional point that this indefinable, transcendent state is the sage’s state even during life. This idea goes against the early Brahminic notion of liberation at death, an idea that Upāsīva seems to accept in Sn 1073. It seems, then, that the Buddha used old Brahminic metaphors to articulate his new teaching. ⁸⁵ Upāsīva’s use of the metaphor ‘become cool’ in Sn 1073, and its occurrence at Mbh XII.192.22, show that the similes originally referred to the adept’s attainment of union with *brahman* at death. And it makes good sense to suppose that this metaphor and that of ‘going out’ were originally Brahminic. Early Brahminic householder religion was centred around the sacred fire (*agni*): the fire was both a deity and a symbol of the continuation of life in the world. But early renunciant Brahminism rejected the aims of the social religion as well as its most important symbol, the sacred fire. The metaphor of ‘becoming cool’ likened the liberated person to the fire gone out, and so emphasized his otherworldly condition by contrasting it to the symbol of worldly life. The metaphor would have been shocking to a Brahmin devoted to the maintenance of the sacred fire. But, along with the metaphor of ‘going out’, it was the perfect metaphor to use. Both drew upon the belief that when a fire is extinguished it is not destroyed, but returns to the essence whence it came. This idea is articulated in an important early dialogue of the *Mokṣadhharma* (contained in the *Bṛgu-Bharadvāja-sañvāda*):

*Bṛgu* said:

‘The soul (*jīvas*) which rests in the body is not destroyed when [the body] is destroyed, just as fire is not destroyed when its kindling wood is burnt.’ (2)

*Bharadvāja* said:

‘As it is for fire, so it is [for the soul, i.e.] perhaps (*yadi*) there is no destruction. But at the end of the use of the kindling wood, the fire is not perceived—(3)

‘[so] I think that the fire which is extinguished (*sāntam*), being without kindling wood, is destroyed; for its⁸⁶ course, or measure, or shape, is not seen.’ (4)

*Bṛgu* said:
‘When the kindling wood is used up, the fire really exists [but] is not seen, because it has entered the ether (ākāśdnugatatvād); certainly, it is hard to grasp, being without a support. (5)

‘So when the body is abandoned, the soul (jīvo), being just like space, persists. Undoubtedly it is not grasped because of its subtlety, just like fire.’ (6)87

This argument about the post-mortem existence of the soul shows that fire was not thought to cease when it goes out: it was thought to re-enter the ether whence it came. In other words, it was thought to return to its unmanifest source. It is easy to imagine that this belief was drawn upon by the early Brahminic renouncers who formulated the metaphor of ‘becoming cool’. They used it to point out that their aim was similarly a return to the source, brahman, and not a non-existence. ‘Becoming cool’ was therefore the desirable opposite of mainstream Brahminism. Such were the intricacies of the metaphor, which contrasted the yogic goal with the cult of fire worship, and portrayed the aim of returning to the source in a positive manner. One must imagine that the Buddha’s description of the liberated person as ‘having become cool (sūtbhūto), experiencing bliss, himself having become brahma (brahmabhūtena attanā)’ would have been a bold and striking declaration of his teaching in contrast to the old yogic view that liberation—merging into brahman—was thought to occur at death.88 The metaphor, and the world of beliefs upon which it was based, was radically subverted by the Buddha. One becomes brahman, so to speak, in this very life (dīthe va dhamme), not in death.

If we return to the dialogue between the Buddha and Upasīva, it seems that in Sn 1076 the Buddha has once again brought the discussion back to the living, liberated person, despite the eschatological implications of Upasīva’s question in v. 1075. Perhaps the eschatological tone of the question was not so obvious in v. 1073, but it is unavoidable in v. 1075. Thus it seems that for the Buddha the concepts of life and death, existence and non-existence, and even whether a person is conscious or not, do not apply to the liberated person. Perhaps this is not too different from the perspective of a Brahminic ascetic steeped in the philosophy of the Nāsadīyasūkta, for whom the state of the nondual source (brahman) was thought to be beyond the dualities of life and death, existence and non-existence, eternality and impermanence, and consciousness. But the Buddha’s teaching in this dialogue is distinguished from the thought of the Nāsadīyasūkta by virtue of the fact that ontological categories are not taken at face value, but are seen merely as concepts that do not apply to the liberated sage during his life.

The dialogue with Upasīva can be summed up as follows:

1069–70 Upasīva asks what meditative object one should practise in order to escape suffering. The Buddha answers that one should observe ‘nothingness’ mindfully; the word satimā appears to mean that this practice combines meditative absorption with the practice of mindfulness.
1071–72 Upasīva asks if this state of meditation can be sustained without falling away from it, probably because he was surprised to hear that one must observe ‘nothingness’ and practise mindfulness at the same time. The Buddha answers that this state of meditation can be sustained without falling away from it.

1073–74 Upasīva asks if consciousness disappears for the one who, after sustaining this state of meditation for some time, attains liberation at death (‘becomes cool’). For the Buddha, the issue is not in question because the state of the living liberated person cannot be reckoned.

1075–76 Upasīva asks if the one who is liberated/dead exists in a state of eternal bliss, or ceases to exist. The Buddha again denies the possibility of answering this question, because all modes of speaking do not apply to this living person. The conceptual framework upon which the dichotomies of existence and non-existence are based has ceased to function for the sage, even when he is alive.

The dialogue with Upasīva depicts an interaction between a religious teacher with new ideas and an adherent of an existing religion. It is a spectacular example of the Buddha’s famed ‘skill in means’, showing how the ideas and metaphors of the old religion were revolutionized. For half the dialogue (v. 1069–72) the Buddha and Upasīva are almost speaking on the same level. Upasīva has difficulty understanding the combination of meditation and mindfulness in the Buddha’s teaching, but at least recognizes the problem it creates in the context of early Brahminic meditation. But in the latter half of the dialogue Upasīva does not seem to grasp the meaning of the Buddha’s words, and continues to speak as a Brahmin conditioned by the Brahminic ideas of his time. The Buddha, we can assume, has a knowledge of Upasīva’s ideas and knows exactly what he is doing. In this way, the new teaching is expertly introduced into the framework of the old.

The historical worth of this document cannot be underestimated. The composers/redactors of this passage have recorded a quite remarkable interchange in which two individuals speak at cross-purposes. The words of T.W.Rhys-Davids, originally the Kassapasīhanāda Sutta in the Dīgha Nikāya, are equally applicable here:

Gotama puts himself as far as possible in the mental position of the questioner. He attacks none of his cherished convictions. He accepts as the starting point of his own exposition the desirability of the act or condition prized by his opponent… He even adopts the very phraseology of his questioner. And then, partly by putting a new and (from the Buddhist point of view) a higher meaning into the words; partly by an appeal to such ethical conceptions as are common ground between them; he gradually leads his opponent up to his conclusion. This is of course Arahatship…

There is both courtesy and dignity in the method employed. But no little dialectic skill, and an easy mastery of the ethical points involved, are required to bring about the result…

On the hypothesis that he was an historical person, of that training and character he is represented in the Pitakas to have had, the method is precisely that which it is most likely he would have actually followed.
Whoever put the Dialogues together may have had a sufficiently clear memory of the way he conversed, may well have even remembered particular occasions and persons…

However this may be, the method followed in all these Dialogues has one disadvantage. In accepting the position of the adversary, and adopting his language, the authors compel us, in order to follow what they give us as Gotama’s view, to read a good deal between the lines. The argumentum ad hominem can never be the same as a statement of opinion given without reference to any particular person. That is strikingly the case with our present Sutta.\(^{89}\)

It is, of course, strikingly the case with the *Upasivamāṇavapucchā* too, whose correct understanding requires that we read ‘a good deal between the lines’. Indeed, the nuances of the passage show that the authors must have had a clear memory of a particular dialogue of the Buddha. For if the interpretation offered here is correct, the exchange is far too intricate to have been fabricated at a later date. Earlier on, I pointed out that Richard Gombrich asked whether committees compose jokes. In the same way, we can ask if they author teachings in which the Buddha and his interlocutor speak at cross-purposes. The answer to both questions is that they generally do not. Thus the dialogue must be based on events that really happened, composed by persons with ‘a sufficiently clear memory of the way [the Buddha] conversed,’ and who ‘may well have even remembered particular occasions and persons.’ I therefore take the *Upasivamāṇavapucchā* to be an accurate record of a historical event that has preserved the teaching, and possibly even the words, of the Buddha.

There are two more passages in the *Pārīyanavagga* that are important for the understanding of early Buddhist meditation (the *Udayamāṇavapucchā* and the *Posālamāṇavapucchā*).

The *Udayamāṇavapucchā* (Sn 1105–11)

In the dialogue with Upasīva, the Buddha is depicted as a teacher engaged in the adaptation of Brahminic practices and metaphors. The principles of the Buddha’s teaching can be deduced from this dialogue (the necessity of mindfulness, liberation in life, the indefinability of the sage, etc.), although there is no simple statement about the stages to liberation or a description of liberation itself. The dialogues with Udaya and Posāla cover both these points. The former is an elaboration of what the Buddhist path comprises, whereas the latter is a detailed statement of how liberation comes about for an advanced practitioner of meditation. Within the *Pārīyanavagga* the dialogue with Udaya is placed just before the dialogue with Posāla. It consists of seven verses, and like the dialogue with Upasīva it is a catechism:

‘I have come with the desire [to ask] a question to the seated meditator who is without passion, who has done what has to be done, is without taint (anāsavaṃ) [and] has gone to the far shore of all dhamma-s.
Proclaim the release through understanding (aññāvimokham), the destruction of ignorance.' [1105]

‘The abandoning of both desire (kāmacchandānām) and depression (domanassāna), O Udaya,’ said the Blessed One, ‘the dispensing of sloth (thīnassa) and the warding away of perplexities (kukka-ccānam).’ [1106]

‘Purified by equanimity and mindfulness (upekkhāsatisamsud-dham), preceded by the investigation of mental phenomena, I say, is the release through understanding (aññāvimokham), the destruction of ignorance.’ [1107]

‘What is the world’s fetter, what is its doubt (vicāraṇā)? With the abandoning of what [is there that which] is called Nirvana?’ [1108]

‘The world is fettered by delight (nandī), investigation (vitakka) is its doubt. With the abandoning of craving [is there that which] is called Nirvana.’ [1109]

‘How is consciousness (viñāṇanā) stopped (uparujjhati) for one who wanders mindfully? We have come to ask the Blessed One [this, and] will listen to your teaching.’ [1110]

‘For the one who does not delight in sensation, both internally and externally, for the one who wanders mindfully in this way, consciousness is stopped.’ [1111]

The Buddha’s definition of the ‘release through understanding’ (1107: aññāvimokham) is a summary of the path to liberation. A general progression is implied, beginning with the overcoming of those factors that hinder the religious life (desire, depression, sloth, perplexity), followed by an investigation of states of mind or teachings (1007: dhamma) and the attainment of a state of pure equanimity and mindfulness. This summary of the path to liberation is, of course, elaborated in greater detail in the scheme of the four stages on meditation (the four jhāna-s, on which see p. 122ff). This is apparent even at the beginning of the summary, where the items that ought to be abandoned according to the Buddha in Sn 1106 correspond to the hindrances in the classical scheme of four jhāna-s. The five hindrances to the four jhāna-s are longing (abhijjhā), malice (vyāpāda), sloth (thīnamiddha), excitement (uddhaccakukkucca) and perplexity (vicikicchā). Two of these terms are identical with those mentioned in Sn 1106 (thīna, kukkucca), and one of them is equivalent (kāmacchanda=abhijjhā). There are a few other parallels. The fourth jhāna, the highest state of meditation in this scheme, is described as ‘the complete purification of mindfulness and equanimity’ (upekkhāsatisīrissuddham). This is equivalent to the statement in Sn 1107 that the ‘release through understanding’ is ‘purified by mindfulness and equanimity’ (1107: upekkhāsatisamsuddham).

If the analogy with the four jhāna-s is extended, it is possible that the phrase dhamma-takka-purejavan (in v. 1107b) is equivalent to the definition of the first jhāna as ‘possessing vitakka and vicāra’ (sa-vitakkan sa-vicāram). This has been suggested by Brough: ‘Thus means simply that the latter stages of the trance are “preceded by (or start from) the first jhāna”. A more literal rendering would be “preceded by an examination of the dhamma-s”’. This is likely, although the verse is
too vague to be certain. It is also possible that this expression refers to a contemplation of the Buddha’s teachings before any meditation has taken place at all.

Another allusion to one of the principle features of the jhāna-s is clearer. In v. 1109b), the Buddha declares that the world’s ‘doubt’ (vicāraṇā) is ‘investigation’ (vitakka). This implies that investigation has to be overcome or abandoned in order for liberation to be attained, a principle that is elaborated in the second jhāna. Verse 1109 is important for other reasons. The statement that the world is fettered by delight (nandī) is consistent with the principle that craving is the cause of suffering, i.e. the second Noble Truth. This suggests that the way to liberation is facilitated by comprehending the fact that delight or craving is the cause of one’s suffering. This is similar to the Buddha’s proclamation in the following dialogue with Posāla, i.e. that liberating insight consists of the comprehension that delight (nandī) is the cause of the meditative experience of nothingness (Sn 1115). The understanding and abandoning of desire is therefore a major feature of the dialogues with Upasīva (Sn 1070), Udaya (Sn 1109) and Posāla (Sn 1115).

The final two verses of the indicate the important role of mindfulness in early Buddhist meditation. Not delighting in sensation, both internally and externally, most probably refers not to the mindfulness of one’s own sensations (ajjhatañ) as well as those of others (bahiddh), but to the observation of one’s sensations that occur within (ajjhatañ) or which come from without (bahiddh), i.e. sensations caused by internal and external objects. Of considerable difficulty is the question posed by Udaya in v. 1110ab, however. Asking how ‘consciousness’ is ‘stopped’ must be equivalent to asking how liberation is attained, although the exact significance of the verb upa+√rudh is not clear. If it is taken in a strong sense to mean ‘cessation’, then the Buddha in Sn 1111 appears to accept that consciousness disappears in liberation. This is different from the teaching given at Sn 1073–74 to Upasīva, where the Buddha denies that one can answer whether the liberated person’s consciousness ‘falls away’ (√cu). There are various solutions to this problem. First of all, it is possible that the word vinñā in both dialogues is used in a different sense. Second, it is possible that the verbs used in both dialogues have a different sense (√cu in Sn 1073, upa+√rudh in Sn 1110). Third, it is possible that this dialogue is different from the dialogue with Upasīva because the passages were composed at different times by people who believed different things. And finally, it is possible that there is no difference in meaning, and that the apparent difference is due to poetic licence.

It is not clear which of these answers might be correct. On the whole, I think that the difference between the two dialogues is not significant and is just a matter of poetic licence. The general tenor of the questions about consciousness in both dialogues is different—the concern is abstract and metaphysical in the dialogue with Upasīva, whereas it is practical and meditative in the dialogue with Udaya. It may even be the case that the exchange with Udaya concerning the ‘stopping’ of consciousness is an example of the Buddha’s skill in means. Udaya’s question in Sn 1110 is a question about liberation—he presupposes it comes about when consciousness is ‘stopped’. In order to state the means of attaining liberation, the Buddha may have accepted this formulation without any acceptance of its philosophical implications. But even if the Buddha accepted the stopping of the consciousness in liberation, this is not a denial that the liberated person is insentient, for liberation is said to be attained by desisting from delighting in sensation, i.e. it presupposes the person is conscious. Perhaps, then, the translation of
as ‘consciousness’ is incorrect. Although it seems to refer to sentience in general in the dialogue with Upasīva, it must be something more specific, i.e. a particular way of perceiving something, in the dialogue with Udaya. And perhaps these different understandings of the vinnāna are indicated by the different verbs used: \( \sqrt{cu} \) in the dialogue with Upasīva seems to imply a metaphysical question about the cessation of i.e. its existence or non-existence, whereas \( upa+\sqrt{rudh} \) seems to imply a temporal stopping or transcendence of the normal workings of consciousness.

The historical importance of the Upasīvamāṇavapuccha is not as obvious as that of the Udayamāṇavapuccha; it is an abstract statement of what meditation is, according to the Buddha, and does not depend on a subtle adaptation of Brahminic metaphysics and metaphors. As such, it is devoid of features that suggest that it is an authentic teaching of the Buddha. Rather, it is a fairly straightforward statement of the principles of the Buddhist path. It may go back to the Buddha. Indeed I think this most likely, for it is generally concordant with the Posālamāṇavapuccha. Moreover, its connection with the following dialogue, the Upasīvamāṇavapuccha, is quite obvious, and this latter dialogue is little more than a continuation of the Posālamāṇavapuccha. All three dialogues seem to outline different aspects of the same meditative teaching.

The Posālamāṇavapuccha (Sn 1112–15)

This short passage, consisting of four verses (one question and one answer), expands upon the teachings of the Upasīvamāṇavapuccha. It indicates how liberation is attained from the meditative state of nothingness, and shows how the Buddha’s meditative teaching differed from the standard Brahminic method. Inner concentration is said to be insufficient. Understanding, which requires cognition and is therefore the opposite of the Brahminic goal of cognitive inactivity, is essential:

‘I have come with the desire [to ask] a question,’ said the venerable Posāla, ‘to the one who has gone to the far shore of all mental phenomena, who without desire and with doubt cut off, teaches about the one who is released (atitām).’ (1112)

‘I ask, Sakyan, about the knowledge of one whose perception of forms has disappeared,\(^{99}\) who has abandoned all corporeality, who sees (passato) [both] internally and externally that nothing exists. How is such a person to be led [further] (neyyo)\(^{100} \) (1113)

‘The Tathāgata, O Posāla,’ said the Blessed One, ‘understanding all stations of consciousness, knows that [person as he] is stationed [there in the state of nothingness], concentrated [on it], intent on it.\(^{101} \) (1114)

‘Knowing that the origin of nothingness is the fetter “delight” (nandisamyojanam), understanding it thus, he then has insight into it. This is the true knowledge of the liberated Brahmin.\(^{103} \) (1115)

This discussion picks up where the dialogue with Upasīva left off, the subject being the person who has attained the meditative state of ‘nothingness’. I assume that
sabbakāyapahāyino (v. 1113) refers to the mental state of a meditator, and that (v. 1114) refers to the meditative states of consciousness that can be attained by a living human being. It is perhaps possible that the compounds sabbakāyapahāyino and refer to a non-human deity who exists in the sphere of nothingness, one of the cosmological realities termed But sabbakāyapahāyino is synonymous with vibhūtarūpasaññissa which immediately precedes it in v. 1113. And can just as easily refer to meditative stations of consciousness rather than eschatological realms. Moreover, Posāla is asking for personal religious guidance rather than theoretical discussion. He wants to know how he himself can progress beyond the attainment of ‘nothingness’, and the Buddha is giving such guidance; his answer must show Posāla how he might attain liberating insight himself. That the subject of the dialogue is a human practitioner of meditation seems to be confirmed in v. 1115, where the words vusimato must refer to a human being.

The most important verse is Sn 1115, but Sn 1113 already indicates the orientation of the Buddha’s teaching. Posāla understands that one must observe (passato) ‘that nothing exists’ both ‘internally and externally’ (ajjhattañ ca bahiddhā). This is a reference to the practice of mindfulness, which in this case implies the careful observation of the perceiving subject and perceived object based on a particular concentrative attainment. I noted earlier that this idea seemed strange to Upāsīva. Here, however, and also in the dialogue with Udaya (Sn 1111), it seems to be presupposed; it is almost as if Udaya and Posāla have heard the Buddha’s dialogue with Upāsīva, as well as others contained in the Pārāyanavagga. The ideas in Sn 1113 therefore correspond to the Buddha’s teaching to Upāsīva in Sn 1070, and to a lesser extent to those given to Udaya in Sn 1111:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sn 1070</th>
<th>Sn 1113</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ākīncāṇṇaṁ/natthiti</td>
<td>natthi kiṁcīti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pekkhamāno</td>
<td>passato (Sn 1111=satassa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satimā</td>
<td>aţjhattān ca bahiddhā ca (=Sn 1111)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A general correspondence between these passages is undeniable; there is also a correspondence between in Sn 1109 and Sn 1115. In verse 1115 the Buddha teaches what must be done in order to attain release, although the exact meaning of the Buddha’s words—the description of liberating insight—is far from clear. I take it that pāda (b) (nandisamyojam iti) spells out what is declared in pāda (a) (ākīncāṇṇasambhāvam ūṇāvā), meaning that the origin of nothingness is delight, delight being a fetter or that which fetters a person. Pāda (c) is a gloss on the process described in pāda-s (a-b): ētām probably qualifies -sambhavam, which would give a meaning ‘understanding it [the fetter that is the origin of nothingness] thus [i.e. as delight]’. Pāda (d), I presume, describes the state of insight (vipassati) that arises after one has grasped that delight is the origin of the state of nothingness. The passage thus states that someone who has attained the meditative state of nothingness, and has applied his meditative state of mind to the practice of mindfulness, must understand something about the meditative state, namely, that its existence in one’s experience depends upon
desire. When this is grasped \((abhiññāyā)\), then one ‘sees’ \((vipassati)\) into it \((tattha)\) and becomes a ‘liberated Brahmin’. The difference between this teaching and the \(yoga\) prescribed in early Brahminic texts is striking. Meditative states alone are not an end, for even the highest meditative state is not liberating. Instead of attaining a complete cessation of thought, some sort of mental activity must take place: a liberating cognition, based on the practice of mindful awareness.

Why are these questions not included in the \(Upasivanānavacchā\)? One would expect that redactors or reciters would have constructed the \(Pārāyanavagga\) as logically as possible, connecting all related points in the same passage. This is especially true of the oral Pāli literature, in which the transmission of verses without writing was sometimes aided by listing verses on similar topics together, a good example being the \(Dhammapada\). Why, then, are the questions of Upāśīva and Posāla not placed together in one passage? Surely, it is because the questions were asked by two different people called Upāśīva and Posāla, both of whom visited the Buddha together. If so, the dialogue with Posāla, like the dialogue with Upāśīva, probably records a historical event. It is even possible that the close relationship between the teaching given to Posāla in v. 1113 and the Buddha’s teaching to Upāśīva in v. 1070 is due to the fact that Posāla heard the teaching given to Upāśīva. Indeed, as I have noted on the previous page, the ideas running through the dialogues with Upāśīva, Udaya and Posāla cohere. An even stronger resemblance is shown in the vocabulary used in each dialogue, even in the compound \(nandisamanvajana\) used by the Buddha in the dialogues with Udaya (Sn 1109) and Posāla (Sn 1115). The question of Posāla reads almost as if he had heard the Buddha’s dialogue with Udaya and the dialogue with Upāśīva before it.

**Conclusion to Chapter 5**

The dialogues with Upāśīva, Udaya and Posāla contain important teachings on meditation. The dialogues with Upāśīva and Posāla are two of the most peculiar early Buddhist texts; the former in particular is of the utmost historical importance. The Brahmin Upāśīva betrays an awareness of the philosophy of early Brahminic meditation, which must be a tradition of which he had first-hand knowledge. To him the Buddha teaches an adapted form of the meditative exercise of \(Āḷāra Kālāma\). To do this, the Buddha must be fully conversant with the ideas and terminology of this stream of thought (e.g. \(siṁś-\)bhū, \(viññānam\) etc.), as well as the teaching of \(Āḷāra Kālāma\). The Buddha is represented as someone with a new teaching, one that he was able to introduce to Upāśīva using the old terminology and metaphors. The structure of the dialogue is so intricate, and the interchange between the two men so subtle, that it could hardly be a fabrication. It has probably recorded a historical event, i.e. a particular instance of the Buddha’s teaching to a person.

These observations agree well with the hypothesis of earlier chapters, i.e., that the Buddha really was taught an early Brahminic form of meditation by \(Āḷāra Kālāma\) and Uddaka Rāmaputta. The interchange with Upāśīva suggests that the Buddha was well informed about early Brahminic thought. Moreover, because the Buddha not only understands the Brahminic thought of Upāśīva but also teaches an adapted form of
Āḷāra Kāḷāma’s meditative practice to him, it is likely that he gained this understanding of early Brahminic thought under Āḷāra Kāḷāma. If a teaching of the Buddha reflects the presuppositions of early Brahminic meditation, and refers to the teaching of one of his supposed teachers, then we should take seriously both the early texts’ claim that the Bodhisatta was a pupil of these teachers and the theory that the teachers belonged to an early Brahminic milieu. Other explanations of the evidence are, of course, possible. It is conceivable, for example, that the Buddha acquired a working knowledge of the goals of the two teachers and early Brahminic meditation through dialogues with his disciples who had converted from these traditions. Other scenarios can be imagined. It is even possible that the dialogue in the Pārāyanavagga was fabricated in order to integrate a Brahminic tradition into the early Buddhist sangha. What counts against these objections, however, is that the evidence in the Ariyapariyesana Sutta and Upasivamāṇavapucchā is circumstantial.

As I have noted elsewhere:

> circumential evidence is the indirect, unintentional evidence that affords a certain presumption. In the context of the early Buddhist literature, circumstantial evidence is not the direct evidence contained in the Buddhist texts, e.g. that the Buddha said such and such a thing on such and such an occasion (which may be true or false), but consists of the indirect facts from which other facts can be inferred.

The Ariyapariyesana Sutta and Upasivamāṇavapucchā contain this sort of indirect evidence, i.e. evidence that is besides the main points being made in these texts. It is difficult, a priori, to accept the claim of the Ariyapariyesana Sutta that the Bodhisatta studied under the two teachers. However, from the various philological, narrative and polemic peculiarities—the text’s circumstantial evidence—we can infer that it is very early and contains historical facts; it is hard to establish any reason for its composition other than to record historical fact. The same can be said of the dialogue with Upāsīva. At first, it appears to be an account of a meeting and conversation that cannot be verified. But further investigation shows that it contains peculiarities, i.e. unintentional evidence (such as that the Buddha and Upāsīva are speaking at cross-purposes) that affords the presumption that the dialogue cannot have been faked. This suggests, therefore, that there is no reason for its composition other than to record historical fact. Without a deeper reflection on the verses, it is, of course, impossible to accept that the Buddha ‘said such and such a thing on such and such an occasion’ to Upāsīva. But this objection applies only in so far as the context of the teaching is a straightforward description of Buddhist norms. But it is not. The interchange is highly unusual and much too intricate to have been fabricated or doctored. Texts such as these are never invented. The best explanation is that it is a record of a historical event. And the best explanation for the Buddha’s knowledge of the early Brahminic ideas and the goal of Āḷāra Kāḷāma is that the Ariyapariyesana Sutta is historically authentic.
CONCLUSION

The origin of Buddhist meditation and early Buddhism

Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta were religious teachers in northern India in the fifth century BC. They taught the meditative practices of early Brahminism, the goal of which was thought to be a nondual state of meditation identical to the unmanifest state of brahman. In early Brahminical yoga, liberation was thought to be anticipated in a meditative trance that has passed beyond the possibility of cognition, a state in which the subject/ object division has been dissolved. This means, of course, that true liberation is only realized after death, when there is no longer any possibility of cognizing an object. The adept, through his meditative trance, was thought to anticipate in life what he will realize at death—the nondual source of creation. Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta termed this nondual goal ‘nothingness’ (ākīñcañña) and ‘neither perception nor non-perception’ (nevasaññañāsaññā) respectively, terminology that ought to be understood according to the early speculative tradition rooted in the Nāsadiyasūkta (RV X 129). The early verse Upaniṣads and Mokṣadharma show that the practice of yoga flourished in this speculative tradition in the last few centuries BC. Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta were figures in their tradition at an earlier date, their teachings representing an earlier phase of yogic practice and thought. The Bodhisatta was taught by them, but rejected their goals, which he did not think were liberating. He set out to strive for liberation alone and claimed to have awakened to a different truth. His awakening came to be conceptualized in early Buddhist circles in terms of the attainment of the four jhāna-s and the liberating insight to which they lead. If the early biographies have any relevance to historical events, it means that the new path and goal discovered by the Buddha consisted of the adaptation of the old yogic techniques to the practice of mindfulness and attainment of insight. The yogic practices, when thus adapted towards the inculcation of mindful awareness (sati), were, of course, radically transformed.

The Buddha’s adaptation of the old yogic techniques and ideology can be seen in the dialogues with the Brahmins Upāśīva, Udaya and Posāla. These dialogues tell us that not only did the Buddha consider that the state of ‘nothingness’ was not liberating but also that it was no longer to be thought of as a state of ‘enstasy’. Instead, the Buddha taught that it was a meditative state to be retained in the practice of mindful awareness, day and night, for lengthy periods of time. Liberation is achieved through this state of meditation, and results from understanding something about the meditative experience, namely, that it owes its origin to joy or pleasure (nandī). What the Buddha means by this is obscure: exactly what liberating insight was considered to be and how it came about are not made clear in the dialogue with Posāla (Sn 1115). At least we can say that liberation, according
to the Buddha, was not simply a meditative experience but an insight into meditative experience. The Buddha taught that meditation must be accompanied by a careful attention to the basis of one’s experience—the sensations caused by internal and external objects—and eventually an insight into the nature of this meditative experience. The idea that liberation requires a cognitive act of insight went against the grain of Brahminic meditation, where it was thought that the yogin must be without any mental activity at all, ‘like a log of wood’.\footnote{1} The idea of liberation in life is just as strange for the Brahminic yogin, for whom liberation was thought to be the realization at death of the nondual meditative state anticipated in life. Indeed, old Brahminic metaphors for the liberation at death of the yogic adept (‘becoming cool’ and ‘going out’) were reinvested with a new meaning by the Buddha; their point of reference became the sage who is liberated in life.

Both the Buddha’s conception of the liberated person and the goal of early Brahminic yoga can be defined as nondual in different ways. The nondual goal in early Brahminism was conceived in ontological terms as that into which one merges after death, a state lacking the ontological duality necessary for the perceiving subject’s cognition of an object. But for the Buddha, liberation is achieved without dissolving the ontological duality between the subject and object, and indeed depends upon this duality, for liberation is an insight into the subject’s (meditative) experience. Nevertheless, this state of insight is nondual in another, more radical, sense. This is made clear in the dialogue with Upasīva, where the liberated sage is defined as someone who has passed beyond conceptual dualities. Concepts that might have some meaning in ordinary discourse, such as consciousness or the lack of it, existence and non-existence, etc., do not apply to the sage. For the Buddha, propositions are not applicable to the liberated person, because language and concepts (Sn 1076: vādapatā, dhammā), as well as any sort of intellectual reckoning (sārikhā), do not apply to the liberated sage. If it is correct to read the Buddha’s dialogues with Upasīva and Posāla together, then we can conclude that the insight advocated by the Buddha to the latter must have been non-intellectual.

The veracity of this theory depends upon my interpretation of a few important pieces of textual evidence. The starting point is my interpretation of the Ariyapariyesana Sutta. Any critique of my position must argue that the peculiarities of this Sutta do not give good enough reason for believing that it is the earliest account of the Bodhisatta’s strivings, an authentic text according to which Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta taught the Bodhisatta. It must also assert that the more artificial and theoretical biography of the Mahā-Saccaka Sutta et al. does not necessarily mean that it is later. I argued that there is no reason to be sceptical about the historical worth of the biographical account in the APS, as Bareau has led us to believe. The anomalous philological forms (hupeyya and tvam), the simple and unique description of liberating insight, the use of the ‘simple liberation pericope’, the peculiar incident of the meeting with Upaka, and deviations in the usual oral repetition in order to differentiate Uddaka Rāmaputta and Rāma: all this suggests that the text is old and contains much authentic information. If so, I would argue that the Bodhisatta was taught by the two teachers, an impression enhanced by the respectful treatment of the teachers (who are considered to be the most worthy recipients of the Buddha’s teaching) and the lack of any unqualified polemic against their methods. Thus I believe that the peculiarities of the text contain compelling historical evidence. Corroborating evidence for the idea that the Bodhisatta trained under Āḷāra Kālāma is found in the Upasīvamānavapucchā, the peculiarities of which suggest that it is very old.
The *Upasivamāṇavapucchā* and the *Ariyapariyesana Sutta* suggest a religious teacher knowledgeable about particular meditative practices. If the former is a true reflection of the Buddha’s meditative teaching, as it seems to be—for it is hard to explain it in any other way—we must assume that the Buddha would not have taught the state of nothingness had he not had some experience of it. He must have been taught this practice, and if the texts tell us he was taught it by Āḷāra Kālāma, we should take them seriously.

Vital to my argument are certain deductions I have made about the meditative goals of Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta. A critic of my position must argue that the evidence is not explicit enough to conclude a Brahminic origin for these goals. For example, Frauwallner and Nakamura argued that the goals of these teachers were found in early Jainism,² and although they do not present any textual evidence to support this claim, perhaps their opinions cast some doubt on my attempt to localize the vague terms akiñcañña and nevasaṅnānaṁsaṅnā. Moreover, it could also be argued that my hypothesis that element meditation was related to the teachings of the two teachers in pre-Buddhist times is dubious, there being not enough evidence to suppose the wider existence of element meditation in early Brahminism, and thus little reason to think that the Buddha sort of element meditation can have been absorbed from early Brahminism. Have I not conflated different aspects of early Buddhist meditation theory (element meditation and formless meditation) and projected them back to a pre-Buddhist period? Moreover, the elements of the meditative practice at Mbh XII.228 are listed in an order different from the order in which they are found in the *Suttapiṭaka*. Is it not mistaken to relate meditative lists with some important differences?

The Buddhist evidence suggests otherwise. Formless meditation and element meditation are connected a number of times, and logically belong together: a concentration on infinite space naturally follows concentrations on the material elements (before it) and precedes the formless spheres (after it); the lists of dhātu-s and kasiṇāyatana-s show that element meditation and formless meditation belong together. Moreover, the elements logically belong to the conceptual world of early Brahminism. Lists including formless meditation and element meditation in the *Suttapiṭaka* resemble the list of element meditation at Mbh XII.228, as well as some of the other early Brahminic cosmogonies. They therefore follow the philosophical presupposition of early Brahminic meditation, i.e. that inner concentration is a means of reversing the process of cosmic creation in one’s mind. Formless meditation and element meditation must have been borrowed from a Brahminic source. Such a Brahminic source is suggested by the correspondences between the early Brahminic evidence and the goals of Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta. The goal of Āḷāra Kālāma (ākiñcañña) corresponds to the Brahminic notion that the unmanifest brahman is a state of ‘non-existence’ (asat: CU III.19.1, CU VI.2.1, TU II.1; naiveha kṣīṇaḥ: BU I.2), the goal of Uddaka Rāmaputta (nevasaṅnānaṁsaṅnā) corresponds to the description of the unmanifest state of the cosmos in the Nāsadiyasūkta (RV X 129.1: nāsad asin nō sad āsīt tadānim) and the ultimate state of the self in the *Māndūkya Upaniṣad* (MāU 7: na prajñam na prajñām), and the aphorism paśyati na passati (D III.126) corresponds to paśyati vai tan na paśyati used at BU IV.3.23 to describe the nondual state of the ātman. Such a comprehensive correspondence is difficult to explain away. The evidence strongly suggests that the two men’s teachings were influenced by early Brahminic thought. If so, is it a mere
coincidence that element meditation existed in the early Brahminic tradition to which I suppose these two men belonged, as well as the Buddhist stream of meditation connected to their meditative goals? I think not. We can explain the evidence as follows. It is only to be expected that the practices related to Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta continued to be practised not only in early Buddhism, but also in the non-Buddhist milieu(x). And, finally, I think that the evidence of the Uddaka Rāmaputta’s is conclusive: if a very old source tells us that the Buddha taught a modified form of practice to a Brahmin renouncer, it suggests that the practice of was known in Brahminic circles. All this evidence is far too compelling to be dismissed. A critic should consider if a different theory could be formulated to explain the evidence better. At present, I see no better way of interpreting the evidence.

But there have been different interpretations of this evidence. In particular, Johannes Bronkhorst, in his seminal work The Two Traditions of Meditation in Ancient India, has supposed that formless meditation was borrowed from early Jainism. In the same work, Bronkhorst also considered some of the early Brahminic evidence for yoga (Chapter IV: ‘Meditation as part of asceticism in early Hindu scriptures’) and concluded that the yogic ideas of Mbh XII.294.13–18, KaU III.6 and VI.10–11, SU II.8–9 and Mbh XII.304.8–10, i.e. texts that contain important evidence on the early tradition of Brahminic meditation, show that ‘meditation is only one aspect of a more general process in which all bodily and mental activities are stopped.’ However, it seems to me that this opinion understates the role of meditation in early Brahminism and creates a quite misleading impression: the goal of these passages is the cessation of mental activity, to which end the cessation of bodily activity is merely a support. Bronkhorst’s estimation of early Brahminic meditation clearly applies to the other texts that he considers: the ideas about ascetic observance he quotes from Mbh I.86.14–16 and Mbh I.81.10–16, as well as the Maitrāyaniya Upaniṣad, Viṣṇusūtra, Mahā Upaniṣad, Triśikhabrāhmaṇa Upaniṣad, Yājñavalkyasūtra and the Āpastamba Dharma Sūtra all stress some kind of painful asceticism that corresponds to the Jaina sort of observances. But these texts are concerned with practices very different from the yoga practices described in the early Brahminic texts on meditation.

The problem I have with Bronkhorst’s theory is that it seems to conflate the evidence from different texts. He does not recognize the differences between texts that do not include any reference to extreme asceticism (e.g. Mbh XII.294.13–18, KaU VI.10–11 and III.6, ŠU II.8–9 and Mbh XII.304.8–10) and those that do. The ideal of fasting to death described in Mbh I.81.10–16, Yājñavalkyasūtra II.3.50–55 and Āpastamba Dharma Sūtra II.9.31.1–2 is not found in any of the early Brahminic texts on meditation such as those studied earlier in Chapter 3. Moreover, the passages on yoga in the early Brahminic texts do not mention the ideals of emaciation (Mbh I.86.14.16) or painful breath restraint. In other words, the texts tell us that there were different streams of early Brahminic asceticism in which different soteriological practices were valued. It seems to me that a tradition of meditation alone is consistently described in the early verse Upaniṣads and throughout the Mokṣadharma, a tradition in which yoga was thought to be a pleasurable activity. But Bronkhorst considers some of this evidence from the early Upaniṣads and Mokṣadharma alongside evidence found in other early Brahminic texts that profess very different ideas. Thus, he is able to claim: ‘There can be no doubt that the early Jaina and
Hindu scriptures describe forms of meditation which belong to the same tradition. My own understanding is that the forms of meditation described in the early verse and did not belong to the same tradition as that described in the Jaina scriptures.

The early Jaina, Brahminic and Buddhist schools were important traditions in a diverse ascetic scene. Although we can identify some common features in the scriptures of these different schools, it does not mean that we can reduce large amounts of the early textual evidence to the same meditative tradition. For example, breath restraint (prāṇāyāma) is attested in a number of different early Brahminic texts, and is perhaps the only practice that connects some of the diverse texts gathered together by Bronkhorst in Chapter 4 of his work. This might lead us to believe that these texts mentioning prāṇāyāma profess the same ascetic practices. But this is not the case. Important differences are found in the different texts on prāṇāyāma in the Śvetāsvatara Upaniṣad, breath restraint is not total for the adept is said to continue breathing through the nose (ŚU II.9: nādsikayocchvasīta); in the Maitrāyaniya Upaniṣad, the practitioner is supposed to restrain speech, mind and breath by squeezing the tip of the tongue against the palate (Mai U VI.20: tālurasanāgrampiḍanāti), other Brahminic texts noted by Bronkhorst advocate the grinding together of the teeth; whereas breath restraint, and passages is not said to be painful. These important differences show only a superficial agreement between the texts on breath restraint, and do not prove that the scriptures belonged to the same tradition of meditation.

Contrary to Bronkhorst, I think it is clear that extreme physical asceticism played no more than a superficial role in the tradition of meditation recorded in the early and There is no suggestion that practices such as starving to death were valued in this early yogic tradition, which I think can be called the ‘meditative mainstream’ of early Brahminic asceticism. Bronkhorst does show that there must have been some tradition of extreme asceticism in early Brahminism, i.e. an ascetic tradition quite similar to early Jainism. But the aim of the meditative mainstream was to achieve freedom from karman by attaining the realization of the ātman. Emaciation and other painful methods were practised by some, but according to the most important Brahminic texts, these practices were marginal. Towards the end of his treatment of the Brahminic evidence, Bronkhorst admits that meditation apart from physical austerities became a way to the knowledge of the self in early Brahminism. But it seems to me that the vast majority of early Brahminic texts suggest that this was the fundamental idea of the meditative mainstream of early Brahminism.

**The relationship between early Buddhism and Brahminism**

This theory of a Brahminic origin of Buddhist meditation allows us to reassess some of the problems in the study of early Buddhism. One of these problems is the existence of Brahminic views in early Buddhist texts. According to Stanislaw Schayer and A.B.Keith, these views are evidence for a ‘precanonical’ form of Buddhism different from the form of Buddhism attested in most of the early texts. This view has recently been stated by Christian Lindtner as follows:
The Pāli Canon shows several clear traces of precanonical Buddhism. This kind of early Buddhism was based on a belief in the six dhātus and was thus a kind of natural philosophy. At the peak of existence we found Nirvāṇa. Like the spirit, which may have stopped breathing there, it was considered permanent and blissful, but one had to pass through ākāśa and vijñāna to get there. One could actually attain it by some sort of yogic method. It was a yogi’s paradise, hardly a place for the common herd. The world of the senses was considered impermanent and full of suffering.

Canonical Buddhism, on the other hand, was a reaction to this view. Now everything was considered impermanent. Nirvāṇa was now rather a state of mind, not a place at the top of the universe. Not only was canonical Buddhism a reaction against early Buddhism, or certain trends in early Buddhism, but also against the absolutist tendencies in Jainism and the Upaniṣads. According to Lindtner, in this early or ‘precanonical’ form of Buddhism ideas flourished that were similar to those that formed the theoretical background to yoga in early Brahminism. Some time after this, there was a reaction to these old ideas, and Buddhism in this reactionary form became the mainstream, canonized religion, with most of the early Pāli texts being composed by Buddhists of this ‘canonical’ period. In other words, canonical Buddhism is something quite like the Theravāda Buddhism that has existed in South and South-east Asia for some millennia, whereas precanonical Buddhism was more akin to the early Vedānta. The evidence for this view consists of the odd fragment in the that reflects early Brahminic ideology. Schayer referred to passages in which ‘consciousness’ seems to be the ultimate reality or substratum (e.g. A I.10) as well as the which is not found in any canonical source but is cited in other Buddhist texts—it states that the personality (pudgala) consists of the six elements (dhātu) of earth, water, fire, wind, space and consciousness; Schayer noted that it related to other ancient Indian ideas. Keith’s argument is also based on the which echo the ideas of the regarding the ultimate reality. He also refers to the doctrine of ‘a consciousness, originally pure, defiled by adventitious impurities’, which, he notes, corresponds to A I.10. Based on these arguments, Lindtner himself has suggested that the precanonical conception of was as follows:

The old conception (represented by Dīgha Nikāya I 223, Udāna 80 etc.) is one of a place one can actually go to. It is called nirvāṇadhātu, has no border-signs (animitta), is localized somewhere beyond the other six dhātus (beginning with earth and ending with vijñāna) but is closest to ākāśa and vijñāna. One cannot visualize it, it is anidarāṇa, but it provides one with firm ground under one’s feet, it is dhruva; once there one will not slip back, it is acyutapada. As opposed to this world, it is a pleasant place to be in, it is sukha, things work well.
Whether or not Lindtner realizes it, this description of Nirvāṇa corresponds exactly to the early Brahminic ideas that developed from the Nāsadiyastūkī, such as those found in Mbh XII.224. But there is hardly any evidence for this sort of view in the only the passage from the Udāna to which Lindtner refers seems to state this:

There is, O bhikkhus, a sphere (ayatanam) where there is no earth, water, fire, wind; no sphere of the infinity of space, no sphere of the infinity of consciousness, no sphere of nothingness, no sphere of neither perception nor non-perception; no this world or the other world, no sun or moon. There, O bhikkhus, I say there is no coming, no going, no persisting, no falling away, no arising; it is unfounded (appatiṭham), uninvolved (appavattam), without support. This is the end of suffering.  

This passage reflects the early Brahminic conceptualization of brahman very closely, as can be seen from the following Upaniṣadic verse:

There the sun does not shine, nor do the moon or stars; lightning does not shine, let alone this fire here.…

Lindtner also cites an untraced Sūtra fragment cited in Yaśomitra’s Sphutārthavyākhya on Abhidharmakośabhāsyā 1.5:

‘Earth is founded on what, O Gautama?’
‘Earth is founded on the orb of water.’
‘The orb of water is founded on what, O Gautama?’
‘[It is] founded on wind.’
‘Wind is founded on what, O Gautama?’
‘[It is] founded on space.’
‘Space is founded on what, O Gautama?’
‘You go too far, great Brahmin, you go too far. Space, great Brahmin, is unfounded, it lacks a support.’
Therefore according to the Vaibhāṣikas, space exists.

Lindtner relates this to the passage on the genesis of the elements at TU II.1. Indeed some relationship between this ancient Sūtra fragment and TU II.1 is undeniable. Thus the evidence presented by Lindtner, Schayer and Keith shows that diverse beliefs, which correspond to the views of the meditative mainstream, must have been current in early Buddhism. But I see no reason to think that these opinions characterize a ‘precanonical Buddhism’. One of the problems with this theory is that the evidence for different beliefs is presented in the simplistic form of a dichotomy between ‘precanonical Buddhism’ vs.
‘canonical Buddhism’. What does this dichotomy mean? The early Pāli scriptures were written down, and hence canonized, in Sri Lanka in the first century BC, during the reign of Vaj tagāmanī.24 Lindtner obviously does not think that the lengthy period of almost four centuries before this is the period of ‘precanonical Buddhism’. What he must mean is that his evidence pertains to a very early (or the earliest) phase of Buddhism, and that the vast amount of material at odds with it comes from a later precanonical period than this. His theory, simply put, is that passages radically different from most of the early Buddhist literature must be very early, and in fact definitive of the early period.

But I fail to see how these conclusions follow from the textual evidence. It certainly shows that some of the early Buddhists were influenced by their Brahminic peers, but hardly any of it shows that the was thought to be ‘a place one can actually go to’. The citation from the Udāna suggests such a view of Nirvana, but it shows only that some early Buddhists held beliefs; it does not mean that this view is that of the Buddha, or even that it existed in the earliest phase of Buddhism. On the contrary, if the theory about early Buddhism that I am proposing is correct, it means that these views cannot be traced back to the Buddha. I have tried to show that the Buddha rejected the early Brahminic teachings of Āḷāra Kalāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta, and that when he taught Brahminic renouncers his teaching appears to have been a radical departure from the old Brahminic beliefs. As I see it, substantialist beliefs that are typical of the early i.e. the theoretical counterparts to the early yogic practices, must have been rejected by the Buddha if he rejected the goals of the meditative mainstream by emphasizing mindfulness and liberating insight. The notion of liberation in life, and the refusal to consider the question of what happens after death, denies the ontology. This sort of teaching is perhaps what Lindtner would classify as characteristic of ‘canonical Buddhism’, but I have argued that it goes back to the Buddha himself. In short, Lindtner presents no criteria for ascribing his evidence to the earliest period of Buddhism.

How are we to explain the early beliefs in the ? I would address the problem as follows: if the Buddha taught an adapted version of early Brahminic yoga to Brahmins from Vedāntic milieux, some early Brahminic converts to Buddhism were bound to retain some of their old beliefs. If a new religion originates in close contact with the mainstream religion, and accepts converts from it, an ongoing influence from it is only to be expected. The passages cited by Lindtner et al. should therefore be seen as the literary product of some early Buddhists who were influenced by early Brahminism. The Buddhists who held these views were probably converts from early Brahminism who retained some of the old beliefs attached to their yogic practices. But these early Brahminic beliefs are incompatible with the original Buddhist meditation and its non-substantialist implications.

This evidence suggests that the is not homogeneous, a fact I pointed out at the beginning of this book. That the early Buddhist literature on meditation is heterogeneous was suggested some time ago by Louis de La Vallée Poussin, in his famous article ‘Musīla et Nārada’.25 Although not all scholars accept the views of La Vallée Poussin,26 the texts cited by Lindtner et al. seem to confirm La Vallée Poussin’s opinion. I have argued that these texts can be made sense of by the theory of a Brahminic origin of Buddhist meditation. The same seems to be the case with some of the divergences noted by La Vallée Poussin. This material has baffled scholars of Buddhism,
but I think it is now possible to see that at least some of it must be the product of early Buddhists who were influenced by the meditative mainstream of early Brahminism.

An early Buddhist controversy: meditation or intellectualism?

La Vallée Poussin claimed that two different versions of the path are outlined in Indian Buddhist texts: one in which liberation was considered to be achieved by intellectual means, and the other in which liberation was achieved by concentration alone, the gradual suppression of all mental activity. Concerning the ancient material he makes this assertion on the basis of two texts. First, there is the *Mahā-Cunda Sutta* (A III.355–6=Chakka Nipāta XLVI), in which we are told of bhikkhus ‘devoted to the doctrine’ (dhammayogā bhikkhū: ‘intellectuals’) who disagree with ‘meditating’ bhikkhus (jhāyī bhikkhū). We find a brief statement of their views towards the end of the Sutta. The intellectuals, it is said, should praise the meditators because: ‘Marvellous are those persons, venerable sirs, [and] hard to find in the world, those who touch the deathless realm with the body’ (amatam dhātum kāyena phusitvā). Conversely, the meditators should praise those ‘devoted to the doctrine’ because: ‘Marvellous are those venerable persons, [and] hard to find in the world, those who have vision by penetrating the profound words of the doctrine with understanding.’ This description of those ‘devoted to the doctrine’ implies that they valued an intellectual understanding of the dhamma; indeed, all the other references to the expression ‘penetrating with understanding’ (paññāya ativijjha) show that it denotes an intellectual understanding that excludes meditation.

In a similar vein is the *Kosambi Sutta* (S II 115=Nidāna 68, mahāvagga), the Sutta that gave the name to Louis de La Vallée Poussin’s article. It states that Musīla knows and sees (etam jānāmi etam passāmi) all the links in the chain of dependent origination in its reverse (paṭiloma) order, in both the origination (samudaya) and cessation (nirodha) modes. This is an understanding apart from faith (saddhā), apart from one’s intellectual inclination or belief (ruciyā) and apart from traditional teachings (anussavā). Musīla is asked by Sāvīthā if he knows and sees that ‘nibbāna is the cessation of becoming (bhavanirodho)’, to which he answers that he does know and see this. So when Sāvīthā asks Musīla if he is an arahant with corruptions destroyed, he is silent, and the conclusion is that he is indeed an arahant. However, Nārada claims to know and see exactly what Musīla does, but he denies that he is liberated. He likens his condition to the state of a thirsty person who can see water in a well, but cannot touch it with his body (na kāyena phusitvā vihareyya). Nārada claims to have the correct intellectual understanding (he knows what nibbāna is or should be) but he does not consider this to be liberating. The simile of seeing water in a well but not touching it with the body might just indicate a state of having knowledge without being liberated. However, the expression ‘he does not touch it with his body’, coupled with its opposition to insight (paññā), likens Nārada’s view to the view of the meditators in the *Mahā-Cunda Sutta*, where liberation is said to involve the ‘touching’ of the deathless realm with the body that is different from a mere intellectual understanding of the doctrine. For Nārada, it seems, liberation meant touching a deathless realm while in a
meditative state \((amatā dhātu)\) kāyena phusītā\), something different from having an idea about what it should be.

We have a serious problem here—two different and (according to the Mahā-Cunda Sutta) hostile versions of Buddhism. The most obscure line in these two texts is the expression describing how some meditative adepts ‘touch’ \(phusītā\) a ‘deathless realm’ \((amatā dhātu)\) with the body \(kāyena)\). What does this mean? It surely refers to the attainment of liberation, and the other occurrences of the expression amatā dhātu in the Suttapiṭaka support this view.\(^{34}\) But what type of meditation is a path to it? There are only two frequent contexts in which the expression kāyena phusītā occurs, and in only one of these contexts are meditative states the subject of discourse.\(^{35}\) These meditative states are the ‘formless meditations’ \(āruppā vimokkhā\) connected to Āṭāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta, states that are said to be ‘touched by the body’ in a number of places in the Suttapiṭaka.\(^{36}\) Does this mean that some early Buddhists used the practice of formless meditation as a way to attain the touching of the ‘deathless realm’ with the body? It seems natural to conclude this, although the formless meditations as listed in the Suttapiṭaka are never said to lead to the attainment of the ‘deathless realm’ \((amatā dhātu)\). They are usually followed by the attainment of ‘the cessation of perception and feeling’ \(saññāvedayitaniruddha\). But this merely begs the question: could the attainment of saññāvedayitaniruddha be another way of describing how a bhikkhu touches the deathless realm with his body? Louis de La Vallée Poussin seems to have drawn this conclusion: he used the description of the jhāyī bhikkhu in the Mahā-Cunda Sutta to support his idea that the liberation according to the way of concentration (rather than the way of insight) is saññāvedayitaniruddha.\(^{37}\) And there is textual support for La Vallée Poussin’s opinion. Verses occurring at two places in the Itivuttaka equate the attainment of cessation \(nirodha=saññāvedayitaniruddha\) with the touching of the deathless realm by the body:

Understanding the realm of form without, not abiding in the formless [realms], those people who are released in cessation \(nirodhe\) abandon death.

Having touched the deathless element \((amatā dhātu)\) with the body, [that] which is without attachment \(nirāpadhin\), realising the relinquishing of [all] attachment, being without defilements, the perfectly awakened one teaches the place which is without grief or defilement.\(^{38}\)

The two items nirodha and amatā dhātu do not stand in apposition, but the implication is that they indicate the same thing. I think we can conclude that for some early Buddhists, the non-Buddhist yogic methods of the two teachers led to a sort of liberation referred to as ‘touching the deathless realm with the body’ or ‘the cessation of perception and feeling’. As Louis de La Vallée Poussin has commented, ‘this way has nothing specifically Buddhist about it’:\(^{39}\) the goal of meditation, formulated as ‘the cessation of perception and feeling’ or the ‘deathless realm’, does not seem to differ from the yogin’s mystic union with brahman. Indeed, Schmithausen has noted that the notion of touching the deathless realm with the body is ‘a temporary anticipation, still in this life, of the state of [Nirvāṇa (which is attained definitively after death).\(^{40}\) This is exactly the conceptualization of liberation in the meditative mainstream of early Brahminism. Surely
it was a Vedântic belief, held by Buddhists who were influenced by the mainstream yogic ideas.

It is not surprising that some early Buddhists continued the pre-Buddhist yogic practices of Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Râmaputta, since the Buddha’s dialogues with Upasîva and Posâla seem to have allowed this. What is harder to explain is the fact that some of these Buddhists thought of liberation in terms of the yogic ideology of the meditative mainstream. This seems to be completely at odds with the view of liberating insight described by the Buddha in the dialogues with Upasîva and Posâla. According to the theory formulated here, the Buddha cannot have been responsible for this development. He did not teach that liberation was attained in a deep meditative trance devoid of mental activity. If the approach to meditation and insight described in the dialogues with Upasîva and Posâla is definitive of the earliest form of Buddhism, then ideas such as ‘touching the deathless realm with the body’, ‘the cessation of perception and feeling’ (saññâvedayitanirodha) and the meditative scheme of ‘gradual abidings’ (anupubbavihâra-s: they impose the four formless spheres above the four jhâna-s and lead to saññâvedayitanirodha) must be indicative of a later period of thought.

The intellectual tendency in early Buddhism

More difficult to understand is the view held by the opponents of the meditating bhikkhus in the Mahâ-Cunda Sutta. If the expression ‘penetrating with insight’ (paññâ attivijja) refers to an understanding devoid of meditation, it means that some early Buddhists thought liberating insight was an intellectual matter that did not require meditation. According to Gombrich, this tendency stems from the Susîma Sutta, in which some bhikkhus claim to be liberated without attaining the formless spheres or supernatural powers that come after the four jhâna-s. As the Pâli text reads, the statement by the group of bhikkhus that they have not attained the supernatural powers that come after the four jhâna-s—including the first two knowledges of three that effect liberation—suggests that they have not attained the jhâna-s. Although there is no explicit statement that their liberation was achieved without meditation, this conclusion seems inevitable. This position is certainly at odds with what I have stated was the sort of meditation taught by the Buddha: although it is difficult to determine the nature of liberating insight in the dialogue with Posâla, it seems to depend upon meditation, and if we read it together with the teaching to Upasîva, we must understand that insight is a state beyond words (vâdapatha).

The tendency towards intellectualism is evident throughout the Suttapitaka. The extreme view, of course, is that stated in the Mahâ-Cunda Sutta and strongly suggested in the Susîma Sutta, i.e. that meditation is not necessary. But a less extreme view is stated at the conclusion of the Anattalakkhana Sutta, in the account of the five bhikkhus’ liberation: ‘When this discourse was being spoken, the minds of the group of five bhikkhus were released from the corruptions without clinging.’ The point of this, it seems, is that pondering doctrinal teachings can result directly in liberation. This view does not take the extreme stance of making meditation unnecessary for liberation, for the composers of the passage would no doubt have assumed that the five bhikkhus were sufficiently adept in ascetic/meditative practices. But it implies that liberation is effected,
in the end, not by an insight mediated through a transconceptual meditative attainment, but by a direct contemplation of Buddhist dogma that requires conceptual thought. Moreover, this account of the five bhikkhus’ liberation is very different from the account in the Ariyapariyesana Sutta, where a period of time is envisaged during which the Buddha teaches them the dhamma so that they can practise it and finally attain their liberation, after a period of meditative development.\(^46\) It seems that we have two alternative views of the same event. But which is the earliest?

For reasons given in Chapter 2, I think that the APS is likely to contain some of the oldest biographical material, and so it is likely that its account of the five bhikkhus’ liberation is earlier than the account in the Anattalakkhana Sutta. The latter must be indicative of a time when it was widely accepted that liberation could be attained by intellectual means. It is not entirely discordant with the view expressed in the dialogues with Upāsīva and Posāla, where meditation is not an end in itself, and leads to insight. But the liberating insight taught to Posāla can hardly be described as intellectual, and according to the teaching given to Upāsīva it leads to a non-intellectual state. At the least, the Anattalakkhana Sutta and the dialogues with Upāsīva and Posāla have a completely different feel to them. The Buddha tells Upāsīva to live ‘without talk’ (Sn 1070: virato kathāti)—it does not tell him to listen carefully while he speaks, in the hope that while he does so his mind will be released from the corruptions. Instantaneous liberation is not what the Buddha teaches to Upāsīva, Udaya or Posāla. The Anattalakkhana Sutta, the Mahā-Cunda Sutta and the Susīma Sutta show a trend towards intellectualism that cannot go back to the Buddha. And this trend towards intellectualism was not accepted by all the members of the early Buddhist sangha. I have pointed out elsewhere that the debate between intellectual and meditative theories of liberating insight is more widespread than La Vallée Poussin noted: it encompassed ideas such as liberating insight resulting from an understanding of the Four Noble Truths, and the different conceptions of the notion ‘released on both sides’ (ubhatobhāgavimutti).\(^47\)

Whereas there is an easy explanation for the existence of meditative theories that exclude insight (the close contact with the meditative mainstream), there is no easy explanation for the origin of these intellectual theories of liberating insight. According to Gombrich, intellectualism might have been ‘a kind of narrative accident due to Sangha apologetics’;\(^48\) Schmithausen has suggested that ‘the Vedic belief in the extraordinary power of truth and knowledge may still have been influential among early Buddhists’.\(^49\) Both these views explain the intellectual theories to some extent. Another explanation is that intellectualism was an unintended consequence of the Buddha’s teachings on the necessity of liberating insight. I have argued that the Buddha taught a ‘middle way’ between pure meditation and cognitive practices. The states of absorption induced by meditation were considered useful and necessary, but in distinction from the meditative mainstream their ultimate aim was insight. For the Buddha it was vitally important that the meditative adept should apply his concentrative state to the practice of mindfulness (Sn 1070: satimā; Sn 1111: ajjhattaṁ ca bahiddhā ca vedanāṁ nābhīnandato; Sn 1113: ajjhattaṁ ca bahiddhā ca nāthī ti passato), and work towards the attainment of insight. According to this view meditation alone, the goal of the meditative mainstream would have been harshly criticized in the earliest Buddhism. The Indriyabhāvana Sutta illustrates this perfectly.\(^50\) Here, the Buddha is told by the Brahmin Uttara that his master Pārāsariya teaches the ‘cultivation of the senses’ (indriyabhāvana) as follows:
Pārāsariya’s teaching accords well with the aims of the meditative mainstream. The name ‘Pārāsariya’ is not without interest. The Sanskrit equivalent ‘Pārāsarya’ appears a few times in the Pañcaśikha, teacher of King Janaka, is said to be from the same kin as Pārāsarya (pārāsaryasagotra). It is possible that this tale has preserved some truth: even if the relationship between the early Brahminic teacher Pārāsarya and Pañcaśikha (himself a teacher of a sort of meditation at Mbh XII.211–12) is legendary, it is possible that the names have some significance and go back to historical figures. It may be the case, then, that the Indriyabhāvana Sutta has preserved the only historical information about Pārāsariya/Pārāsarya. If so, Pārāsariya was indeed a teacher in the early Brahminic-yogic tradition, but one whose teaching the Buddha ridiculed as follows:

If it is so, Uttara, a blind man would have developed his senses, a deaf man would have developed his senses.

The Sutta then goes on to teach that mindfulness with regard to one’s sense impressions is the correct way to develop one’s sense faculties. It is possible that this stress on the importance of mindfulness, i.e. the inculcation of a correct attitude with regard to one’s cognitions, instead of the meditative goal of non-cognition, eventually led to intellectualism, especially given the harsh critique of meditation alone in the Indriyabhāvana Sutta. If one must cognize something, rather than attain the yogic goal of ‘not knowing’, it is not surprising that the content of cognition began to be formulated in different ways, especially if Schmithausen is right in supposing that the ‘Vedic belief in the extraordinary power of truth and knowledge’ was influential among early Buddhists. Intellectualism was just waiting to happen, despite the fact that it was not what the Buddha taught.

The origin of Buddhist meditation

The four jhāna-s and their development

The ‘middle way’ between meditation and knowledge is expressed most succinctly in the scheme of four jhāna-s, although it seems to me that this scheme is poorly understood. Words expressing the inculcation of awareness, e.g. sati, sampajāno, upekkhā, etc., are mistranslated or understood as particular factors of the meditative states. The translation of sati as ‘mindfulness’ and upekkhā as ‘equanimity’ do not do full justice to these terms. They give the misleading impression that the third and fourth jhāna are heightened states of meditative absorption characterized by some sort of indescribable inner calm. But these terms have quite distinct meanings in the early Buddhist texts: they refer to a particular way of perceiving of sense objects (which in the Buddhist analysis includes mental objects). Thus the expression sato sampajāno in the third jhāna must denote a state of awareness different from the meditative absorption of the second jhāna (cetassā ekodibhāva). It suggests that the subject is doing something different from remaining in a meditative state, i.e. that he has come out of his absorption and is now once again aware of objects. The same is true of the word upek(k)hā: it does not denote an abstract
‘equanimity’, for the root meaning of the verb \( \text{upa} + \text{vikṣ} \) is ‘to look at or on...to overlook, disregard, neglect, abandon’.\(^5\) In other words, it means to be aware of something and indifferent to it. This much is clear in the numerous other occurrences in the Suttapiṭaka of the word upakkhā; I need only refer to the Indriyabhāvana Sutta.\(^5\) The third and fourth jhāna-s, as it seems to me, describe the process of directing states of meditative absorption towards the mindful awareness of objects.\(^5\) The culmination of this process is, of course, liberating insight.

The scheme of four jhāna-s appears to be in accordance with the teaching of the Buddha in the dialogues with Upasīva, Posāla, and especially Udaya. It seems to me that this scheme must go back in substance, and perhaps in word, to the Buddha. But even in this case it is likely that its transmission by later generations of Buddhists has not left it unchanged in its earliest form. One particular problem concerns the liberating insight that is the goal of the jhāna-s. In most places, most notably the accounts in the Silakkhandhavagga of the Dīgha Nikāya, liberation is effected by an insight into the Four Noble Truths and the corruptions (āsava-s). This seems to be an intellectual sort of insight; Schmithausen has argued that it is psychologically implausible\(^5\) and ‘cannot be accepted as representing the original account of Enlightenment [of the Buddha]’.\(^6\)

It is easy to see why some early Buddhists conceived liberating insight to be a correct knowledge of the Four Noble Truths, for this list sums up Buddhism in a most coherent and simple way. Moreover, the content of the insight in the Buddha’s teaching to Posāla consists of the understanding that delight (nandī) is the cause of the meditative experience of ‘nothingness’. This insight approximates insight into the Second Noble Truth, i.e. the Truth that suffering is caused by thirst (tanha). Elsewhere, according to the Mūlapariyāya Sutta the content of a Tathāgata’s liberating knowledge is the understanding ‘Delight is the root of suffering’ (nandī dukkhaṃ mūlanti).\(^6\) It is easy to imagine that in the very beginning, liberating insight was imagined to be a non-conceptual, existential grasp of this fact. After this early period, there must have been a series of gradual shifts, which can be thought of as elaborations of the content of liberating insight, until eventually liberation was thought to be effected by an insight into the Four Noble Truths. Things did not stop there: ever more elaborate theories were formulated, such as the account of the Bodhisatta’s awakening in the Vinaya, and the notion of insight into the corruptions (āsava-s).

In fact, the notion of insight into the āsava-s, their origination, cessation and path leading to their cessation shows how complicated and incoherent the theoretical formulations became. As Schmithausen has pointed out, the notion of the origin of the āsava-s is absurd: ‘According to two other passages,\(^6\) it is Ignorance (avidyā); but Ignorance itself is, in our text as well as in the two other passages, enumerated as one of the Cankers!’\(^6\) In other words, the list of āsava-s sum up the problem of the human condition. They characterize normal human experience and define what ought to be got rid of in order to experience liberation. But the attempt to work out their first cause makes no sense. The theory that a knowledge of their origin is part of the content of liberating insight is therefore implausible. Thus the scheme of jhāna-s became a support for different versions of intellectual insight; meditation became the means for an increasingly elaborate set of mental gymnastics.\(^6\) And in the end some Buddhists dispensed with meditation altogether. This development was probably caused by a combination of factors, such as the polemic attitude to meditation alone, the belief in the
efficacy of liberating insight, and the need for the early Buddhists to differentiate themselves and establish their own philosophical identity.

The processes involved in the doctrinal development of early Buddhist thought were no doubt complex. The above sketch is an approximation of what I think was probably the most likely course of events. Even if this sketch is incorrect, I think we are now in a better position to stratify the early literature and recover the historical development of the early doctrinal formulations. We can use the dialogues with Upasīva, Udaya and Posāla as the means to ascribe texts and certain teachings, such as the four jhāna-s to the Buddha. Thus I think we can discount the notion that the earliest conception of liberating insight was the insight into the Four Noble Truths. The content of liberating insight in the earliest teaching is unclear. Although I think it must have been something similar to that outlined in the Buddha’s dialogue with Posāla, this teaching is obscure. The general principle that ought to be followed is that the simpler, non-intellectual versions of liberating insight are likely to be earliest. On this basis, a simple stratification of the early Buddhist literature is possible. The earliest period is described in the APS, where the Bodhisatta’s meditative training under the two teachers and his rejection of their goals leads to the awakening and the teaching of the five disciples. The dialogues with Upasīva, Udaya and Posāla describe in more detail the meditative teachings of the Buddha, as does the scheme of four jhāna-s. Somehow, still in the early period before the first schism c. 60 AB, some Buddhists began to accept the ideology of early Brahminic meditation, probably because they had belonged to schools of Brahminic yoga, or been influenced by them beforehand. In the same period there is a tendency towards intellectualism and theories such as the one in which the Four Noble Truths are the content of liberating insight, partly as an extrapolation of the Buddhist critique of meditation alone, and partly in reaction to influence from the meditative mainstream. The content of liberating insight was further elaborated to include the teaching of dependent origination, and in the end some Buddhists dispensed with meditation altogether.

The identification of authentic teachings of the Buddha

The evidence of Chapters 3 and 4 seems to show that formless meditation was borrowed from an early Brahminic source. But I have claimed more than this. I have claimed that this borrowing goes back to the Buddha himself, who was trained in the meditative practices of early Brahminism and then allowed these practices to be used by his followers. Moreover, I have claimed that this theory allows us to identify authentic teachings of the Buddha in the early literature. What are the criteria upon which this claim is made? The way in which I have attempted to establish authentic teachings of the Buddha is in principle quite simple. It depends in the first place on the deduction of historical facts from the early Buddhist literature. Facts, which I claim can be deduced from the Ariyapariyesana Sutta, suggest a particular intellectual background to the Buddha’s early life. These facts allow us to form a theory about some aspects of the Buddha’s teaching, a theory that can be put to the test by comparing it to some of the teachings contained in the early Buddhist literature. A text that seems to confirm this theory—the Upasivamānaṇavapucchā—is thus rooted in historical fact, and is most likely to be historically authentic.
One weakness in this method is that the source of historical facts deduced, the
Ariyapariyesana Sutta, has nothing to say about what the Buddha taught. In other words,
what I claim to be historical facts (in the APS) are not directly related to what I have
identified as authentic teachings of the Buddha (in the Upasivaṃsanaṇavacchā). But it must
be asked how else historical facts in the early literature could be used to deduce the
teachings of the Buddha. The oral nature of early Buddhist literature means that doctrinal
formulations, pericopes and even longer tracts (e.g. whole dialogues between the Buddha
and a protagonist) could have been moved in and out of different texts at will. This
means that a direct relationship between the historical facts contained in a text and any
doctrinal formulations adjacent to them cannot be assumed: the latter could easily have
been added at a later time, and there is very little means of proving the opposite. Thus, an
indirect relationship between historical facts deduced and the end to which they are
applied is only to be expected. The important issue concerns how historical facts are used
to prove that particular teachings of the Buddha are authentic.

I have attempted to answer this question by hypothesizing aspects of the Buddha’s
intellectual development from the historical facts deduced. If the Buddha really did have
two teachers of meditation, as claimed in the texts, then we can build up a theory, as far
as it is possible to do so, about the intellectual milieus of the teachers. In this way the
facts deduced can be used to form some idea of the Buddha’s intellectual history, which
can in turn be used to hypothesize a few aspects of his teachings. Thus the knowledge
that the Buddha was exposed to particular idea and responded to them in a certain way,
prevents us with some criteria that can be used to establish the authenticity of a teaching
ascribed to him. Particular instances of the Buddha’s teachings recorded in the early texts
can be judged in the light of this hypothesis. What if, for example, we identify a dialogue
in which the interlocutor of the Buddha professes ideas already shown to have been
exactly those already rejected by the Buddha before his teaching career? And what if the
Buddha’s response to the interlocutor shows that he is well informed about the ideas in
question, and in fact rejects them, as he is said to have done before? It would seem that
the Buddha, of such a training and intellectual background as we have established him to
be, responds exactly as expected to an adherent of his old beliefs. In such a case I would
argue that this is no coincidence: provided the historical information on the personality of
the Buddha is reliable, the correspondence most probably reveals an authentic teaching of
the Buddha. This method of ascribing texts to the Buddha can be summed up as follows:

1 Historical facts about the Buddha’s life, particularly those which pertain to his
   intellectual development, must first be established.
2 The intellectual content of these facts must be elaborated by whatsoever means of
   investigation are suggested by the facts themselves. This allows us a more detailed
   understanding of the Buddha’s intellectual development.
3 Dialogues in the early literature must be identified in which the ideas discussed are
   those already shown to have been important in the Buddha’s intellectual development.
   If the Buddha’s teaching in the dialogue show that he fully understands these ideas,
   and responds to them in a way concordant with the theory of his intellectual
   development, the text is likely to be historically authentic.
4 The authenticity of the text(s) in question is further enhanced if the text contains its
   own evidence suggesting its antiquity and/or authenticity.
As can be seen, this hypothesis is based on a method of deduction: the deduction, in stage 1, of facts pertaining to the Buddha’s life, and then the deduction, in stage 2, of the intellectual background suggested by these facts. On the basis of these deductions I have formed a theory about the intellectual history of the Buddha before his awakening (while he was still a Bodhisatta), i.e. I have supposed that the Buddha was knowledgeable about particular meditative practices and their philosophical background. I have then tried to show that the obscure dialogue between Upasīva and the Buddha portrays the latter in a manner that corresponds exactly to his intellectual background as hypothesized from the historical facts deduced. In other words, the above method has been used to establish some teachings of the Buddha as follows:

1 I have attempted to show that the Bodhisatta studied under Āḷāra Kālāma and Uddaka Rāmaputta, as claimed in the Ariyapariyesana Sutta.
2 I claim that the teachers of the Bodhisatta taught a sort of meditation similar to what is recorded in the early verse Upaniṣads and Mokṣadharma. This would mean that the Buddha emerged from an early Vedic milieu: his rejection of its soteriological goal allows us to form a hypothesis about the sort of ideas he rejected; the implicit non-rejection of its soteriological means—early Brahminic yoga—allows us to suppose that such methods were allowed in the Buddha’s teachings. Most importantly, we can assume that the Buddha was well versed in the philosophical presuppositions of the early Brahminic thought.
3 The Buddha’s answers to Upasīva show that he understands full well the Brahminical presuppositions of Upasīva’s questions, i.e. that meditation is an inner concentration in which there should be no awareness of the world and that liberation is achieved at death. Moreover, the Buddha rejects these ideas, a fact that is concordant with his rejection of the goals of his two teachers. This suggests that he was indeed of such a training and intellectual background as suggested by the Ariyapariyesana Sutta.
4 The dialogue with Upasīva is of such a nature that it can hardly have been fabricated at a later date. It can be shown that the Buddha and Upasīva are for the most part speaking at cross-purposes, and that this is a demonstration of the Buddha’s ‘skill-in-means’. The interchange between the two men is so subtle that it is hardly likely to have been invented. Thus, it contains incidental evidence suggesting its historical authenticity, and this helps corroborate the theory elaborated in stages 1 and 2 of the argument.

In short, we can say that the Buddha’s teachings to Upasīva are exactly what one would expect if the inferences drawn from the Ariyapariyesana Sutta are correct. In this way I have attempted to establish authentic teachings of the Buddha on the basis of historical facts deduced from the early literature. This approach to identifying the authentic teachings of the Buddha is in fact nothing new. The general method of deduction followed here has already been anticipated by T.W.Rhys Davids’ argument for the authenticity of the long dialogues of the Buddha contained in the Dīgha Nikāya:

On the hypothesis that [the Buddha] was an historical person, of that training and character he is represented in the Piṭakas to have had, the method is precisely that which it is most likely he would have actually followed.
Rhys Davids’ argument, articulated in the abstract, is as follows: the Pātālas suggest a person of a certain background and character; the background and character of the Buddha that emerge from the Pātālas allow us to hypothesize the Buddha’s manner of teaching; thus, particular instances of the Buddha’s teaching that conform to what we have deduced to be his manner of teaching are likely to be historically authentic. This is a simpler formulation of the method followed here. I have attempted to establish the Buddha’s ‘training and character’ by a more sophisticated identification of historical facts, but in substance the two methods differ little. Perhaps one could say that my method is a more rigorous elaboration of Rhys Davids’ intuitions—this is, at least, what I am claiming.
NOTES
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1 Discussions of some of the different doctrinal positions can be found in Bronkhorst (1985 and 1993), Gombrich (1996; in particular, Chapter 4: Retracing an Ancient Debate: How Insight Worsted Concentration in the Pali Canon), Schmithausen (1981) and Wynne (2002). An important study of some of the doctrinal differences concerning meditation is found in La Vallée Poussin (1937).


3 This has been pointed out by Lambert Schmithausen (1990:2): ‘[M]ethods of higher criticism will, at best, yield a relative sequence (or sequences) of textual layers and/or sequence (or sequences) of stages of doctrinal development. And it may not be easy to safely ascribe any such layer or stage (or layers/stages) to a definite date or even to the Buddha himself without additional criteria.’


6 Keith (1936:2).

7 D II.137ff.

8 D II.156.1–2: handa dāni bhikkhave, āmantayāmi vo: vayadhammā suññā, appamādena sampādethā ti.

9 Gombrich (1990:12).

10 This compound has been formed by haplology; its correct form is viññāṇaṁaññayatana. See Geiger (1994:57).

11 It seems methodologically preferable to maintain the possibility that some of the early Buddhist literature goes back to the Buddha, whatever one makes of its historicity. As pointed out by Bronkhorst (1993:vii): ‘only those who seek may find’.


14 Rhys Davids (1903:174); Wynne (2005:36).

15 I have recently attempted to substantiate Erich Frauwallner’s hypothesis that the arrival of Buddhism in Sri Lanka was due to Buddhist missionaries connected to the court envoys of Asoka c. 250 BC (Wynne 2005:48–59; Frauwallner 1956:1–24).

16 Norman (1978:36).

17 Some of the most famous Buddhist stories are contained in the Theravādin commentaries, and so they must have reached Sri Lanka before Buddhaghosa. Norman (1997:140) thinks that they were not inserted into the canon because ‘at least the Vinaya- and Sutta-piṭaka had been closed at an earlier date’. Norman (1997:140) has also pointed out that certain Pāli works for which a North Indian origin is supposed, such as the Milindapañha, the Peṭakopadesa and the Nettipakaranā contain ‘a number of verses and other utterances ascribed to the Buddha and various eminent theras, which are not found in the canon… There was no attempt made to add such verses to the canon, even though it would have been a simple matter to insert them into the Dhammapada or the Theragāthā’. The point that the Pāli tradition received literature from other sects but excluded it from the canon had been
made already by Oldenberg (1879:xlviii): ‘These additions are by no means altogether
unknown to the Singhalese church, but they have been there placed in the
Tipitaka, so that the text of the
Athamatras, as preserved in Ceylon, has remained free from them.’ See also Rhys
Davids (1903:175): ‘It would seem, then, that any change that may have been made in these
North Indian books after they had been brought to Ceylon must have been insignificant.’

18 This disproves the notion that correspondences between the Pāli canon and canonical texts of
other texts, e.g. Buddhist texts in Sanskrit and Chinese, and the recently discovered
Gandhāran manuscripts (see Salomon 1999 and 2003), were produced by a diffusion of texts
in the sectarian period. In any case, the notion of a dissemination of texts in the sectarian
period is unfeasible, for it would have required organization on a scale unknown in the
ancient world.

19 Schopen (1997:3).
20 Schopen (1997:3).

22 Thus Hallisey (1995:36) has claimed that the textual construction of an idealized Buddhism
by the Orientalists ‘reinforced their impression that the Buddhism they saw around them was
the result of a long process of decay’. See also Almond (1988:37): ‘And Buddhism, as it
could be seen in the East, compared unfavourably with its ideal textual exemplifications
contained in the libraries, universities, colonial offices, and missionary societies of the West.
It was possible then, as a result of this, to combine a positive evaluation of a Buddhism
textually located in the West with a negative evaluation of its Eastern instances.’


24 Reynolds (1976:38): ‘More recently, however, Buddhologists have come to recognize the
inadequacy of both the purely mythic and the historical, essentially rationalistic, modes of
interpretation, and have reached a rather widely shared consensus concerning a number of
basic methodological issues.’ He goes on to state that scholars are ‘painfully aware that the
available texts provide us with very little authentic information concerning the details of [the

25 Tambiah (1992:3). Tambiah has also disparaged what he calls ‘the Pali Text Society

26 The method of modern philologists follows that of the Orientalists closely and has been
summed up by Tillemans (1995:269) as follows: ‘The important feature of most working
philologists’ approach is the conviction that by understanding in real depth the Buddhist
languages, and the history, institutions, context and preoccupations of an author and his
milieu, progress can be made towards understanding that author’s thought and better
grasping his world.’ This approach has been called ‘philological positivism’ by Cabezón
(1995:245): ‘In its philological variety, positivism sees a written text as complete and whole.
It maintains that the purpose of scholarly textual investigation—and the use of science as a
model for humanistic research here is always implied—is to reconstruct the original text
(there is only one best reconstruction): to restore it and to contextualize it historically to the
point where the author’s original intention can be gleaned.’ Cabezón contrasts this approach
there is a single achievable text that represents an author’s original intention. Every move in
the philological process represents an instance of personal choice, and these choices have
their consequences.’

27 See p. 2 above.
28 Wynne 2004 (section 7).
29 Wynne 2004 (sections 5–6).

30 Bhikkhupātimokkha, suddhāpācittiyā 4 (Vin IV.14.20): yo pana bhikkhu anusampannam
The words ‘enstasis’ and ‘stasis’ were used by Mircea Eliade to translate the word samādhi, a term which for him indicated ‘union, totality; absorption in, complete concentration of mind; conjunction’ (1969:77 n. 79). Although this use of the word ‘enstasis’ is based on the occurrence of the word samādhi in the Yoga-sūtras of Patañjali, Eliade generally applied it to meditative states that in the Indian sources are characterized by one-pointed concentration.

Although see pp. 27–28 below on Th 415.

2

ĀLĀRA KĀLĀMA AND UDDAKA RĀMAPUTTA

1 This is called the Pāsarāsi Sutta in the VRI and Nālandā editions of the Burmese Chāṭhasāṅgayana; the latter notes the name in the Sinhalese edition is the Ariyapariyesana Sutta. In the PTS edition of the Majjhima Nikāya commentary, the Papañcasādānī, which is based on the Sinhalese, Burmese and Thai printed editions, the text is called the Pāsarāsi Sutta (Ps II.163), although its conclusion states that Ariyapariyesana is an alternative name (Ps II.193).


3 Mvu II.118.1ff.

4 SBhV I.97.4ff; Skilling points out that there is a Tibetan translation of this SBhV account, as well as a ‘virtually identical’ Mūlasaṃvatsāvādīn version, preserved in the Tibetan translation of the Abhinīśkrāmāṇa Sūtra (Skilling 1981–82a:101).

5 Vin I.7.14ff. According to Bareau (1963:145–46), this episode also occurs in the Mahāśākṣaka and Dharmaguptaka Vinayas, and in the Chinese Sarvāstivādin Sūtra that is parallel to the APS (where the same episode occurs at M I.169.33ff.). Elsewhere, the episode occurs in the SBhV at I.130.26ff., but it does not occur in the Mahāvastu.

6 La Vallée Poussin (1917:163): ‘Our texts clearly state that several of the Buddhist trances were practised by non-Buddhists, and scholars agree that the Buddhists did actually borrow from the common store of mystical devices.’

7 Zafiropulo (1993:22–29); his arguments form a detailed argument against Bareau’s attempt to show that the training under the two teachers was fabricated. As he comments (1993:23): ‘Ceci dit, nous affirmerons expressément n’avoir pu trouver aucune donnée de critique historique et textuelle nous permettent de traiter les personnages d’ĀRAṆA KĀLĀMA et d’UDRAṆA RĀMAPUTRA d’une façon différente de celle qu’on applique généralement au cas des ‘Six Maîtres Hérétiques’ du SĀMĀṆAPAṬHA-S. et autres sources. En effet et d’un commun accord, semble-t-il, l’historicité de tout les six paraît partout accepté.’

8 Vetter (1988:xxii): ‘Furthermore, Bareau has shown that the well-known story in which the Buddha is said to have experienced the stages of formless meditation under the guidance of Āraṇa Kālama and Udraka Rāmaputra before becoming enlightened has no basis on historical fact.’

9 In spite of this sceptical assessment, all seem to accept La Vallée Poussin’s opinion that the meditative states related to the teachers were originally non-Buddhist (see n. 6 of this chapter).


11 Bronkhorst (1993:86). Bareau’s view is even more sceptical, for he seems to have thought that the two teachers probably never existed at all (1963:20–1): ‘Personnages absents, morts même avant que leurs noms ne soient cités, ils sont probablement fictifs. Plus tard, on s’interrogea sur ces deux mystérieux personnages et l’on en déduisit aisément qu’ils n’avaient pu être que les maîtres auprès desquel le jeune Bodhisattva avait étudié.’
The following comments are based upon Bareau’s list of the Mahāśāsaka Vinaya contents (1963:366).

Frauwallner (1956:183).

See Bareau (1963:365). This is noted by Zafiropulo (1993:23–24).


Ps II.171.3: yena Ālāro Kāḷāmo ti ettha ti tassa kira so. ten’ assa ti ahosi. Kāḷāmo ti gottam. In other words, he was called because he was long and tawny. The commentary on the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta repeats this; Sv II.569: ti tassa eso, assa Ālāro ti ahosi.

DPPN, s.v. kāḷāma.

Frauwallner (1956:183).

See Bareau (1963:365). This is noted by Zafiropulo (1993:23–24).


Ps II.171.3: yena Ālāro Kāḷāmo ti ettha ti tassa kira so. ten’ assa ti ahosi. Kāḷāmo ti gottam. In other words, he was called because he was long and tawny. The commentary on the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta repeats this; Sv II.569: ti tassa eso, assa Ālāro ti ahosi.

DPPN, s.v. kāḷāma.

Frauwallner (1956:183).

See Bareau (1963:365). This is noted by Zafiropulo (1993:23–24).


Ps II.171.3: yena Ālāro Kāḷāmo ti ettha ti tassa kira so. ten’ assa ti ahosi. Kāḷāmo ti gottam. In other words, he was called because he was long and tawny. The commentary on the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta repeats this; Sv II.569: ti tassa eso, assa Ālāro ti ahosi.

DPPN, s.v. kāḷāma.

Frauwallner (1956:183).

See Bareau (1963:365). This is noted by Zafiropulo (1993:23–24).


Ps II.171.3: yena Ālāro Kāḷāmo ti ettha ti tassa kira so. ten’ assa ti ahosi. Kāḷāmo ti gottam. In other words, he was called because he was long and tawny. The commentary on the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta repeats this; Sv II.569: ti tassa eso, assa Ālāro ti ahosi.

DPPN, s.v. kāḷāma.

Frauwallner (1956:183).

See Bareau (1963:365). This is noted by Zafiropulo (1993:23–24).


Ps II.171.3: yena Ālāro Kāḷāmo ti ettha ti tassa kira so. ten’ assa ti ahosi. Kāḷāmo ti gottam. In other words, he was called because he was long and tawny. The commentary on the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta repeats this; Sv II.569: ti tassa eso, assa Ālāro ti ahosi.

DPPN, s.v. kāḷāma.

Frauwallner (1956:183).

See Bareau (1963:365). This is noted by Zafiropulo (1993:23–24).


Ps II.171.3: yena Ālāro Kāḷāmo ti ettha ti tassa kira so. ten’ assa ti ahosi. Kāḷāmo ti gottam. In other words, he was called because he was long and tawny. The commentary on the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta repeats this; Sv II.569: ti tassa eso, assa Ālāro ti ahosi.

DPPN, s.v. kāḷāma.

Frauwallner (1956:183).

See Bareau (1963:365). This is noted by Zafiropulo (1993:23–24).

There is also legendary material in Hiuen Tsang’s Si-Yu-Ki that places ‘Udra Rāmaputra’ in Rājaṅgaṇa (Beal 1981, Part II:139ff).

The following argument is based on points made by Thomas (1927:63), Nāṇamoli and Bodhi (1995:258 n. 303) and Skilling (1981–82a).

M I.164.2: so kho aham bhikkhave na cīrass eva khippam eva tam dhammam pariyaṇṇaṁ. so kho aham bhikkhave etad avatakena eva otthapahatamattena nāṇavādana ca theravādai ca.

M I.164.6: tassa saddhāmattakena sayam abhiññā sacchikatvā upasampajja viharāmi ti. addhā Alāro Kālāmo imām dhammam jānam passantā viharaṭī ti.


M I.165.27: na kho Rāmo saddhāmattakena sayam abhiññā sacchikatvā upasampajja viharāmi ti pavedesi, addhā Rāmo dhamman jānam passantā vihāsī ti.

M I.165.32: kītāvatā no āvuso Rāmo imām dhammam sayam abhiññā sacchikatvā upasampajja [VRI: viharāmi] pavedesī ti?

M I.166.22: iti yādiso Cāryasthāne sthāpaye. iti kho bhikkhave ācariyo me samāno attano samassamānaṁ thāpeṣi, ulārṇāya ca mam thāpeṣi. iti kho bhikkhave Udakko Rāmaputto sabrahmacārī me samāno ācāryasthāne ca mam thāpeṣi, ulārṇāya ca mam. iti kho bhikkhave Uddako Rāmaputto sabrahmacārī me samāno ācāryasthāne ca mam thāpeṣi, ulārṇāya ca mam.


Skilling (1981–82a:100).


Bareau (1963:20): ‘Mais le parallélisme avec l’épisode suivant, l’ordre trop logique et le choix trop rationnel des points de doctrine d’Ārāda Kālāma et d’Udraka Rāmaputra nous laissent un arrière-goût d’artifice qui nous rend ces récits suspects.’
46 Zafiropulo (1993:25) does not point out the difference between Rāma and Rāmaputta, but on the stereotyped description of the training under the two teachers he comments: ‘Justement cela nous semblerait plutôt un signe d’ancienneté, caractéristique de la transmission orale primitive par récitations psalmodiées.’

47 Zafiropulo (1993:20): ‘En ce cas, les seuls éléments dont on aurait gardé le souvenir seraient le nom du maître du Bodhisattva et la matière du Bodhisattva et la matière de son enseignement.’


50 Norman (1970:135–36) notes a few cases where the Aṅkokan edicts have a hyper-form with -p- instead of -v-, which shows that some scribes knew that the dialect of the original edicts occasionally had intervocalic -v- instead of -p- (e.g. *apaladhiyenā* at Rūpnāth, Minor Rock Edict I, line 4=Hultzsch p. 167). If this dialect change was current in the Buddha’s time, it could mean that the form *hupeyya* was a hyper-translation of *huveyya* by early Buddhists who knew that the Magadhan Prakrit underlying some of the early Buddhist literature had voiced -v-<-p-. It seems unlikely, however, that the form *huveyya* would not have been recognized and changed to *bhaveyya*. On the other hand, Geiger (1994:30, §39.6) has listed a number of cases in Pāli where the voiced consonants b and v are represented by unvoiced p, and he explains that these are due to dialectic variation. This would appear to explain the form *hupeyya*, and shows that in some Magadhan dialects in the Buddha’s lifetime intervocalic -v- (and -b-) was sporadically unvoiced.

51 M I.165.5: *iti yādiso aham, tādiso tuvam, yādiso tuvam, tādiko aham.* M I.166.24: *iti yādiso Rāmo aho si tādiso, yādiso tuvam, tādiko Rāmo aho si.* The same anomaly is repeated in the other biographical Suttas of the Majjhima Nikāya (the MSS et al: the Mahā-Saccaka Sutta, the Bodhirājakumāra Sutta and the Saṅgārāja Sutta), which all include verbatim accounts of the training under the two teachers.

52 Norman (1970:140): ‘It may be deduced that UPkt [the original Prakrit of the Aṅkokan edicts] usually resolved consonant groups by the evolution of an epenthetic vowel.’ This says nothing about the dialect in use in Magadha in the Buddha’s time, although it is a reasonable assumption that svarabhakti was a common feature of Māgadhī even then.

53 A variant is recorded in Trenckner’s critical notes. Trenckner’s edition is based on only two MS, one Sinhalese and one Burmese. Although the manuscript (M I.544.8) evidence is insufficient (see MI.544.8), it seems preferable on the principle of *lectio potior difficilior*.


55 If the Sarvāstivādins of Kaśmīra/Gandhāra and the Theravādins of Liṅkā originated with the missions said to have taken place in Aṅkokan times, the similarities between the APS and its Chinese Sarvāstivādin parallel must predate c. 250 BC. The theory of the Buddhist missions was formulated in some detail by Frauwallner (1956:1–23). A more recent reconsideration and defence of this theory is found in Wynne 2005 (section 5). Similar accounts of the Buddha’s austerities are found in the extant literature of the different Buddhist sects (see Dutoit: 1905). The essential points in this account must therefore be pre-sectarian, like the account of the visits to the two teachers in the APS.

56 M I.240.29. In the Mahāvastu and Lalitavistara, the similes occur to the Bodhisattva when he is on Mount Gayāśīrṣa, after which he travels to Uruvilvā to practise breathless meditation and emaciation (Skilling 1981–82b:109).

57 Plus I believe that the internal evidence of the Pāli canon shows that attempts were made to ensure a more or less verbatim oral transmission of early Buddhist literature (Wynne: 2004). There is no evidence for a relatively free oral transmission, which would have been necessary for the random omission of various textual strata.

bhikkhave etad ahosi:

vata bho bhūmibhāgo pāsādiko ca
nadi ca sandati setakā sāpattihā samantā ca gocarāgāmo,

kulaputtassa padhānaṭhikassā padhānāyā ti. so kho bhikkhave latthi eva
padhānāyā ti. so kho bhikkhave attanā jātiḥdhammo samāno
jātiḥdhammo vidīṭvā pariyesaṃāno

This is also the language used to describe how the Buddha’s first five disciples attained liberation in the APS (M I.173.7). This must mean that the authors of the APS considered the awakening of the five disciples to be identical to the Buddha’s.

This must mean that the authors of the APS considered the awakening of the five disciples to be identical to the Buddha’s.

59 M I.167.3: tassa bhikkhave etad ahosi:

vata bho bhūmibhāgo pāsādiko ca
nadi ca sandati setakā sāpattihā samantā ca gocarāgāmo,

kulaputtassa padhānaṭhikassā padhānāyā ti. so kho bhikkhave latthi eva
padhānāyā ti. so kho bhikkhave attanā jātiḥdhammo samāno
jātiḥdhammo vidīṭvā pariyesaṃāno

This is also the language used to describe how the Buddha’s first five disciples attained liberation in the APS (M I.173.7).

This must mean that the authors of the APS considered the awakening of the five disciples to

be identical to the Buddha’s.

60 Chau (1991:153) translates it as follows: ‘I sought the diseaseless, the supreme peacefulness,

Nirvāṇa…and I obtained the ageless, deathless, griefless, despairless, blemishless, the

supreme peacefulness,

Assuming Chau’s translation is correct, most of the

adjectives qualifying Nirvāṇa in this Chinese text correspond to the ones in the equivalent
Pāli Sutta (‘ageless’ = ajaraṃ, ‘deathless’ = amatān, ‘griefless’ = asokan,

‘blemishless’ = asanālīṭṭhaṃ).

61 Chau (1991:153) translates it as follows: ‘I sought the diseaseless, the supreme peacefulness,

Nirvāṇa…and I obtained the ageless, deathless, griefless, despairless, blemishless, the

supreme peacefulness,

Assuming Chau’s translation is correct, most of the

adjectives qualifying Nirvāṇa in this Chinese text correspond to the ones in the equivalent
Pāli Sutta (‘ageless’ = ajaraṃ, ‘deathless’ = amatān, ‘griefless’ = asokan,

‘blemishless’ = asanālīṭṭhaṃ).

62 M I.163.18: yan nāṇāhām attanā jātiḥdhammo (jarāḥdammo…byāḥḥidhammo...

...marāṇadhammo…sokadhammo...sanīkalesadhammo) samāno, jātiḥdhamme

(jarāḥdamme…byāḥḥidhamme…marāṇadhamme…sokadhamme…sanīkalesadhamme)
adīnavām (ajaraṃ…

abyāḥḥīmḥ…amatāḥ…asokāḥ…asanālīṭṭhaḥ) anuttarān yogakkheṃaṃ

nibbānāṃ pariyeseyam?

Chau (1991:153): ‘I am liable to disease…old age, death, sorrow,
grief, despair, blemishes, why should I foolishly seek what is liable to old-age…blemishes?

What now if I seek the diseaseless…the ageless, deathless, griefless, despairless,
blemishless, the Supreme peacefulness,

Nirvāṇa.’

63 M I.249.4ff: so evam samāhīte parisuddhe pariyoḍāte

vigatāpakkile mudbhūte kammanīye

ānejjappatī so dukkhan ti dukkhasamudayo ti

dukkhanirodho ti yathāḥḥāṃ ayam paṭippādā ti

āsavasamudayo ti yathāḥḥāṃ ayam paṭippādā ti

āsavāṅirodho ti yathāḥḥāṃ ayam paṭippādā ti

cattaṃsa evam jānato evam passato kāmāsāvā pi

vimuccicthā bhavāsāvā pi

vimuccicthā avijjāsāvā pi

vimuttam iti rāmaṃ

ahōsi: kiṁ jāti vusitam brahmācariyam kartānāyām nāpanāṁ itthattāyā ti abhiḥāṇāsāṃ.

64 M I.167.9ff: so kho bhikkhave attanā jātiḥdhammo samāno jātiḥdhamme

vidīṭvā ajataṃ anuttarān yogakkheṃaṃ nibbānāṃ pariyesaṃāno

ajataṃ anuttarān yogakkheṃaṃ nibbānāṃ ajjhamanām…rāmaṃ ca pana me
dassanāṃ udapādi: akuppā me viṁuttī, ayam antimā jāti, nāṭthi dāni punabhāvo ti.

65 Mvu II.133.5–12.

66 It is found in a few more places in the

S I.46.13, S II.278.19, A I.162.35 = A

III.214.19, It 104.17, Sn 204, Th 1165, Thī 113.

67 The Parīyasaṭi Sutta (AN, catukka-nipātā 252, abhiḥāṇāvagga; A II.247.17) is similar to the

APS description, but it is not a description of the attainment of liberation. It seems to have

been abstracted from the APS to form a text in its own right.

68 M I.167.27: rāmaṃ ca pana me dassanāṃ udapādi: akuppā me viṁuttī, ayam antimā jāti,

nāṭthi dāni punabhāvo ti. The pericope that occurs in the parallel Sarvāstivādin Sūtra,
extant in Chinese, is translated by Bareau as follows: ‘Fixées sont les choses (dharma) de la classe de la Voie (mārga), mes naissances sont épuisées, ma conduite pure (brahmacarya) est établie, ma tâche est accomplie, je ne recevrai plus d’autre existence’ (Bareau 1963:72). This seems to be an expanded version of the Pāli pericope.

69 Apart from its application to the description of the five disciples’ liberation in the APS (M I.173.18). The pericope is also found at M III.162.24; Be reads cetovimutti for vimutti. The pericope appears at the following places but with cetovimutti for vimutti: S II.171.1, S II.172.11, S III.28.31, S III.29.29, S IV.8.1, S IV.8.25, S IV.9.30, S IV.10.21, S V.204.11, S V.206.6, S V.423.10 (= Vin I.11.29); A I.259.11/31, A I.56.16, A IV.305.4, A IV.448.18. For each reference (apart from those in italics) there are MS variants vimutti for cetovimutti. The failure to note this variant is probably due to errors made by the PTS editors. Be reads vimutti in all places except M III.162.24, A IV.305.4, A IV.448.18. As stated above, the only persons to whom the pericope is applied apart from the Bodhisatta are the five bhikkhus who are the first disciples of the Buddha in the APS. This indicates that this episode in the APS is probably as old as the episode describing the Buddha’s liberation.

70 In all the references in the note above the pericope occurs in autobiographical Suttas. Each Sutta follows the same pattern, the only difference being the content of the Bodhisatta’s liberating insight. All these references have no biographical importance; their uses of the simple liberation pericope are clearly secondary developments. The most important occurrence of the pericope is in the Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta (S V.423.10=Vin I.11.29). On the content of the Buddha’s enlightenment in this Sutta, Schmithausen has commented: ‘It is not likely that this rather sophisticated and schematic account of the Enlightenment of the Buddha is the original one.’ (Schmithausen 1981:203).

71 Thus the pericope is simply omitted at S II.173.18ff., S IV.12.1ff., S IV.13.7ff., A IV.260.14ff.

72 Although given the fact that this pericope is applied to the five disciples in the APS, at first the formula cannot have been thought to be special. That the pericope came to be viewed as a special formula to be applied to the Buddha alone is supported by the autobiographical accounts in the Theravādin Vinaya and the Mahāvastu. The former, in the account of the awakening at Vin I.11.29, uses the simple liberation pericope, but does not apply it to the liberation of the five bhikkhus. The latter event is described at Vin I.14.34, where it is said that the disciples’ minds were released from the corruptions as they listened to the discourse on not-self (imassam ca pana anippadāya āsavēhi cittiṁ unuccinam ca me udapādi akopyā ca me). Compared to description of the five bhikkhus’ liberation in the APS, where the simple liberation pericope is applied to them (see p. 26 n. 69), the biography in the Vinaya appears to be the later account: there is every reason to differentiate the five disciples’ liberation from the Buddha’s (by making the former inferior in order to elevate the status of the Buddha), but little reason to change the fact that the two were originally described in different terms. In the Mahāvastu, the simple liberation pericope is slightly different: ca me udapādi akopyā ca me cetovimukthi prajñāvimukthi sākṣīlayā (Mvu III.333.16). This is obviously a reworking of a pericope similar to the one found in the Suttapiṭaka. And it is different from the pericope applied to five bhikkhus at Mvu III.337.3, which mirrors the account of their liberation found in the Theravādin Vinaya: imassam ca punar vyākaraṇe bhāṣyāmane āyusmatā Ajjutakauṇḍinyāyānupādāya sārvebhayaś cittiṁ vivuktim, caturāṁ ca bhikkunām virajam vijigatamalā dharmas dharma cakṣu viśuddham. The Mahāvastu supports the idea that after the composition of the pre-sectarian version of the APS, the simple liberation pericope came to be applied to the Buddha alone. The SBhV does not have the simple liberation pericope at I.136.7, but there is little doubt that its account is later than the Pāli and Mahāśāṅghika accounts. The Lalitavistara has a version of the simple
liberation pericope applied to the Buddha at I.418.16 (it is almost identical to the one in the Mahāvastu), but it does include any account of the liberation of the five bhikṣus.

73 This is the view of Bareau (1963:72–74).

74 Bronkhorst (2000:68) has stated that the description of the training under Āḷāra Kalāma and Uddaka Rāmaputtra was merely anti-Jain propaganda: ‘Wir haben gesehen, wie eine angebliche autobiographische Darstellung des Buddha benutzt wurde, um die Nutzlosigkeit der selbstquälerischen Pratiken der Jainas zu beweisen. Man darf also vermuten, daß auch die Beschreibungen der bei Āḷāra Kalāma und bei Udraka, dem Sohne des Rāma, propagandistische Elemente enthalten könnten. Dies ist tatsächlich der Fall.’

75 E.g. M I.165.10: ‘dhammo nibbidāya na virāgāya na nirodhiyā na upasamāya na abhiññāya na sambodhiyā na nibbāṇāya na aññeyyā ti.

76 M I.169.34: ‘ayam kho Āḷāro Kālāmo panḍito viyatto medhāyi digharattam apparajñhakajātiko, yan nānāh Āḷārassa Kālāmassa paññhamaṁ dhammaṁ deseyyam? so khippan eva ājānissati ti.

77 M I.246.20: ‘ye kho keci aṭṭham addhānaṁ samānaṁ brāhmaṇā vā vā opakkamikā dukkhaṁ tippā katukā vedanā na-y-ito bhiyyo, ye pi hi keci anāgatam addhānaṁ samānaṁ brāhmaṇā vā vā opakkamikā dukkhaṁ tippā katukā vedanā vedayissanti, na-y-ito bhiyyo. ye pi hi keci etaraṁ vā vā opakkamikā dukkhaṁ tippā katukā samānaṁ brāhmaṇā vedanā vediyanti, na-y-ito bhiyyo. na kho panānāhāṁ imāyā dukkarakārikāya adhiṣṭhāṇā manussadharmā sīyā nu kho aṁno maggo bodhāyā ti? Almost exactly the same passage occurs in the Mahāvastu (Mvu II.130.7–14).

78 E.g. M I.441.7ff., S IV.301.11ff., A III.15ff.

79 Hence, in the MSS et al., immediately after contemplating that the ascetic practices got him nowhere, the Bodhisatta remembers attaining the first jhāna as a boy (M I.30), and wonders if this is the way to liberation (M I.35: sīyā nu kho eso maggo bodhāyā).

80 The concept of ‘inclusivism’ was originally formulated by Paul Hacker. On this concept, see Oberhammer (1983), Olivelle (1986) and Halbfass (1988:403–18; 1995:244–45).

81 M I.165.13/166.32: ‘so kho aham bhikkhave tam dhammaṁ anālakarītvā tasmā dhammā nibbījāpakkāmā.


84 See p. 14 n. 34.


86 Bud XII.63–65.

87 K.R.Norman (1990:26) has drawn the opposite conclusion: ‘We may deduce from this that the concept of the attainment of nibbāna existed, even though the Buddha (while a Bodhisatta), and his teachers, were unable to achieve it.’

88 Bareau (1963:24).

89 Bareau (1963:25): ‘le recueillement sans perception ni absence de perception.’

90 Bud XII.85: ‘sāmyāṣāsāmyāṭavoraṁ doṣaṁ jñātvā hi muni, Udrakah, ākincayat param lebbe sāmyāṣāsāmyāṭatukāṁ gatiṁ.


92 See Chapter 5 on the Uḷhasā ṣāvapuṣṭhā.
FORMLESS MEDITATION AND EARLY BRAHMINISM

1 On this verse, see below p. 68.

2 See also: Mbh XII.232.13, Mbh XII.238.12, Mbh XII.304.11.

3 As pointed out by Hopkins (1901b:35).

4 GDhp 275 (Brough 2001:163): yo du upadīda kodhu radha bhada va dharāi, tam aho saradi bromi rasviggaha idara jāna.

5 See p. 5 n. 15.

6 Mbh III.202.20–21ab:

7 See also Mbh XII.46.2ab:

8 Mbh XII.18 8.15:

9 For the classical description of the four jhānas, see D I.73.20.

10 A V.7.19 (Dasaknipāta VI, ānisavagga): sīyā Ānanda bhikkhuno tathārūpo yathā neva samādhipatilābhā yātāsamprata na pramāṇaṁ, yo dhīro dhārayed raśmin sa syāt paramāsārathiḥ, pramāṇaṁ prasāratiśāyāḥ, yātāsamprata na pramāṇaṁ, yo dhīro dhārayed raśmin sa syāt paramāsārathiḥ, pramāṇaṁ prasāratiśāyāḥ, yātāsamprata na pramāṇaṁ, yo dhīro dhārayed raśmin sa syāt paramāsārathiḥ, pramāṇaṁ prasāratiśāyāḥ.


12 A V.8.7: idham ānanda bhikkhu evam sajanīti hoti: etam santam etam panitam yadidam sabbasānkhārasamatho sabbādhipatiņissaggo tanahkhayo virāgo nirodho nibbānan ti.

13 The pericope is the object of a bhikkhu’s concentration at M I.436.34 (Mahā-Mālunika Sutta=A IV.423.21); A I.133.1, A V.110.23. At V.319.15, V.320.21, V.322.15, V.354.9, V.355.27, V.357.1, V.358.14 it is used in exactly the same context as it is in the Samādhi Sutta (A V.8.7), but in a list of eleven rather than ten objects beginning with the four elements and four formless spheres.

14 D II.36.8; M I.167.36 (=M II.93); S I.136.15, V.226.6; A II.118.7, III.164.2.

15 AN V, Dasaknipāta VII, ānisavagga (A V.8.23).


17 ‘This is calm, this is supreme’ to ‘the cessation of becoming is nibbāna’.

18 D III.135.9; S III.203.12ff., III.213.30ff., III.214.20, III.216.20, IV.73.4; A II.23.30, II.25.21; Ud 8.6; It 121.17. The sequence diññāhaṁ... suññāhaṁ... mutam... viññāhaṁ... also occurs at M I.3.15ff., but defines objects of awareness for the unlearned normal person (assutavā puthujjano): each item does not indicate an object of meditation. See also Sn 790, 793, 797, 798, 887, 901, 914, 1083.
Although the final pericope is always see the references to A V in n. 13.

19 A V.318.21: yam piḍam dittham sitam mutam viṇṇātam patam pariyesitaṁ anuvicaritaṁ manasā.

20 Bronkhorst (1993:92) has a different opinion; he thinks that these items ‘can, but should not be used as objects of meditation’. I cannot think of any reason why they ‘should not be used as objects of meditation’, when in other places most of them do appear as objects of meditation.

21 Bronkhorst (1993:92) has a different opinion; he thinks that these items ‘can, but should not be used as objects of meditation’. I cannot think of any reason why they ‘should not be used as objects of meditation’, when in other places most of them do appear as objects of meditation.

22 D III.268.20: dasa kasiṅyatanāṁ; pathavikasīṇam eko sañjānāti, uddham adho tīriyam advayam appamāṇaṁ, āpokasīṇam eko sañjānāti...pe... sañjānāti...vāyokasīṇam eko sañjānāti...nīlakasīṇam eko sañjānāti...pitakasīṇam eko sañjānāti... lohitakasīṇam eko sañjānāti... odātakasīṇam eko sañjānāti... viṇṇānakasīṇam eko sañjānāti... Identical descriptions of the are found at D III.290.16; M II.14.3; A I.41.14.

23 It also refers to Skt kārtsna and kārtsnya (s.v.).

24 DOP s.v.

25 DOP s.v.

26 PED s.v. PED also derives kasiṅa from Skt kṛtsna, and gives an adjectival meaning corresponding to DOP 1.

27 CPD s.v. CPD also gives an adjectival meaning corresponding to DOP 1.

28 In MMW and BR, the abstract form kārtsnya is also given; this is the only abstract form of kṛtsna given in Apte (s.v.). We should probably derive kasiṅa from kārtsna, for the Middle Indian derivation of kārtsnya would probably have had the cerebralized conjunct nā, i.e. giving something like kasiṅa. Oberlies (2001:105) and Geiger (1994:50) both derive kasiṅa from kṛtsna, the former via kasiṅa.

29 Apart from A I.41.14 where they are simply listed without any introduction, and the attainment is described as pathavikasīṇam bhāvati...etc.

30 Edited by T.W.Rhys Davids, London: PTS.

31 Eliade (1969:194) refers to Woodward’s translation Manual of a Mystic (p. 145ff.) on the assumption that it was composed during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. He also describes the various colours associated with meditation on each element (1969:195–96).


33 D II.110.5ff., D III.260.8ff., M II.14.1ff., A IV.305.1ff., A V.61.3ff.

34 BU IV.5.13: sa yathā saindhavagho nantaro bhāyaḥ kṛṣṇa rasaṅghana eva, evaṃ vā are yam ātmanantarō bhāyaḥ kṛṣṇa praṅaṅghana eva.

35 e.g. BU I.40: the whole family; IV.18: the agent of every action; IX.8: bhūtagrāmanā imam kṛṣṇoṣ tariṣṇoṣ this entire collection of beings.

36 BhG VII.6: kṛṣṇasya jagaṭah; X.42: ēkaṣṭham ēkaṃ kṛṣṇoṃ kṛṣṇaṃ; XII.33: kṛṣṇaṃ lokam imam; kṣetraṃ kṛṣṇoṃ... At BhG III.29cd, appears to mean something like ‘perfect’ (tān akrṣṇanividō mandāṅ kṛṣṇoṁ na vicālayet).

37 BhG VII.29: kṛṣṇaṃ bhāma...kṛṣṇaṃ.

38 Mbh XII.305.21: gacchet prāpyaśaṅyaṁ kṛṣṇoś ajanna śivam avyayam, sāśvatam sthānam acalam dusprāpan akṛṣṭaṁ mabhāṁ; ‘He should go having attained the imperishable, whole, unborn, auspicious, intransient, perpetual place which is unmovable, hard to attain by normal people.’

39 Mbh XII.211.6, 299.4: mahim kṛṣṇoṁ; 289.20: kṛṣṇoṁ mahim; 289.21: kṛṣṇoṁ jagat; 290.5: paśācāḥ; 291.19: kṛṣṇoṁ trailokyam; 302.1: kṛṣṇoṁ jagat; 328.52: kṛṣṇoṁ jagat; 330.51: kṛṣṇoṁ lokāḥ; 335.66: lokāṁ kṛṣṇoṁ.


This seems to be the view of Barnes (1976:67): ‘Thus it would seem that an evolutionary

indriyor vāyor agner

On Mbh XII.195 and Mbh XII.224, see pp. 37–38 and p. 64–65.

See pp. 114–115: the only evidence is the non-existent Sūtra and a Sūtra fragment inYāsomintra’s on

bhūtaprabhāvād bhava

50 Mbh XII.195.1: tato vāyur vāyor jyotis tato jalam, jalāt prasūtā jagati

51 Mbh XII.195.2–3: ime śarīrair jalam eva gatvā jalaḥ ca tejah pavano ‘ntariksh, khād vai

nivartanti na bhāvinas te ye bhāvinas te param āpnumvanti (2). na na nāpi

na tiktm, na śabdavan nāpi ca gandhavat tan na rūpavat

paramasvabhāvam (3).

52 Mbh XII.195.4–5: sparṣaṁ tanur veda tu jihvā ghrān̄aṁ ca gandhān̄ śravane ca śabdān̄, rāpiṇaṁ cakṣus̄ na ca tatparam yaśa ghrāntya anadhyātmāvado manuṣyaṁ (4).

nivartayitvā rasanam rasebhyo ghrān̄aḥ ca gandhāḥ śravane ca śabdāt, sparṣaṁ tu cakṣus̄ param paśyati svam svabhāvam (5).

53 These words are explained by Hopkins (1901a:354) as follows: ‘we must remember the position of the chariot-guards, prsthagopas and pārśvagopas, or as they are called in a similar description of another allegorical war-car, viii.34.45, and pārīparśvacaras. For the van and rear and flank are technically known (adverbially) as

...while yoga, in camp parlance, is hitching up or harnessing up.’ See also v. 12 (n. 56), which relates the practice of yoga to the yoking of a chariot.

54 Mbh XII.228.13–15: saptap pratiṣṭadyate, prsthataṁ pārśvataś cān̄ya yāvatyas̄ tāh pradhāraṇām kramāsah pārthivyam tathā payah, jyotis̄ yat tad aśīryam anahārasya buddhītām (14).

pratiṣṭadyate, vikramās cāpī yasyaite tathā yute sa yogataṁ (15).

55 This seems to be the view of Barnes (1976:67): ‘Thus it would seem that an evolutionary
discourse of world-creation in which all is derived from the first principle and must return

thither is linked with the practices of Yoga... The Yoga-practices are themselves arranged

step-wise according to the spheres or entities in evolution, and the yogin himself goes

through the series and enters into them at the different stages. He is thus able to recapitulate

the creation process in the reverse order and so enter into Brahmā.’

56 Mbh XII.228.12: atha santvamānasya ratnam etmaṃ ṣākṣata, aṣṭam gantumanaśa

vīḍhīm vajyāmi śīghram.

57 Mbh XII.197.2–3, 8–12, 17–18: yathāmbhāsī prasanne tu rūpam paśyati ca caksurā, tadvat prasannendriyavaiḥ jñayam jñānena paśyati (2). sa eva lūlita tasmin yathā rūpam na paśyati, tathendriyākulaḥ bhāve jñeyam jñāne na paśyati (3). jñānam utpadyate pāpasya pāpasya ahārārṣaṅkāraḥ prasādytyā tattvaḥ tathā yad ca sakhī, tasmād indriyarūpēbhayo yacched ṣākṣam ātmānām ātmānām (8).

indriyebhyo manah pūrṇam buddhāh paratarā tathā, buddhāḥ parataraṁ jñānaṁ ātmānāt
param (10), avyaktā tato buddhis tato manah manah, śrotrādibhir āavyaktā śabdādin sādhū paśyati (11), yas tato tayatī śabdādin sarvās ca vyaktayas tathā, vimeṇcatī tān (12), ātmane, āṣnute hīnā yadā manasi vartate, tadāh brahma tatraiva gatam (17).

58 Mbh XII.199.25: jñānena buddhā tathā manasā cendriyagrāṃam param pratispade yate.

59 The feminine is in the masculine locative case.

60 Mbh XII.304.11–16: prathame yāme codanā dvādaśa madhye suptvā pare yāme dvādaśaiva tu codanā (11), tad evam upaśāntena dāntenaikāntaśilnā buddhena yoktavyo ‘tām na paiccadāhā (12), paścātanā indriyānā tu tathaiva ca (13), pratibhām ca maithila, indriyagrāṃam akhilam manasy abhiniveśya ha (14), manas tathāvahānmā ātman� pratījyāhā rīmā nārādhipa, tathā buddha api (15), hi tato dhyāyeta kevalam, virajaskam ātmanāḥ na nityam buddham (16).


62 This is a reformulation of an argument made by Bronkhorst (1993: ix): ‘An element that is (i) rejected at some places in the Buddhist texts, (ii) accepted at others, and (iii) known to fit at least some non-Buddhist religious movements of the time, such an element is very likely to be a non-authentic intrusion into the Buddhist texts.’ Bronkhorst (1993:92) has noted the similarity between the meditative objects at Mbh XII.228.113–115 and A V.324 and comments: ‘It remains none the less possible that both these lists—the one from the Mahābhārata and the one from the Aṅguttara Nikāya—derive from a common ancestor.’ I fully agree with this statement, but I hope the logic of my reasoning has led to the correct conclusion that the common ancestor originated in Brahminic circles. There is in fact no other likely source of the different meditation schemes.

63 MĀU 7: avyavahāryam agrāhyam avyapadeśyam śivam manyante. sa ātmā, sa ātmanavijñāhā (16).

64 Which is said to be ‘a disease, a tumour, a barb’ (M II.231.16: saññā rogo saññā gando saññā).

65 MB II.231.17.


67 BU II.4.13/IV.5.14: ‘I do not mean bewilderment’ (na vā are ‘ham moham brahmi).

68 Yājñavalkya’s own explanation of na pretya samāśnāstitya is: ‘When there is some sort of duality…one can perceive the other’ (BU II.4.14/IV.5.14: yatṛ hi dvaitam iva bhavati…tad itara itara vijānāti). This implies that Yājñavalkya denied only that the self was conscious of objects after death, not that it was completely unconscious.

69 E.g. D II.70.28ff.

70 E.g. M I.159.10ff.

71 E.g. D II.71.12: sabbasa, akincanāyatanam samatikamma nevasaññānāsanānaṁ āhya upasampaṇja viharati.

72 This fact is made clear in the Mahāvedalla Sutta, where its attainer is said to be like a corpse because his activities of body, speech and mind have stopped (M I.296.10ff). Griffiths has termed the state a ‘cataleptic trance’ (1981:608); La Vallée Poussin similarly described it as a ‘criste cataleptique’ (1937:212). According to Bronkhorst, ‘there are no ideations in this
'stage of Neither ideations nor Non-ideations'. (1993:81 n. 8). He draws this conclusion because he thinks that at D II.69 beings without ideations (asaññasattā) occupy the sphere of ‘neither perception nor non-perception’. But this is wrong: at D II.69.21, ‘the sphere of beings without ideations’ (asaññasattā) and ‘the sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’ are two different spheres, as indicated by the introduction to the tract on āyatana-s at D II.68.25 (...dve ca āyatanaṁ). This reference shows exactly the opposite of what Bronkhorst claims, i.e. that ‘the sphere of neither perception nor non-perception’ is not occupied by beings without consciousness (asaññasattā). The later differences of opinion among different Buddhist sects on this issue, as noted by Bronkhorst—some thinking that nevasaññasattānasaññāyatana is with consciousness, some without—seem to be later scholastic attempts to deal with the non-Buddhist notion of consciousness without an object.

73 Bareau (1963:16–17) has argued that the name ‘Ālāra Kāḷāma’ is not Indo-European, suggesting that he belonged to a non-Brahminic milieu. Even if this is true, we have no idea if the early Brahminic yogins and philosophers excluded non-Brahmins or indigenous peoples from their ascetic groups. On this point, see Zafiropulo (1993:25).

74 CU VI.12.1: ...kim atra paśyasī? na bhagava iti.
75 CU VI.12.3: sa ya ēso hīmaitad ātymam idam sarvam; tat satyam. sa ātmā. tat tvam asi Śvetaketo iti.
76 CU VI.2.1–3: sad eva somyedam agra āsīd ekam evāvāditīyam. tad dхаika āhūr as ad evedam agra āsīd ekam evāvāditīyam. tasmād āsattā saj jāyata. (1). kutas khalu syād iti hovāca? kathām āsattā saj jayeteti? sat tv eva somyedam agra āsīd ekam evāvāditīyam (2).
77 TU II.7.1: asad vā idam agra āsīt tato vā sat ajāyata.
78 TU II.6.1: asann eva sa bhavati asad brahmeti veda cet.
79 CU III.19.1: asad evedam agra āsīt. tat sad āsīd. tat samabhavat. tad vam niravartata.
80 D III.126.17: Uddaka sūdānu Cunda Rāmaputta bhāsati... kiṃ ca passāt na passātī ti? khurassa sādhunisitassa talam asa passati. dhāraṇī ca kho tassa na passati. idam vuccati Cunda pāsama passati ti. kho pānī etam Cunda Uddakena Rāmaputtena bhāsītāni hinaṁ gammagam pothujjānaṁ anariyam anathasaṁhitam kham eva sandhāya. yaḥ ca tenant Cunda sammā vadamāno vadeyya: passāt na passati ti idam eva sammā vadamāno vadeyya: na passati ti. kiṃ ca passātī na passati ti?
81 Referring to this episode, Nakamura has commented (1979:276): ‘In this instance Uddaka’s words and expressions were modified to suit Śākyamuni’s thought. Since such an expression as ‘seeing and seeing not’ was extremely unique and does not appear in the general Buddhist canon; we can assume that Uddaka actually preached in such a manner.’ Rhys Davids refers to the expression as a ‘mystic utterance’ of Uddaka Rāmaputta (1908:34). The aphorism also brings to mind an early statement about yoga found at KaU III.14cd: dhārā niśītā duratayāvāvyā ḍurān kṣprayā (‘The sharpened blade of a razor is hard to pass over—the poets say that is the difficulty of the path’).
83 D III.94.24; see Gombrich (1992:163).
84 If true, it would mean that the Buddha dismissed the idea of consciousness without an object.
85 Hume’s translation (1931:137).
86 Hume (1931:137)—who follows the recension—notes that the Mādhyandina recension has tad draṣṭavyam na for tan na found in the Kāṇḍa text.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF EARLY BRAHMINIC YOGA

1 Meditation seems to be suggested at BU IV.4.23, although Bronkhorst (1993:112) thinks that this passage is ‘later than the beginnings of Buddhism’. In any case, it is not evidence for any sort of ‘cosmological’ meditation.

2 The reading prāptir in pāda d) is unclear. The verse describes how the formless absolute emits the first creation, but some of the adjectives in the nominative case have variants in the accusative (e.g. śambham, svayambhavam), and some adjectives in the accusative case have variants in the nominative (e.g. viśvā, īśāno, avayayā). Moreover, the masculine accusative adjective agrees with whose gender is usually neuter. The variants probably indicate that opinion on the status of the creator and the first creation differed. Other variants such as animān, laghimān and jyotim show that the verse was simply misunderstood. At least the process of creation is clear enough, even if the theological issues are not.

3 Mbh XII.291.14–28: yuddhi viddhi

tad ahar brāhmam ucyate, rātri ca itāvāt rājān yasyānte pratibudhyate (14).

bhūtam agrajam, mūrtimantam amūrtāmā

laghīmā prāptir śīnam, jyotir avayayā (15).

lokase sarvam (16).

bhagavān buddhir iti mahān iti ca viriśca iti cāpy

uta (17).

ca śāstre nāmabhārī, vicitrarūṇo viśvāmā

itī (18).

vai yena traṅkuyam ātmānā, tathaiva

bahūrūṭputvād viśvārūpa iti śīnam (19).

vai vikriyāpanbhārni śrījī ātmānām ātmānā
dharmākāraḥ tāṁsājaś cāpy iti

prajāpatim (20).

ayuktād vyaktam

vadanti tam, cāpy avidyāsargam eva ca (21).

avidhiḥ ca vidhiḥ caiva samutpannau

tathākathā, tathaiva vidyāvidye 'ti vikhyate (22).

bhūtāsaṁcy tagaḥ kstānaṁ, viddhi pārthiva

avidhi viddhi ca (23).

vāyur

jyotir athākāṣam āpo 'tha, tatha, sparsaś ca (24).

cā ca raso gadhas tathaiva ca.
4 Edgerton (1965:302) does not seem to understand this verse. On the other hand, van Buitenen comments: ‘it may be gathered that the bhūtas are the mahābhūtas’ (1957a:24).

5 I see no other option but to take as an adjective qualifying although the variant attested in M5 has the same meaning. Edgerton (1965:302) translates as follows: ‘the modification of the already modified (evolvents of matter) in the existing beings which constitute the I-faculties (or, are derived from the I-faculty).’ This makes no sense at all.

6 Edgerton takes it differently, translating v. 25ab as follows (1965:302): ‘Thus (as the fourth creation) a group often (just named) was created all at once.’ He therefore thinks that in v. 25ab points back to v. 24. This must be wrong: although it is not incorrect to suppose that the material elements are created simultaneously, the five material objects must be derived from them, rather than created at the same time.

7 According to MMW, evam in compounds with vac and (siru ‘refers to what precedes as well as to what follows’ (MMW s.v.).

8 Edgerton usually omits verses of an adhyāya when their inclusion is unnecessary, or when they are garbled and hard to understand. It is unfortunate that he has not followed this principle in Mbh XII.291, for the verses before v. 21 are both intelligible and necessary, and their omission gives the impression that the cosmogonic tract is to be read together with v. 29ff., which, as I point out above, is a separate tract.

9 Mbh XII.291.29: etad deham samākḥyātāṃ trayokaya sadevanaradānave.

10 The twenty-fifth is the opposite of the destructible He is not a tattwa but a refuge for the tattva-s (v. 37: paṅcavimsatimo viṣṇur nistattvas tattvasamāṃkāh, tattvasamāṃkāyaṇāḥ etat tattvam ādur maniṣṭhah). If this part of the adhyāya (v. 37ff.) is also an interpolation, it was probably placed there by an editor attempting to bring the older view up to date. This stratum does not differ from the earlier cosmogonic tract in substance: both accept a cosmic agent as creator and soteriological goal.

11 This is not noticed by Sutton (2000:400), who thinks that the twenty-four principles mentioned before v. 28 form the manifest: ‘These twenty-four principles make up the different bodies of all living beings. These are what is known as the manifest and because they pass away day by day they are called the destructible.’ But only twenty-four principles are mentioned in the tract before v. 28: the unmanifest named in v. 21 is identical with śambhu. Van Buitenen is certainly correct in thinking that the creation doctrine is (1957a:24); there is no stratum called or avyakta.

12 According to Hacker (1961:83), however, differences between the parasmaipada and ātmanepada are significant in these early emanation tracts.

13 Tāndya Mahābrāhmaṇa

14 Van Buitenen (1957a:17–18): ‘The speculations on creation-by-naming are already old in that period, and in a state of transition’.

15 Van Buitenen (1957a:19).

16 Van Buitenen (1957a:22).

17 According to Van Buitenen, the term is usually mentioned in a cosmogonic rather than psychological context in the (1957a:17): ‘in this random collection of texts from many different milieux and schools we find that attention is centered, not on the
psychological function of the individual spirit, but on its evolutionary function in the process of world creation.' This may overstate the matter somewhat: it seems to me that the term refers to a psychological item as many times as it refers to a cosmogonic item.

18 Van Buitenen (1957a:17).

19 BU I.4.1: ātmāivedam agra āsīt


21 Rv X.129: ásīn nō sād āsīt

22 As noted by Brereton (1999:249), pāda (b) is short of two syllables.


26 Brereton (1999:251) notices the correspondence between the verbs āvarīvah and


41 Brereton (1999:258).

42 Brereton (1999:258).

43 Hacker (1961:77).


46 I follow Hacker in reading vāktyāvaktyātmanākmanah in pāda (d) instead of tasmād

47 Mbh XII.224: anādyantam ajana divyam dhruvam avyayam, apratarkyam brahmaṅga samavartata (11), sṛjate ca mahaḥ tasmād (31cd), vikurute codyamanāṃ sīrṣyāya, ākāśam jāyate tasmāt tasya śabdō (35). ākāśat tu vikurvanāt sarvagandhavahāḥ śuciḥ, balavān jāyate vāyus tasya sparśo
vāyor api vikurvanāh jyotiḥ bhūtāṁ tamonudam, jāyate tatra tad ucyate (37).

bhavanty āpo gandhagunā pārvaśā sṛṣṭiḥ ucyate (38).

50 See above, p. 36–37.

51 MuU III.1.5: jyotir maya hi śubhaṁ vypaśyanti (5).

52 MuU II.2.5–8: jayam dharmam labhyas tapasā hy om ity śivāt te prasannasya paripaśyanti dhīrā ānandārūpam yad vibhāti (8).

53 Mbh XII.224.33: aharmukhe vidyāyā jagat, agra eva mahābhūtam āśu vyaktātmakam manah.

54 See above, p. 36–37.

55 'It’s envisioned by one who envisions it not; but one who envisions it knows it not. And those who perceive it perceive it not; but it’s perceived by those who perceive [it] not.’

Olivelle’s translation of KeU II.3: tasya na veda avijñatām. I doubt that these paradoxes indicate an intellectual gnosis. The juxtaposition of positive and negative terms is reminiscent of the expression passan na passati (D III.126; see above pp. 46–49); both seem to indicate an attempt to describe an intangible and logically inexplicable state of consciousness, i.e. a nondual state of consciousness produced by one-pointed concentration.
MEDITATION IN THE PĀRĀYANAVAGGA

1 See p. 42 n. 62.
2 This is indicated when the Buddha tells the five disciples that his doctrine is to be practised just as he teaches it (M I.172.34: ahāṃ dhammam desemi, yathānusītham tathā paṭipajjamānā...).
3 It belongs to the Khuddaka Nikāya. The introductory verses to the Pārāyanavagga (Sn 976–1031: Vatthugāthā) are not commented on in the Niddesa, and were probably not originally part of the text (see Norman’s note, 2001:395).
8 Norman (2001:xxxiii): ‘Nevertheless, the fact that what we can, on other grounds, consider to be the original core of verses in the Metre, which is generally a sign of an early composition in Pāli, supports the argument that the is old.’
12 The story of bhikkhus reciting the to the Buddha is found in all extant Vinayas, and Frauwallner concludes: ‘This piece of evidence means, that at the time of the composition of the Skandhaka the already existed and were a popular sacred text.’ (1956:149).
15 These are the verses 1035–36 according to Vetter (1990:40).
16 Vetter (1990:39) on Sn 1119.
17 I reproduce the PTS edition of the although I will suggest emendations for v. 1071 and 1072.
18 Following Norman (2001:136; see also pp. 412–13), who reads cavetha instead of bhavetha.
20 On the word ogha, CPD comments ‘the flood of samsāra’. According to PED (s.v.), the ‘flood’ is a metaphor for the ‘ignorance and vain desires which sweep a man down’.
21 According to Nakamura (1979:272), this dialogue states that ‘in the primitive Buddhism non-Buddhist thought was adopted and the state of non-existence was a goal’. But the meditative state of nothingness is certainly not the goal in the dialogue with Posāla. Nakamura’s view depends upon taking the compound saññāvimokkhe in v. 1071–72 as the goal identical to nothingness. In one place he translates this as ‘emancipation by thought’ (p. 272), but in another place (p. 273) he translates it as ‘deliverance from thought’, a translation that implies that the compound saññāvimokkha- refers to a state different from the meditative state of nothingness. It is hard to take Nakamura’s argument seriously considering these conflicting translations of saññāvimokkha-. See p. 80 n. 34 on Nakamura’s reading of the dialogue with Upasīva.
22 Norman does not indicate how he understands this enigmatic expression. His translation suggests that liberation is described in v. 1071–72 (‘released in the highest release from perception’). If so, sīti-sīyā for Norman must be what happens to somebody who has already been liberated for a number of years. It is possible that Norman understands the compound
sīti-sīyā in v. 1073–74 to refer to the death and final liberation (parinibbāna) of the liberated person.


25 The reading is vimutto in Nidd II’s repetition of the Pārīyanavagga verses (VRI p. 10=Be p. 12), but the Niddesa itself (i.e. the commentary on the verses) reads dhimutto (VRI p. 94=Be p. 105).

26 Ne KN I p. 430.5/9.

27 Ne KN IV.II p. 111.20.

28 As Norman notes (2001:xlii): ‘Pj II presumes the existence of Nidd—its comments are frequently identical’.

29 Pj II 594.2ff., Ne KN IV.II p. 112.19ff.

30 Ne KN IV.II (Nidd II), p. 112.9ff: saññāvimokkhe paramedhimutto ti. saññāvimokkhā vuccanti satta saññāsamāpattiyo. ākiñcaññañayatanasamāpattivimokkho aggo ca, ca pāmokkho ca uttamo ca pavaro ca, parame agge sethe visetho pāmokkhe uttame pavare adhimuttivimokkhena adhimutto tatrādhimutto tadadhimutto taccarito tabbahulo taggaruko tannimno toppono tappabbhāro tadadhimutto tadadhipateyyo ti—saññāvimokkhe paramedhimutto. This explanation is given for the expression in both the verses 1071–72.

31 Pj II 594.1: saññāvimokkhe parame ti sattassu saññāvimokkhesu uttame ākiñcaññañayatane.

32 E.g. the sequence pakkhandati pasiḷati sanitthathi adhimuccati/vimuccati at M I. 186.4, M I.435.16ff., M III.104.21ff. The same sequence is found with only the reading vimuccati at D III.239.19ff. (=III.278); M III.112.3; A II.166.2ff., A III.245.7ff., IV.235.5, IV.438.23ff. It is probable that the lack of the variant adhimuccati in these places is due to an editorial error, or else a lack of MS.

33 Norman’s note on v. 1071–72 (2001:412) refers to the v/dh alteration: he suggests that the variant ‘dhimutto reflects a dialect change vi → dhi, or a different system of orthography giving this change. Thus he implies that the correct reading should really be vimutto, and so he reads and translates. But this fails to take into account that derivations of adhi+¥muc have a distinct meaning in Pāli: nominal forms mean ‘conviction’ or ‘meditative concentration’. This use cannot be explained away as a dialectic or orthographic way of representing vi+¥muc. The same derivations of adhi+¥muc are not unusual in Buddhist Sanskrit texts (BHSD s.v.). It seems that adhimutto was a real word in ancient India, and different from vimutto; it was not a corruption of the latter. If so it is probable that the v/dh variation, i.e. dh appearing for v in Pāli texts, whether due to scribal practice or ancient dialectic variation, has blurred this fact.

34 Hajime Nakamura suggested that nothingness was the goal in v. 1070–71, but this view depends upon taking vimutto to mean ‘liberated’. Reading dhimutto and understanding only meditative concentration instead of liberation does not support a view that in earliest Buddhism the state of non-existence was a goal and for that purpose meditation was practiced’ (1979:273). Nakamura also suggested that Sn 874 shows that the state of nevasaññasañña (which he translates as ‘thoughtless thought’) was a goal in early Buddhism. According to him, this represents a later stage of Buddhism in which the goal of ākiñcañña had been usurped (1979:273). But Sn 874 ought to be read as part of the verses in the Aṭṭhakavagga for which a state without sañña is thought to be liberating. It follows that there is very little support for the following statement (1979:273–74): ‘When Buddhism underwent dramatic evolution (in the post-Aśokan period, or possibly after the reign of King Nanda), the concepts of the periods A [goal=ākiñcañña] and B [goal=nevasaññasañña] were no longer acceptable to the contemporary people and new ideas became necessary. As a result, the concept of non-existence was attributed to Ajāra Kālāma and the theory of’
thoughtless-thought attributed to Uddaka, son of Rama, while Buddhism itself set forth new ideas.’


36 Stede published the PTS edition of Nidd II in 1918, and on p. 23 he reads ‘ṭhimutto’ in v. 1071, recording vimitto as a variant. Given his preference for ‘ṭhimutto’, it is difficult to explain his translation of anuyāyin in PED. Perhaps the PED translation of anuyāyin was the work of Rhys Davids.

37 CPD s.v. notes that aviccamāno is a variant, probably corrupt, for the reading avedhamāno in the PTS edition of Nidd II at 86.25. In Ne avedhamāno (from the Siamese edition of 1926) is cited as a variant for aviccamāno.

38 Ne KN IV.II (Nidd II), p. 112.16ff: nu so tattha anānūyāyī ti. tīthē nu ti: vīmatipuccā dvelhakapuccā anekamsapuccā evam. nu kho, nanu kho, kiṃ nu kho, katham nu kho ti tīthē nu. tattha ti: akiñcaṁñāyatan. anūyāyī ti: anānūyāyī aviccamāno avigacchamāno anantaradhayāmāno aparīthāyamāno pe...athāvā arajjanāmāno adussamāno anuhyamāno akilissamāno ti.


40 Ne KN IV.II (Nidd II), p. 114.11.

41 This view is based on the argument from silence, but not one in which the absence of terms in individual verses is thought to be significant. The absence of terms in a large collection of verses is surely significant.

42 Pj II 594.2ff: tīthē nu so tattha anānūyāyī ti so puggalo tattha akiñcaṁñāyatan brahmaloke avigacchamāno tīthē nū ti pucchati. ath’ assa bhagavā saṭṭhikappasahassāṇāmāni yeva tīthidham anujānantatītyagāthām āha.

43 As far as I am aware, the idea is only made explicit in a couple of canonical texts. At A I.267.3 (Tikānipāta 114, āpāyikavagga 4), it is said that a disciple of the Buddha who dies having attained either the ‘sphere of the infinity of space’, the ‘sphere of the infinity of consciousness’ or ‘the sphere of nothingness’ will exist as a deva in those spheres for 20,000 aeons, 40,000 aeons or 60,000 aeons respectively, before attaining parinibbāna. It seems that Nidd II and Pj II follow this canonical source in holding that the span of life in the sphere of nothingness is 60,000 aeons. At A I.160.3 (Catukkanipāta 172, sañcetanikavagga 2), the Buddha says that someone who attains nevasaññīsaññīyatana in this life exists in that sphere as a deity after death; if he had abandoned the worldly fetters in life (orambhiyinni), then he will not come back to earth, i.e. he will attain liberation from that sphere.

44 See p. 123 n. 57 on the similar use of these words in Indriyahāvāna Sutta.


46 This interpretation of the word satimā is supported by the teachings given by the Buddha to Udaya and Posāla (see p. 105).

47 The fact that sītisyā is a verb in the optative mood whereas vimitto is a past passive participle does not matter: it is possible to take vimitto as logically rather than grammatically equivalent to sītisyā, giving a translation such as ‘and would become cool right there, i.e. released’.

48 At this point, Ne KN IV.II (Nidd II), p. 114.25 reads: punabbhavatipasand- hīviṁnānam nibbatteyya kāmadhātuyyā va rūpadhātuyyā va arūpadhātuyyā vāti: ‘would consciousness connecting to re-becoming be produced in the realm of sensual pleasures, the realm of form, or the realm without form?’ This sentence is at odds with the previous one, where the word cavetha in the main text is interpreted as cavetha, ucchiṣṭeyya, nasseyya, vinasseyya, na bhaveyya, and is clearly about the annihilation of the and not its connection to re-becoming. In other words, the sentence does not connect with what precedes it (the annihilation of the ) or the summary of the two views that follows (eternalism or nihilism). However, the second interpretation Nidd II offers of 1073c–d interprets cavetha...
almost verbatim: puna nibbatteyya kāmadhātuyā vā rūpadhātuyā vā arūpadhātuyā vā tāti. It is likely that this phrase has migrated from this position into the first explanation above, probably as a scribal mistake. The passage makes no sense if it is read as it is. Having read Stede’s notes (p. xii) about the state of the Singhalese MS upon which the PTS edition of Nidd II is based, it is not surprising to find some textual corruption in this passage.


50 Pj II.594.20: atha bhagavanto anupagamman na tathā upannassa ariyasāvakassassa anupādāya dasseto tathā gotama yathā ti gāthām āha.

51 Pj II.594.13: ‘ahāvā, tassa caveyya evākīnaññāyaatane nānādūkkhehi vimutto patto bhaveyyā, nibbānappatto sassato hutsa tī tathāvippayo.

52 Pj II.594.16: ‘ahāvā, tassa caveyya uchchijjeyya kāmadhātuyā vā rūpadhātuyā vā arūpadhātuyā vā ti?

53 Sn 1075: ‘ahāvā, tassa caveyya evākīnaññāyaatane nānādūkkhehi vimutto patto bhaveyyā, nibbānappatto sassato hutsa tī tathāvippayo.

54 D I.30.24ff.

55 Bedekar (1963) distinguishes the path of japa from that of śāṅkhyā and yoga, but comments (1963:65): ‘A Jāpaka can, however, renounce the household and can even attain to the highest stage of self-realisation which the follower of the Yoga reaches.’ The passage quoted above on the liberation of the Jāpaka clearly follows standard yogic ideas about liberation.

56 The critical edition refers to the commentary of Vidyasāgara, in which this word is interpreted as sarīrīnāṭhā.

57 Reading: ‘ahāvā, tassa caveyya evākīnaññāyaatane nānādūkkhehi vimutto patto bhaveyyā, nibbānappatto sassato hutsa tī tathāvippayo.


59 Twelve MS read śānti/śānti-bhūto. See pp. 1–4.

60 M I.256.13: ‘ahāvā, tassa caveyya evākīnaññāyaatane nānādūkkhehi vimutto patto bhaveyyā, nibbānappatto sassato hutsa tī tathāvippayo.

61 DOP, MMW, PED s.v.

62 E.g. nāmarūpam (D II.32.17), nāmarūpamhā (D II.32.29), nāmarūpasmin (Sn 756), nāmarūpasa (D II.62.32), nāmarūpe (D II.32.14).
E.g. D II.62.14: yehi Ánanda ákārehi yehi liṅgehi yehi nimittehi yehi uddesehi nāmakāyassa paññātī hoti, tesu ákāresu tesu liṅgesu tesu nimittesu tesu uddesesu asati, api nu koho rūpakāye adhivacanasamphasso paññāyethā ti?

65 Nett 27, 28, 41, 69, 77, 78; I.183.

66 Dutiyardā Sutta, It 57.18; yassa rágo ca doso ca avijjā ca virājītā so ādātaram accatāri maccujaho nirūpadhi pahāsi apunabhavāya. So na amhāyī maccurājan ti brūmi ti. The same verse is found at S IV.158 where the context makes clear that it is a living and not a dead person who is said to be.

67 M I.341.11: [ekacco puggalo] va dhamme niccho nibutto sabhavissantī ti pajānīti, vediyamāno vediyāmi ti pajānāti, jīvitapariyādānā eva sabbavedayitāni anabhinanditāni sītī bhavissantī ti pajānāti. The same verse is found at S IV.158 where the context makes clear that it is a living and not a dead person who is said to be.

72 This distinction is applied to the terms saupādisesā nibbāna and anupādisesā nibbāna at It 38.4.

73 And almost identical to the Itivuttaka verse quoted above p. 91 n. 66 (Dutiyardā Sutta, It 57.18; athātāti so na pamāṇam eti).

74 Vetter’s translation (1990:41; ‘When all things (dhamma) are abolished, then all ways of thinking, too, are abolished’) is not quite correct: vādapathā does not mean ‘ways of thinking’.

75 A recent study of dhamma in the Nikāya-s is found in Gethin (2004).

76 Sn 993, 1015, 1052–54, 1064, 1075, 1085, 1097, 1102, 1110, 1122.

81 The word dhamma seems to be used in the Ariyapariyesana Sutta in both senses, i.e. meditative object and teaching. See p. 15 n. 38.

82 See the previous note.

83 M I.487.24: sace pana Vaccha evam puccheyya: yo te ayam purato aggi nibbuto, so aggi ito katamāṃ disam ājito, paruthinnam vā pacchinām vā uttaram vā dakkhinām vā ti?

Vaccha kinti byākareyyāši ti? na upeti bho Gotama, yam hi so bho Gotama aggi līṅkathupādānaṃ paticca ajali, tassa ca pariyādāna aññassa ca anupahārā anāhāro nibbuto et eva saṅkhārā gacchāti ti. evam eva kho Vaccha yena rūpena paññāpayamāṇo paññāpayyāVaccha evam rūpaṃ tathāgatassām pākenā uccinhamāmaṁ tīlāvatthukatānaṃ anabhāvavatānaṃ āyatiṁ anupāpadhammanām, rūpasankhāravimutto kho Vaccha tathāgato gambhīro appameyyo duppariyogāhā seyyathā pi mahāsāmuddo. upapajjāti ti na upeti, na upapajjāti ti na upeti, upapajjāti ca na ca upapajjāti ti na upeti, neva upapajjāti na na upapajjāti ti na upeti.

84 I am indebted to Richard Gombrich for pointing this out (see Gombrich 1996:67).

85 There is no evidence in the early Brahminic literature, as far as I am aware, of the metaphor of ‘going out’ referring to the liberation at death of the yogic adept. However, Collins has
pointed out that the use of this metaphor by the Buddha at Sn 1074 plays on old Brahminic ideas: ‘To be able to appreciate the full flavour of the phrase, one must bear in mind the fact that since Vedic times, the movement of the sun had been a major motif in representations of time and temporality.’ (Collins 1982:130).

86 Reading hyasya for yasya.


88 The occurrence of the terms śīthiḥu (Mbh XII.192.122) suggests that the Pāli phrase brahmabhūtena attanā is similarly an adaptation of a Brahminic metaphor. The Buddhist bhikkhu becomes brahman in a metaphorical sense: unlike the Brahminic yogin, he is not absorbed into brahman. This is not what Pérez-Remón thinks. After the appearance of the pericope at M I.349 (in the Kandaraka Sutta), he comments (1980:117): ‘It would be a disappointing anticlimax to have to think at the conclusion of such brilliant description that such a self is not a reality but a merely conventional name.’ He also comments (1980:118): ‘It is evidence that all the passages, where brahmabhūtena attanā viharati is used, refer to a self that is free from all attachments and has attained to the quenching of nibbāna. Such a usage of atta gives the term a prominence that could not be expected from people utterly convinced that the basic teaching of early Buddhism was that of absolute anattā.’ I do not accept this argument, which seems to be based on the notion that the early Buddhists were incapable of using metaphors. It is doubtful that the term brahmabhūta would have been used by someone who believed that the self does not exist, but this does not mean the opposite—that its use presupposes an ātman doctrine.


90 The verses Sn 1105–07 are quoted at A I.134.10–13.

91 Sn 1108–09 are repeated almost verbatim at S I.88 (v. 209–210). Norman translates in Sn 1108 as ‘investigation’ (2001:141) whereas Bodhi translates it at S I.88 (v. 209) as ‘means of travelling about’ (2000:131). I disagree with Norman, for by analogy with Sn 1108a the term has a pejorative sense. Bodhi follows the commentary that glosses it as pādāni.

92 Sn 1105–11: atthi pañāhena āgamam (icc āyasmā Udaya) katakiccam anāsavan, pāragam sabbhadhamānā, pañāhānā kāmam candhamānā (1105). thīnassa ca (Udayā ti Bhagavā) domanassāna cāhavā, upēkṣatāsīnasuddham dharmatakkaḍupajavām, kīv karin, vyāsānā (1106).

93 E.g. D I.71.21.

94 E.g. D I.75.30.

95 Brough (1962:208).

The translation of v. 1112–13 is Norman’s with a few changes. Vetter thinks that this ‘reminds us of states without apperception which are in some passages of the Aṭṭhakavagga, an aim in themselves’ (1990:40). But the compound only refers to a state without the apperception of form, not without all apperception. It is a description of a meditative state, not a description of a liberated state that is without saññā.

Vetter (1990:40) thinks that this points towards going beyond a state without apperception, which might be the attainment of intellectual insight into the stations of consciousness (viññānathitī-s, on which see v. 1114 and p. 104 n. 102). However, the question only concerns how a person may go beyond a meditative state without the apperception of forms, rather than going beyond a state completely without apperception.

Norman reads the words and as alternative conditions for the person whose condition the Buddha knows, so that he translates ‘standing [in this world]’, ‘released’ and ‘destined for that [release]’ respectively. But these adjectives must qualify the subject of the whole passage—the person who has attained the meditative state of nothingness (ākiñcañña). Thus probably refers to meditative release rather than liberation, just as vi+muc does in Sn 1071–72. Nidd II reads dhammattam, and so the arguments put forward about the apply here; it is probably preferable to read dhammattam rather than vi+muc. If so, the three words must be synonymous and the word pārāvana probably refers not to the ‘final aim’ but the ‘chief meditative object’ of this person concentrated on ākiñcañña (PED s.v.).

Vetter thinks that this verse is a description of how one is to be ‘led further’: ‘one has to know the and the and this knowledge might have consisted of the insight that and the four other constituents are nonpermanent, unsatisfactory and non-self’ (1990:40). However, the verse is not a prescription of how someone can attain liberating insight; it merely describes the Buddha’s ability to know a person’s meditative state.

Following Norman in reading Be ākiñcañña- instead of PTS ākiñcañña in pāda (a), and Be etam for the second ājīva of Ec in pāda (c).

Collins (1982:215): ‘the concept of stations of consciousness covers both meditative states and ethical attitudes of mind in the present life, and also destinies for it after death.’

Norman (2001:141) does not read as a compound; he translates nandidī as ‘[he thinks] “Enjoyment is a fetter”’. This does not alter the meaning much, although Norman’s translation of pāda-s (a–b) gives the impression that the act of insight described by ākiñcañcaṁsvabhamvavatā ājīvaṁ nandisanyojaṁ ājīvaṁ ājīvaṁ tattaṁ viśvapi tassā brāhmaṇassa vaśīmato ti (1115).

CONCLUSION

1 See p. 49 n. 91.
2 Frauwallner (1953:176): ‘Und dass es sich um entlehnte ältere Vorstellungen handelt, ist auch
daraus zu ersehen, dass die Sphäre jenseits von Bewusst und Unbewusst auch in Jinismus
5 Bronkhorst (1993:45).
7 Bronkhorst (1993:48 n. 11).
9 Mbh XII.178.15–16, Mbh XII.294.8, Mbh XII.304.9. Breath restraint is also mentioned in the
 Bhagavadgītā at IV.29.
11 The word ‘not’ inserted here is surely a mistake.
13 Schayer (1935:125, 131).
14 E.g. A I.10.5: pabhassaram idam bhikkhave cittaṃ taṅ ca kho āgantukehi upakkilesehi
 upakkilīṭhān viṁśaṅgā anidasaṅgā anantuṃ sabhatopabhaṃ.
15 Schayer (1935:125).
16 Keith (1936:6): ‘But the six dhātu list suggests that we have a relic of a view which made
consciousness the source whence the elements were derived, each less subtle than the
preceding.’
17 Keith (1936:6).
18 Keith (1936:6).
20 See p. 64ff.
21 Udāna 80.9 (Vagga VIII.1: pātālīgāmīyavaggo): atthi bhikkhave tad设有 ayatanam yattha n’eva
 na āpo na tejo na vāyo na taṅnakāṇcāyatanan na viṁśaṅgānaṃ na
na nevasaṅgānaṃsayaṅtanam na āpo na paraloko no ubho
candimāsuriyā tatra bhikkhave n’eva vantam na gatiṃ na tiṃ na
can puṇapattin apattittam appavattan onārammanan tvam es ev’ anto dukkhassā ti. Reading
no ubho candimāsuriyā tatra for ubho canimāsuriyā tad am (See Errata to the
text). This seems to be the only place in the
where the form
has not become viṁśaṅgācīyatanā because of haplography, although Be reads the latter.
22 KaU V.15 (=SU VI.14, MuU II.2.11): na tatra sūryo bhāti na candrārakānam nemā vidyuto
bhānti kuto yam agniḥ.
pṛthivī pratiṣṭhitam abhaṃḍale pratiṣṭhitāḥ.
ākāśe bho gautama kutra pratiṣṭhitāḥ, ākāśaṃ bho
gautama kutra pratiṣṭhitam, atisarati mahābhūmāna, atisarati
mahābhūman apratiṣṭhitam anālambanam iti vistarah. tasmād asty
ākāsam iti vaibhāyikā.
24 According to Collins (1990:89) this was part of the strategy of legitimisation by the monks of
the Mahāvihārin lineage in Ceylon in the early centuries of the first millennium AD.
25 La Vallée Poussin (1937).
26 E.g. Rupert Gethin (2001: xiii): ‘While my study of the bodhi-pakkhiyā dhammā does not
address directly all the specific points raised by those following in the footsteps of La Vallée
Poussin and Frauwallner, it does at least, I think, place a question mark against some of the
claims of “contradiction” and “inconsistency” in the way the texts (the Pali Nikāyas, the Abhidhamma, and the commentaries) present the theory of Buddhist meditation. One can object that this is bound to be the conclusion if one studies a list made up of homogeneous items: Gethin’s study shows that the separate items in the list of bodhipakkhiyā dhammā contain nothing of a heterogeneous nature. The fact is that this rather late list of thirty-seven dhamma-s does not have anything to do with the ‘specific points raised by those following in the footsteps of La Vallée Poussin and Frauwallner’. It may systematize the meditative formulations of the fairly well, but this is not surprising—it is not representative of the meditative formulations of the entire The one notable omission from this list and its extensions, as noted by Bronkhorst (1985:306), is the list of four formless spheres. This led Bronkhorst to conclude that the formless meditations were not accepted in the earliest period of Buddhism (Bronkhorst 1993:xiii).

Notes

27 PED yoga s.v.: ‘one who is devoted to the dhamma’.
29 A III.356.20: acchāriyā h’ ete āvuso puggalā dullabhā lokasim, ye gambhirām athapadaṁ paññāya ativijjha passati ti.
30 The phrase paññāya ativijjha usually occurs as half of a couplet, of which the other item is kāyen phusitvā ot kāyen paramām saccam sacchikaroti (M I.480.10, II.173.24; S V.227.1, V.230.10; A II.115.12). In other words, according to the couplet, liberation must combine the different points of view of the Mahā-Cunda Sutta: paññāya ativijjha in the couplet refers to an intellectual insight different from meditation. Indeed, when it occurs alone, it refers to a sort of understanding: at M II.112.1 the expression paññāya ativijjha refers to the understanding of the Buddha; at A 1.265.12 paññāya ativijjha refers to a non-liberated, intellectual understanding; at A IV.362.2 gambhirām athapadaṁ paññāya ativijjha passati refers to the understanding of a dhamma-preacher; and at A II.178.28 paññāya cassa atthapadaṁ paññāya ativijjha passati describes the disciple’s (suttavā) understanding of the Four Noble Truths, the disciple being differentiated from the liberated person (pañdo mo mahāpañño). Moreover, the meaning of athapada given in CPD is ‘1. a right or profitable word’; PED s.v. states: ‘a profitable saying, a word of good sense, text, motto.’ It must refer to doctrinal formulations in general.
31 Insight into the twelvefold chain of dependent origination, in its reverse (patiloma) order and its origination (samudaya) and cessation (nirodha) modes, is said to be the original discovery of the Buddha and the six previous Buddhas at S II.5.7 (Nidānavagga: Nidānasamuttha IV–X). However, in the biographical account in the Mahāvagga (Vin I.ff), insight into the twelve-fold dependent origination occurs after awakening; and does not constitute the content of the Bodhisatta’s liberating insight. Therefore, we have two different theories of liberating insight: for Muslī at S II.115, the content of liberating insight is the twelve-fold list of dependent origination, a theory strongly suggested at S II.5.7ff. But for the authors of the biography in the Mahāvagga, the content of liberating insight is the Four Noble Truths (Vin I.11.1ff.), with insight into dependent origination being a later discovery of the Buddha. If insight into dependent origination was thought to be discovered by the Buddha after the awakening, as described in the Vinaya, it is easy to see how the idea arose that this must be what any bhikkhu must realize in order to attain liberation. If this is correct, it means that Muslī’s theory of liberating insight was just that—a theory—and a theory preceded by the theory in the Mahāvagga that insight into the Four Noble Truths effected the Bodhisatta’s liberation.
32 S II.117.15: tenyāsma Musīlo araham khināsavo ti, evam vutte āyasmā Musīlo tunhī ahośi ti.
33 S II.118.1: bhavanirodho nibbhānān ti kho me āvuso yathābhūtām sammapaññāya sudiṭham, na c’ amhi araham khināsavo.
35 Its other occurrence is in the description of sense restraint that is usually a preliminary to the practice of jhāna e.g. D I.70.15: kāyena phoṭhabbaṃ phusitvā phusitvā.

36 M I.33.34, 477.26; S II.123.14, S II.127.18; A II.87.9, II 89.36ff., II 91.1, IV 316.2ff., V 11.23ff. At A IV.451.29ff., the expression kāyena phusitvā is applied not only to the formless meditations, but also to the four jhāna-s. It is likely that this singular occurrence represents a rather late development.

37 La Vallée Poussin (1937:191): ‘Cette voie aboutit, par une graduelle purification, par la graduelle suppression des idées (samkalpa), ou simplement nirodhasamāpatti—qui met l’ascète en contact avec une réalité transcendant qui est le Nirvāṇa (ancienne doctrine) ou qui est semblable au Nirvāṇa (scholastique Sarvāstivādin).’ He then uses A III.355 as evidence to support this.


39 La Vallée Poussin (1937:191): ‘En principe, sinon en fait, ce chemin n’a rien qui soit spécifiquement bouddhique; la ‘vue des vérités’ n’y a pas de place; la connaissance spéculative (prajñā) n’y est pas mise en œuvre.’


41 See p. 117 n. 30: paññāya ativijjhā in the couplet refers to an intellectual insight different from meditation.

42 S II.119.16 (Nidānavagga: Nidāna Samyutta 70=maḥāvagga IX).

43 Susīma’s interview of these monks begins at S II.121.8. See Gombrich (1996:96–134, especially 123–27).

44 I.e. the knowledge of past lives (pubbenivāsānissatiṇāna), and the death and rebirth of other beings according to the law of kamma (cītāpattātīna).

45 S III.68.27 (=Vin I 14.34): imasmin ca pana veyyakaramasmin bhāṇāmāne pañcavaggiyānām bhikkhunām anupāḍāya āsavehi cittāni vimuccinā ti. See p. 20 n. 72 on the equivalent episode in the Therāvāda Vinaya and the Mahāsāṅghika Mahāvastu.

46 See p. 72 n. 2.

47 See Wynne 2002.

48 Gombrich (1996:127). At the same time he notes: ‘But I cannot exclude the possibility that the author of the Pali Susīma Sutta that has come down to us had views on the matter to put forward.’

49 Schmithausen (1981:211).

50 This does not necessarily mean that the Sutta dates to the earliest period, although I think it probably does.

51 M III.298.13: cakkhunā rūpam na passati, sotena saddam na suṇāti.

52 At Mbh XII.314.23, 30 it refers to Vyāsa, and at Mbh XII.316.48 it refers to Śūka.

53 Mbh XII.308.24.

54 M III 298.16: evam sante kho, Uittara, andho bhāvitindriyo bhavissati, badhiro bhāvitindriyo bhavissati.

55 E.g. bhikkhus Nānamoli and Bodhi’s translation of the description of the fourth jhāna (1995:105): ‘I entered upon and abided in the fourth jhāna, which has neither-pain-nor-pleasure and purity of mindfulness due to equanimity.’ Translation of M I.22.7: adukkham, asukham upakāsatisatipariṇāddhi catuttham jhānam upasampajja vihāsim. The problem with this is that the translators seem to understand that simple adjectives such as and are ‘factors’ (dhamma-s?) of a meditative absorption. But this is misleading. The compounds and do not indicate ‘factors’ of/in the fourth jhāna, as if real ‘things’
contained in an objectively ‘real’ meditative state. The compounds are used to qualify a
certain mental state that a practitioner of meditation can experience, one that can be
described as an experience of the purification of mindfulness and indifference.

56 MMW s.v. vupēkṣa.
57 See the meaning of upekkā at M III 299.15, 299.19, 299.24, 299.29 etc., where it denotes an
indifference towards sense objects; and especially M III.301.17 where upekhako is combined
with sato sampajāno.
58 This has been pointed out by Richard Gombrich. He writes (1997:10): ‘I know this is
controversial, but it seems to me that the third and fourth jhānas are thus quite unlike the
second. I suppose that one can be “aware and cognisant” without being aware of anything in
particular: the terms “aware and cognisant” could perhaps be described as a state of
receptivity, of potential rather than actual thought. But I find this an unsatisfying argument.
One has to ask whether a real meditator would or would not notice a flashing light or a loud
noise in his vicinity. The natural explanation of the text, in my view, is that in the third and
fourth jhāna he would, but in the second he would not. If that is correct, this description of
the jhāna describes (and prescribes) two quite different cognitive states, and the later
tradition has falsified the jhāna by classifying them as the quintessence of the concentrated,
calming kind of meditation, ignoring the other—and indeed higher—element.’
59 Schmithausen (1981:207–8).
61 M I.6.11.
62 Vin I.10ff. (=S V 422.3ff.); see Schmithausen (1981:202).
63 M I.55.11 and A III.414.13.
64 Schmithausen (1981:205).
65 As Griffiths puts it (1981:616), the four jhāna-s are a sort of ‘limbering up exercise for the
mind, a way of making it supple and preparing it for the effort needed to gain insight into the
real nature of the universe’.
66 See p. 120 n. 45 and p. 20 n. 72: the same intellectualist version of liberating insight is found
in Theravādin and Mahāsāṃghikas sources; the Sthaviras and probably split
some time after the second council 60 AB (Gombrich 1992:258).
67 I have argued elsewhere that such a process was not ad hoc, but was a planned exercise
carried out not by individual reciters but by redactional committees in the early Buddhist
communities (Wynne 2004).
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<td><strong>svarabhakti</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad</strong></td>
<td>112–13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taittirīya Upaniṣad</strong></td>
<td>36–7, 45, 50, 111, 115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>tanha</strong> 76, 101, 123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theragāthā</strong></td>
<td>27, 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theravāda Buddhism</strong></td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theravādin Vinaya</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>thirst</strong> see tanha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>this world and the other world</strong></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>three knowledges</strong></td>
<td>20, 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treneckner, V.</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trisīkhabhārmanā Upaniṣad</strong></td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ubhatobhāgavimutti</strong></td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Udānā</strong> 114</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uddaka Rāmaputta</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brahminic background of 42–4, 46–9;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brahminic teaching of 108;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buddhist appraisal of 22;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>liberation of 13;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>supposed Jaina background of 110;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
meditative goal of see nothingness;
name and location of 13–14;
practices of see element meditation, formless meditation;
relationship with Ājāra Kālāma 25;
relationship with Rāma 15–16;
spiritual attainment of 14–15

Uddālaka Aruni 45
unmanifest see avyakta
upādāna 96
Upaka 16
Upatisapase 74
Uruvilvā/Uruvelā 10–11, 17–18

Van Buitenen, J.A.B. 55, 70
Vassakāra 14
Vassakāra Sutta 13, 26
Vedānta 69
Vedic recitation 88–9
Vetter, T. 9, 74–5, 78–9
vimokkha-s 43
Virīṇca 52, 54
Viṣṇu 145 n. 10
Viṣṇusmṛti 112

world ages 35, 52
wrong view see this world and the other world

Yaśñavalkya 43–4, 89
Yaśñavalkyasmṛti 112
yoga 8;
Brahminic origin of 63–4, 143 n.1;
chariot metaphor 28–9;
difference from Buddhist meditation 82;
followers of 38, 52–3;
in the Mokṣadharma 37–8, 69–70;
in the Pāli canon 27–8;
as a pleasurable activity 112;
see also dhyāna, element meditation, formless meditation, kasiṇāyatana-s, Vedic recitation
Yogatattva Upāniṣad 34
yuga-s see world ages

Zafiropulo, G. 9, 16